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Forward
Christmas 2021

It’s crazy to think that some of the stories in this book are older than some
of the people in our family. Time has changed the stories nearly as much as those
of us who make the occasional (albeit often fictionalized) appearances in the
stories. Marci, Elliot, Olivia, Cor: Thank you for being the inspiration, the
“characters,” and the audience for these stories. The years can change a lot, but
they cannot change this most essential fact: I love you very much.
This year’s story is the 25th piece that I’ve written to celebrate this holiday
observed on the 25th of December. I confess it feels rather silly and vainglorious
to write a forward, or “liner notes,” for these stories that have never been
published outside of the home. Still, I look back on the first time that I compiled
some of these stories, in 2008, and I find that I enjoy the little paragraphs of
context almost as much — or
perhaps more — than the stories
themselves. So I’m going to adapt
some of the notes that I originally
wrote in 2008 and continue
contextualizing for the subsequent
years, as well.
Anyway: it all started with
the first Christmas storybook: “The
Heavens Declare” (1997). This
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edition was handmade on an ancient monochrome “laptop computer” which
would really be more appropriately called a “word processor” — and it happened
to be the very same machine that cranked out the majority of my college papers.
It worked well enough for simple printing tasks, but I had to outsmart the
technology a bit to create the half-page format in which this storybook was
originally “published.” Once the story was completed and printed out (on an old
daisy-wheel printer), the cover was hand-made from a piece of poster-board. The
title was drawn free-hand, as well as the stars, with a permanent black marker.
Everything was stitched together by thread run through a sewing machine! It was
a humble, painstaking beginning to the tradition… but the tradition was begun!
Just five months before our wedding day, Marci and I were talking a lot about
developing our own unique family traditions (blending Asp family traditions and
Anderson family traditions), so this was my attempt to add something unique to
our holiday celebrations.
The First Decade of Marriage
Growing from a Family of Two to a Family of Five
The second year’s story — “Poetry without Words” (1998) — was an
adaptation of a story that I had submitted for one of my Creative Writing classes
at Bowling Green State University (it’s kind of crazy now to realize that I didn’t
finish my college studies until seven months after our wedding). The fictional
story was meant to characterize a life-long committed relationship, like Marci
and I were eager to enjoy following our marriage in May of that year. I used the
names of my father’s parents for the main characters. But I never realized how
prescient the theme of aphasia would be in our family. The story for this year
(“The Back Forty,” 2021) echoes some of the dynamics of that story in some
haunting and (hopefully) beautiful ways.
“Grace” (1999) was my thinly-veiled processing of the family events
surrounding the marriage of my brother Jay and his wife Heather (married in the
first week of 2000). Reading the story now, years-after-the-fact, seems to
accentuate the story’s awkward mix of fact and fiction — trying to place myself as
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a narrator within situations that I only imagined or experienced third-person…
But in spite of the awkwardness, the story has its moments. The last line of the
story is one of my favorites.
Written in our last year of living at the duplex on Boone Court, in Bowling
Green, “Elves Do Not Exist” (2000) was an attempt at humor referencing an
inside joke that had run, in one form or another, between me and Marci since the
earliest days of our marriage. Consequently, I like the way that this simple story
mirrors that youthful, playful spirit. I’m glad that I didn’t reach too far to try and
make it more “meaningful.” Most years, I try to add at least some small nod to the
birth of Jesus — but this particular story is one notable exception to that rule
within this Anthology.
In the early part of 2001, we became homeowners for the first time, buying
a beautiful Cape Cod home on Conneaut Avenue in western Bowling Green.
However, within the first six months of living in this house, we found ourselves
with two unexpected roommates. “Making Room on the Lily Pad” (2001)
parallels these developments. I still remember escaping to the computer lab at
the Technology Building of Bowling Green State University to complete the
manuscript, because the crowded house was not a conducive environment for
completing the story!
“The ABCs of an Asp Family Christmas” (2002) was written in the brief
period of time while Marci, Elliot, and I were living in the basement of my
parents’ house in Shelby, just before moving to Amsterdam. Given the unusual
circumstances, I’m not too embarrassed to admit that this was the least-complete
Christmas story upon “publication” (and the closest one to breaking the chain of
tradition). Still, it happened! When the gift was given on Christmas Eve of that
year, I mentioned that I thought it would be neat for Marci to use some of her
scrap-booking skills and Elliot to use some of his preschool coloring skills to help
complete the visual elements of the story together. As it turned out, the
illustrations were not completed until several years later.
“The Night Before Kerstmis” (2003) was the first Christmas story written
in the Netherlands. In the fall following our move into an apartment on the
Retiefstraat in Amsterdam Oost, we had a large influx of mice. They ate our food,
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darted out among us during all hours of the day, and one night Marci even found
one scampering along the top rail of Elliot’s crib! We killed a lot of mice that fall
and winter — but the blue ribbon for “de-mousing” the house that year went to
David and Mindy Henson, who killed three mice in the space of just a couple
hours, while babysitting Elliot during the GCE Pastors’ Summit in Amsterdam.
And though the Christmas story that year was written as a joke, we never had
such significant problems with mice ever again.
“Tales from the Fields” (2004) was started in Amsterdam but finished in
Shelby, as we were visiting for Christmas with a brand-new baby girl to show off
to our families in America (the completion of these stories always seems to get
pushed out until the last possible minute!). Rather than inventing a totally new
story for the holiday, this project was intended to allow for a written record of the
oral storytelling that happened every evening when putting Elliot to bed. The
story of David and the story of the Good Shepherd were two particular favorites
of Elliot — and we could do the entire thing interactively, with Elliot completing
certain key sentences throughout the story (in fact, the words in bold throughout
the story were the parts that Elliot would fill in). And the third story about the
shepherds in the hills near Bethlehem was added in order to make it a Christmas
story (consequently, the bold sections in that one were mostly intended as a
suggestion instead of a record for how the tradition was actually maintained).
The essay entitled, “Incarnation” (2005) got a good bit of mileage in its
year of “publication.” Not only did it serve as the family Christmas story that year
(which I’m pretty sure was the original impetus for its development), it also
served as the text for a teaching at a Zolder50 worship gathering and as a special
holiday post on my blog, which was a new hobby that I had just gotten into earlier
that year.
“A Christmas Love Story” (2006) was a true-to-life retelling of a special
evening in Columbus that Marci and I experienced during our dating years in
Ohio. Very little in the story is embellished or amplified. It really was a magical
experience that felt like it needed to be preserved in our Christmas story
tradition.
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“Cor’s Hope” (2007) was, of course, written and titled with the newest
member of the Asp family in mind. But the story also drew upon conversations
with another friend of the family, coincidentally named Kor, who had decided
that winter to try and avoid wearing his winter coat for as long as possible, to
condition himself for even colder temperatures when the “real winter” came. In
the end, I was basically trying to tell a story of hope, expectation, and incarnation.
I actually wrote a series of six such “Incarnations” for my blog that year —
because thinking about things in this way helped me to understand the original
biblical events on the emotional level — but “Cor’s Hope” ended up being my
favorite one.
The Second Decade of Marriage
A Full Family of Five
“The Holiday Adventures of Charlie, Chuppy, and Puff” (2008) was
inspired by a conversation between Elliot and me. We were sitting in the
Emergency Room of the Onze Lieve Vrouwe Gasthuis during the night before our
family's Thanksgiving celebrations. Elliot was being examined for severe
abdominal pain. But when the physical pain gradually subsided (it turned out to
be a case of constipation), our main problem became boredom instead. So we
started laughing about what the night's sleep deprivation would do to us, as we
enjoyed Thanksgiving dinner the following day, falling asleep in our mashed
potatoes and that type of thing. Our deep belly laughs in the Emergency Room
that night seemed to be a good indication that the rest of the family would get a
good laugh out of such a story, as well.
“We Are From” (2009) was an interactive poetry project that accompanied
the first professionally-printed, hard-bound book of The Asp Family Christmas
Treasury: The First Twelve Christmases. It took a lot of work to pull those
stories together for “publication,” so I must confess that the story for that year of
publication was an afterthought — though still an intriguing concept. In the letter
that introduced the Treasury and the story for 2009, I provided a worksheet for
Marci to fill out with some additional linguistic imagery for the poetry project.
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But that input was never formally joined to the original (incomplete) project…
until the release of this Anthology. So: I hope that everyone will all enjoy the
newly-revised, newly-completed, never-before-seen version of “We Are From!”
“How the Super-Animals Saved Christmas” (2010) was another nod to the
oral story-telling traditions of our household. Like our “Tales from the Fields”
(2004), I noticed a trend in our bedtime tradition of reading and/or inventing
stories — and I decided to use that trend for the annual Christmas story. Usually,
the kids would choose (1) a superhero to serve as the protagonist, (2) a “bad guy”
to serve as the antagonist, and (3) a setting, where the superhero’s powers would
be tested. There would always be terrible threats from the bad guys,
back-and-forth action scenes, and a tidy resolution with the bad guy(s) locked
away for a nice, long time. But the Christmas version of our superhero stories
turned out to be extra special because it featured the kids’ favorite stuffed
animals as the heroes. Cuckoo — the most beloved of all our family’s stuffed
animals — was the last superhero standing, coming in clutch when most needed.
And he’s still a hero in our household, long after most of the other stuffed animals
have been forgotten.
“Biddy-Bop Stays for the Holidays” (2011) addresses my weird habit of
inventing nonsensical nicknames for the people I love. You kids loved
Sinterklaas, so it made sense that he should get a weird nickname when he came
to live in our apartment. Some of my favorite things about the story now, though,
have nothing to do with the nicknames. I love the glimpses of our school day
rhythms and the general descriptions of the holiday season in Amsterdam.
There’s also quite a bit of the Dutch language woven into the story for this last
Christmas in Amsterdam — but hopefully the context minimizes
misunderstanding and maximizes nostalgia.
“Meeco the Puffin” (2012) is a thinly-veiled reference to the cultural
acclimation process faced by Marci, Eric, Elliot, Cor, and Olivia on our move back
from Europe to North America. I’m still amazed (and thankful) that we managed
that transition as well as we did! I also really enjoyed doing the illustrations for
this one on my new iPad. Puffins are such striking birds!
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“J.J. the Snowman” (2013) was based on a real gadget, and every line of
his dialogue in the story was directly quoted from the cycle of recorded messages
stored within its circuitry. It was funny to imagine him coming to life, like the old
song, “Frosty the Snowman” (with numerous literary allusions sprinkled
throughout the narrative). But it was also funny to see the way that J.J. the
Snowman didn’t draw much attention from our family in subsequent years.
Almost as if we believed the story for that year was real.
“Airbags” (2014) provides another glimpse into family life: when I started
getting into running more seriously and Elliot started going to middle school.
Adolescence was intimidating on the front end. We didn’t have a lot of friends in
a similar phase of life, so we just didn’t know what to expect. But the brief
vignette outlined in this story feels very characteristic of our experiences with
adolescence (and I can say this with greater confidence, now that we’ve got quite
a bit more practice). Adolescence has its moments of awkwardness and anxiety.
But also moments of profound beauty, joy, and peace.
“The Birds of Christmas” (2015) was such a fun story to write. Early,
unwritten drafts of the story were group exercises in aural storytelling at the
Panera in Stow. As the “Author’s Note” at the end of the story indicates, we had
been building a much larger literary world and narrative arc — but with each
passing year, it seems less and less likely to become much of anything beyond the
story in this anthology. Still, I love the concept of Timo finding his way through
Amsterdam’s Underworld (both literally and figuratively). I also love some of the
little details in this story, like the “grunklings” and the Sambas. And I’ll always
treasure that creative, collaborative experience we got to enjoy together
throughout the year leading up to that Christmas.
“From My Neighbor’s Window” (2016) was based on a true story, drawn
from the memoirs of my grandmother, Betty Asp (Memoirs of a Minnesota
Pastor’s Wife: For her Family, Christmas 2007). The basic facts of the story are
all hers: all based on real-life occurrences. Wherever possible, I tried to preserve
her wording. I did, however, take some liberties in sequencing the elements of the
story, aggregating some of the settings and characters, providing a plot structure,
and fleshing out details — doing my best to separate fact from fiction in the
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footnotes. More than anything, though, I hope that the original narrator emerges
from this telling of the story as the beautiful example of a godly woman that she
was in real life.
“What Gloria Left Behind” (2017) is a weird-but-wonderful story that
started with an extemporaneous invention of a “Christmas Parakeet” sometime in
that holiday season. I don’t remember how, but it snowballed into a whole
mythology. I’m honestly not sure how well this story has aged, with its weird mix
of magical realism and theological symbolism. But if nothing else, this story was
worth it for the Christmas Eve scene in front of the Pet Juncti (and I quote):
“Why was everyone so obsessed with these Christmas Parakeets anyway? And
who would really come out on Christmas Eve to sell him a stupid bird? From the
back storeroom of some pet store that went out of business three years ago?
Wearing a cape?!?”
The Third Decade of Marriage
The Emptying of the Nest
“The Way Things Used to Be” (2018) represented an interesting shift to
the third decade of our family’s life: with kids getting older, preparing for college,
and wondering about the future. Elliot’s high school graduation was still a year
and a half in the future at the time when this story was written. But with the
previous year’s story featuring a key scene centered around a nest and this year’s
story about a couple of “empty-nesters,” it seems even more clear in retrospect
that we were all starting to think about the transition. I remember that this story
made Marci cry (in a good way), when she read it for the first time. And I
personally really like the way that this story turned out, with its character
development, the “Christmas Blow-Up Land” setting, and the message of hope in
the face of transition.
“The Frosty Frolic Five” (2019) was an exercise in creative nonfiction, and
I’m glad I took the time to write out so many of the details from our experience
running the Frosty Frolic in Canton that year. I also appreciate the way that the
story is written in the present tense, making it easier to relive the experience. This
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seems like one of those traditions that we may or may not be able to maintain for
every year to come — considering school schedules and aging bodies and such—
but it’s certainly been fun whenever we’ve been able to make it happen.
“COVID Christmas” (2020) is another instance of nonfiction — which is
really the exception, not the rule, for the Asp Family Christmas Anthology —
still, it felt important to document the surreal circumstances of our pandemic
holiday season. I decided to make daily notes to help document our experience of
this “COVID Christmas,” and then I tried to craft a more cohesive narrative with
selected glimpses of the holiday season — all in the hopes of helping us to
remember what it looked like, what it sounded like, and what it felt like to live
through the COVID-19 Pandemic. I wonder if it’s the kind of thing that our
children and grandchildren and great-grandchildren will be interested to learn
about someday, even if we would sooner forget about it.
And last but not least, for the twenty-fifth offering of this holiday tradition,
I give to you “The Back Forty” (2021). It’s a thinly-veiled story about me and my
Dad, really only fictionalized to the point that I could build out a metaphor based
on a piece of land with a bunch of trees. I got the idea for the story’s central
metaphor from a fellow pastor in the Collegiate Church Network, Mike Smith. He
was describing the one-year anniversary of his father’s death by comparing it to
the toppling of a large tree. “The sunlight looks different now,” he said. “The wind
blows through the back yard differently.” Somehow, that anecdote helped me to
process the deterioration of some of the great “oaks” of our family. Our
patriarchs’ struggles with Parkinson’s Disease and Alzheimer’s Disease have been
a significant theme of the last year. But I see beauty in the transition, too.
Human mortality is a strange subject for a Christmas story, I know. But is
it really all that different from a story about a couple having a baby out of
wedlock? Or a bunch of mice threathening to overrun a house? Or a
once-in-a-century pandemic?!? I don’t know. It felt really helpful to write “The
Back Forty” and ship the whole book off for publication before any of our own
“oaks” actually came crashing down. I hope and pray that this story might be an
example of celebrating life and grieving death for all of us, too. It’s a skill that
needs to be mastered by anyone who lives long enough to experience loss.
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Merry Christmas!
So, there you have it. A whole bunch of stories. Year by year, we've
accumulated a wide variety of writing that makes up our Anthology of Christmas
Stories. Who knows how many stories will follow this one? We're just taking it
one year at a time...
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12/24/97
Dearest Marci,
Merry Christmas! Can you believe that this is our fifth Christmas
together?? As remarkable as five years may seem now; however, we won’t think
much of five Christmases—when they’re number 30, 31, 32, 33, and 34!
I’m so glad that we get to face future Christmases together. It’s both
reassuring and exciting. There’s nobody that I would rather spend any given
Christmas with than you. I hope you feel the same way toward me (because
you’re pretty much stuck with me now!). I love you very much.
I don’t know if you remember me talking to you about this or not, but I’ve
been thinking a lot lately about the opportunities to establish family traditions as
we begin our family together. Santa Lucia Day is definitely one of the things I
would like to observe in future Christmas seasons. We haven’t exactly figured out
when to open all the presents yet (but that decision can wait). Lots of other
things are yet to be figured out, but I would like to propose a new
tradition—beginning this year—for the Eric & Marci Asp family to celebrate
Christmas.
That’s where this present fits in. In the tradition of Alfred Burt (only
translated from carols to stories instead), I plan to write a new story for every
Christmas that we celebrate together, Lord willing. I tried to think of a talent that
I could give to the family each year. Since I can’t compose Christmas carols like
Alfred Burt, I fell back on God’s gift to me in my aptitude for written expression.
Naturally, a different Christmas story for every year comes to mind!
Thus, it is in this tradition that I present to you the 1997 version of the Asp
family Christmas stories: “The Heavens Declare.” I hope that you enjoy it…
I love you!
Eric
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The Heavens Declare
(1997)

t last! He finally found it. Pulling the piece of wrinkled parchment
out from underneath a multitude of other documents and instruments, Arkhon
grinned in satisfaction.
A brief perusal of the parchment was enough to confirm his hunch.
Excitedly, Arkhon ran out into the main chamber where his friends and
colleagues sat with puzzled looks on their faces. Urging the others to gather
around, Arkhon laid the piece of parchment upon the large table in the center of
the room.
A dozen anxious faces peered intently at the faded yellow document. It was
a star chart. And although Arkhon had seen numerous star charts during his
many years of service as one of the king’s court astronomers, this particular star
chart was different in one important way — it offered answers to the questions
that had been nagging the finest scientific minds in Persia for the past six days.
For it had been exactly six days ago that the new star had appeared. For
the first and only time ever within recorded history, a star had risen one night
that had never been there before. Naturally, the astronomic event had created a
tremendous curiosity in the minds of Persia’s astronomers. How did the star
come to be? Why had it popped into existence so suddenly? What could this
phenomenon mean? Arkhon knew that the answers to these questions could be
found somewhere within the vaults of the palace, so he had been turning rooms
15

inside-out for nearly a week while the others thought and debated the subject.
And at last, Arkhon had found the chart that he had been searching for so
vigorously — the chart that now consumed the attention of the group of
astronomers.
The star chart depicted the very same night sky that was displayed so
clearly outside this night. The chart outlined a section of sky which it labeled
“Jacob’s Star Field.” Underneath the chart was written an explanation that in
ancient mythology, Jacob’s Star Field symbolized the distant nation of Israel,
located far to the West beside the Great Sea. The writing beneath the chart
continued to explain that the Israelites believed their god Jehovah had created
the Earth and all of the stars in the sky. Later in the history of the world, God had
given the stars in the sky as a symbol of the many children that would be born
into the nation of Israel (descendents of Jacob). Furthermore, God had promised
the Israelites that a child would be born one day that would lead the nation to a
full relationship with the god of the heavens. And through the years, a popular
myth prevailed that the coming of this child — called the Messiah — would be
heralded by a new star in the section of the sky called Jacob’s Star Field.
Arkhon had read the story of Jacob’s Star Field before, many years ago,
and had simply dismissed it as one of the many myths surrounding the science of
astronomy. The star chart had been hastily laid aside decades ago in one of the
side vaults at the palace of the king of Persia and had been gathering dust since
then. But when the new star appeared last week in that exact section of the sky
found on the chart, Arkhon was forced to fall back on the myth in view of the lack
of a better explanation. The other astronomers agreed. They had tried every other
possible explanation for the astronomic event — all to no avail. The story of
Jacob’s Star Field seemed too accurate to disregard. Thus, a brief discussion
among the scientists determined that the matter would require further
investigation.
After two weeks of preparation, Arkhon and nine of his fellow astronomers
stood outside the main palace gate. They ran through a brief check-list of their
supplies: camels, servants, food, water, and the gifts to be given to the newborn
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King, should they ever discover such a being. Everything seemed to be in place, so
Arkhon signaled the guide to begin leading the caravan westward.
The guide had anticipated that the journey could take as long as ten
months before they would reach their destination. But as anxious as Arkhon was
to reach their destination, he was also glad for the time that the journey offered
for quiet contemplation. The last three weeks had been extremely busy, first in
trying to discover the meaning of the new star, and then in preparing for this trip.
Arkhon had barely been given enough time to process his own thoughts on the
remarkable event.
But now, he reflected. Arkhon glanced upwards into the evening sky and
immediately recognized the mysterious star, shining brilliantly through the cool,
clear desert sky. So beautiful, so perfect, so wonderful, the sight of the new star
recalled the emotions from Arkhon’s youth that had driven him to study and
become one of the leading astronomers in all of Persia. He had always loved stars,
and still did. However, this new star commanded an extra measure of awe and
respect. Arkhon was mildly nagged by his uncertainty as to the meaning of the
star. Yet in following the celestial body as it drifted westward through the
heavens, Arkhon sensed that its symbolism would not be hidden for long.
Seeing the full moon bathing the road in light, Arkhon took out a small
scroll from his cloak, opened it, and began reading. Being written in the language
of the Israelites, the reading was slow. But in a short amount of time, Arkhon had
translated and digested the opening words of the scroll: “In the beginning, God
created the heavens and the earth…”
Over the next several months while traveling, Arkhon continued to read
the numerous scrolls that composed the sacred writings of the Israelites. He read
how God had fulfilled his promise to his chosen people the Israelites by
increasing their descendents to be as numerous as the stars in the sky. He read of
another promise made by God to his people in the writings of the prophet Isaiah
that God would send a redeemer to save the people from oppression: a child who
would be born of a virgin — the son of God himself!
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Through all of his readings, Arkhon could not escape the thought that
these promises from the god of the Israelites were inextricably linked to the star
that had been guiding the Persian convoy for almost a year now. The thought
filled him with joy and excitement. Arkhon could hardly wait to see the
conclusion to the matter.
Fortunately, the end of the journey was at last in sight, as the town of
Jerusalem could now be seen in front of them. The guide had said that Jerusalem
presented the most likely location where a new king would be born; however,
Arkhon had his doubts. In his readings he had found that the Messiah would
come out of a smaller town called Bethlehem, the birthplace of one of Israel’s
greatest kings of all time. Besides, the star appeared to be leading them to a place
further to the south. Nevertheless, Arkhon kept his thoughts to himself,
contenting himself to follow the advice of the guide.
Riding through the gates of the city in a small parade, various villagers
gathered along the streets to catch a glimpse of the foreign royalty now moving
toward the palace in the center of the city. Upon reaching the palace, Arkhon
dismissed his doubts that Jerusalem was not supposed to be the birthplace of the
Messiah. The grandeur of the palace and of the city in general indicated greatness
to the extreme. It would be only natural for a figure as great as the Messiah to
come from a place such as this.
Having noted the fine clothes, the many camels, and the hoard of gifts
brought by the traveling party, the palace guards were quick to usher in the group
of Persian astronomers. Audience with the king was quickly arranged, and the
Persians waited patiently with exhausted smiles upon their faces while the
servants scrambled frantically to unload the presents for the Messiah that they
expected to meet in a brief period of time.
Shortly, the ten astronomers were ushered into the king’s presence, where
they were met not with a smile, but with a scowl. Although the translator
produced words on the king’s behalf that sounded congenial, welcoming, and
friendly; Arkhon sensed an entirely different aura coming from the king himself.
Arkhon knew that something was amiss and immediately longed for release from
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the audience of the king. However, for the time being, the visitors were forced to
remain indefinitely.
The king called for advisors from the scientific and religious realms while
Arkhon and his colleagues were kept waiting. Only after much time did the
travelers receive an answer to their inquiries. Apparently, no child had been born
to the king in Jerusalem recently; however, as Arkhon had suspected, the great
Messiah was supposed to be born in the small village of Bethlehem, some
distance to the south of Jerusalem.
Seeing an opportunity for escape from the king’s presence, Arkhon quickly
thanked the king for his help and told him that he and his colleagues would travel
on to Bethlehem to further investigate the situation. The king solemnly gave
assent to their plans — again with beautiful words but a scowl on his face — and
they were dismissed to ride out again.
As the camels were being prepared and supplies reloaded, Arkhon
conversed casually with the other Persian astronomers about their impressions of
the king. However, Arkhon had barely begun to express his discomfort
experienced from the presence of the king, when one of the royal messengers
arrived with a notice again summoning him to the king’s presence, alone.
Following the messenger, Arkhon soon found himself in a much smaller
room where the king was waiting. As soon as Arkhon was ushered in, the
messenger immediately left, closing the door behind him. Alone with the king,
Arkhon found the king’s manner to be much different from his manner just
minutes earlier. Wide smiles and syrupy sweet words flowed out of the mouth of
the king, asking Arkhon to do a personal favor for him. He wanted Arkhon to
carefully investigate the situation and then report the results of the search to him,
so that he could go and worship the newly born Messiah himself. Confused at the
drastic metamorphosis of the king’s manner, Arkhon cautiously agreed to the
king’s request. The king smiled sickly, thanked Arkhon for his help, and
dismissed him to join the others.
Evening fell as the Persian convoy traveled toward Bethlehem, and as the
sky darkened, Arkhon could again make out the star that had been leading the
19

group for so long. Brighter than ever before, the star seemed to beckon the
Persian nobility toward Bethlehem. As the lights of the small town emerged from
the darkness, Arkhon breathed deeply and recalled the words written long ago by
the prophet Isaiah saying, “And the glory of the Lord will be revealed, and all
mankind together will see it.” Instinctively, Arkhon knew that he would see that
glory very soon.
Intuitively, the group was led to one small house on the outskirts of the
tiny village. Overjoyed, Arkhon leaped down from the camel on which he was
riding and ran to the door of the house. When the door was opened by a young
man from within, Arkhon’s eyes fell upon a baby being held within the arms of a
woman who appeared to be its mother. At once, all doubts were removed from his
mind. Arkhon forgot about the star; he forgot about the myths; he forgot about
his visit with the king in Jerusalem. Only one thought consumed his mind — that
he was in the presence of the Messiah, God’s son in the flesh!
Arkhon and the other travelers immediately bowed down and worshipped
the child. They rejoiced that the world had been given a Savior—for both
Israelites, and non-Israelites. For several minutes, the group of earthly nobility
humbled itself, putting their faces to the dirt floor of the humble one-roomed
house, in worship of a small child born to an obscure couple of earthly parents in
a seemingly insignificant town in Israel. They had been led by a new star to a new
life, representing a new era in the relationship between humanity and God.
In time, Arkhon arose and beckoned the servants to bring the gifts into the
small house. Representing the most precious elements known in Persian culture,
gold, frankincense, and myrrh were given to the newly born Messiah as a symbol
of homage. But Arkhon and his fellow travelers gave much more than these
earthly riches to the child — they gave their hearts, their minds, and their souls to
the baby that the star had led them to. To give anything less seemed a mockery.
Again, Arkhon fell to the ground in worship after having presented his
gifts to the child. After several minutes of holding his face in the dust, Arkhon
raised his head and directed his eyes toward the child. Sitting in front of the
house’s window, the child and the star could be seen simultaneously. It was then
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that Arkhon understood the meaning of the star. It had been written about long
before in the Psalms of the great King David:
“The heavens declare the glory of God;
the skies proclaim the work of his hands.”
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Poetry Without Words
(1998)

His eyes haven’t stopped moving for the last hour. They keep darting back
and forth, up and down, following the downward drift of the season’s first
snowflakes. It seems he’s glad to finally see something other than the plain green
hospital walls and the window from this third-story room pointing out toward the
gray December sky. And as for me — I’m just glad to see my husband showing
signs of the life that he came so close to losing just a couple of months ago.
We had just gotten back from visiting Vickie and the grandkids. Getting
ready for bed that night, George was acting a little funny, like he usually does
when he has a headache — but, of course, he wouldn’t admit that anything was
wrong. He just said that he’d take a couple of aspirin and everything would be
fine. But everything wasn’t fine. Later on that night, when I rolled over to ask him
for a drink of water, he didn’t respond like usual. In forty-eight years of marriage,
George had never ignored me when I tried to ask him for a drink of water in the
middle of the night — so I knew right away that something was wrong. After
calling 9-1-1 and watching the ambulance rush my husband to the emergency
room, my suspicions were confirmed. Something was definitely wrong. But I
didn’t know how wrong things were until the next morning when I talked to the
doctors.
They said that George had suffered a severe stroke. They didn’t even know
if he was going to live through it. Of course, I didn’t know what to think through
those first few days at the hospital. Hooked up to all those tubes and machines, I
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thought for sure that I was going to lose him. But then, he started to get better.
He woke up on the fourth morning after his stroke, and gradually the people at
the hospital started taking away the machines that had been keeping him alive.
Eventually, they moved him out of the intensive care unit, and I really began to
have hope that we could go back to life as usual someday. Of course, I should
have known better.
About a week later, the doctors came and told me that George was
suffering from something called Expressive Aphasia, and they said that the
condition was most likely to be permanent. Something about neural synaptic
pathways and brain plasticity… nobody could come straight out and tell me
exactly what was wrong with my husband. But I figured it out eventually. It
became obvious that George could understand me. But no matter how hard he
tried or how much he wanted to, he just couldn’t talk back to me. For some
reason, with his condition, the words to speak get lost somewhere between his
brain and his mouth. And he can’t even write out the words that he wants to say.
There’s just something wrong with that part of the brain. Unfortunately, it seems
that things are going to be this way now for the rest of our lives.
So, I’m learning to pick up on the little things — like watching his eyes
follow the gentle path of the season’s first snowflakes. After two months of sitting
by the side of my husband’s hospital bed, I’ve learned to interpret every
movement of the eye, every change of the temperature of his hand, even the
tiniest muscle twitch. Each movement, although almost involuntary, has its
significance. And even without words, I understand my husband. I know that he
is comforted when I hold his frail hand. I know that he loves to listen to me
reading for him: letters from the grandkids, daily passages from scripture, the
afternoon newspaper, whatever. And I know that he so desperately wants to talk
to me…
I want that too. He used to write the most beautiful poems for me. Of
course, they weren’t Shakespeare or anything like that. They weren’t supposed to
be. His poems were simple and sweet, just for me. Sometimes, he’d read them to
me out loud, filling the words with meaning and expression as only he could.
Other times, he’d just write a poem down on a sheet of notebook paper and slip it
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into my purse or something like that. However he did it, his poems were always
special. Nothing could brighten my day like one of George’s poems. They spoke to
me in a very personal way, and they told me that I was loved… I only wish that I
could hear his voice reciting one of his poems again.
Instead, I must content myself to watch his cool blue eyes wandering from
top to bottom and side to side as he watches the snow falling delicately from the
gray December sky in a kind of wintry waltz. He always did like to watch out the
window when it was snowing — especially during the first snowfall of the year.
Something about the snow brought out the romantic in him. He’d put an old
Christmas album on the turn-table and he would take turns dancing with all the
ladies in the house. First with me, then with Vickie, and Maggie, and Janet… He
was such a wonderful husband and father. And he was especially good at showing
his love around this time of the year.
Why, I remember the first poem that he ever wrote for me. It was a
Christmas present, back when we were first courting. With a combination of
grinning enthusiasm and red-faced embarrassment, he read his poem to me that
Christmas Eve, out in the freezing cold on the lawn of my parents’ house. We had
just been ice skating down on Miller’s Pond with the rest of the gang, and he
offered to walk me home to my place. When we got there, he pulled out the
wrinkled and folded piece of paper from his back pocket and read his poem to
me. It had to have been just written that night, it was so simple and innocent. But
it thrilled me to think that a boy like George would think so much of me to write a
poem in my honor. He read it out loud to me that night, and then he gave me the
piece of paper so I could keep it (and read it over and over again later on). It was
the first of many poems from George, but I can remember the words of that
poem, just as clearly as if I was reading them directly from the paper or hearing
George say his simple lines of verse out-loud to me…
The winter wind blows,
But it can’t chill my heart.
The frost bites my nose,
But it can’t even start
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To cool down my soul,
That’s burning with love
Like a fire fed by coal,
From heaven above.
Oh, Betty, it’s you
That keeps my heart warm,
Helping me through,
Winter’s cruel storm.
Oh, Betty, be mine.
I swear I’ll be true.
‘Cause I mean this last line:
Betty, I love you.
I find myself saying the words out-loud in the quiet of the hospital room,
my reminiscence getting the best of me. For a moment, I smile and force back a
tear, knowing that I will never hear those treasured words from my husband
out-loud again. But soon I collect myself and I pull my gaze from the window that
had triggered the flood of memories. I look down at George, just to watch him
again. I’m surprised to be met by his eyes, looking at me instead of looking out
the window.
As usual, he betrays no sign of his emotion — no facial expression, no
mouthing of words, no gestures of the hands. But I don’t need his words to
understand. In silence, he speaks…
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Grace
(1999)

Greatly troubled
“You’re what?”
“You heard me — pregnant.”
“Are you positive? I mean, how do you know? I mean, are you sure?”
“Yes. I’m sure. Five tests — five positive results… you knew it was coming.
We both knew that it was coming…” An uncomfortable silence filled the room,
marred only by the passing sounds of cars on the street below.
“Well, yeah — but I mean, it was only that one time. I mean, it hardly
seems fair. And besides, you can’t trust those store-brand home tests,” he
rambled. “I heard that fifty percent of the positive tests are false positives, just so
they’ll get you to go out and buy more testing kits…” His voice trailed off, the
sound caught in his throat.
His head fell to his hands, suddenly dizzied by this flood of thoughts and
emotions. He knew that the test results could not be explained away. He knew the
truth of the matter, and he knew that his girlfriend was pregnant... His girlfriend
was pregnant…
Her sobs pulled him back into consciousness. But what could he say. His
girlfriend was pregnant, and he was the one who had done this to her. In the
absence of words, he just touched her — lightly, on the hand. And they cried
together.
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Pledged to be married
“…And then, we’ll go to be fitted for tuxedos. After that, we can meet up to
do the gift registry — and maybe meet up with your parents afterward for dinner,
if we have time.” He paused to check his watch.
“Okay,” she sighed, trying not to sound too exasperated. She hardly felt
like a day of frantic errand-running — in fact, she hadn’t been feeling much like
doing anything over the last couple of weeks since the morning sickness had set
in. Still, they had a wedding to plan for. And six weeks wasn’t a very long time to
work out all of the details.
“So we’ll meet at the entrance to JC Penney at four,” he said, trying to be
cheerful and energetic. “Sound good?”
“Sure. I’ll see you then.”
“Okay. I love you,” he paused long enough to kiss his fiancée before
buttoning up his coat and hurrying out to his car.
“I love you too,” she called after him. As the door closed behind her future
husband, she shuddered from the cold November air that had gusted into the
room. Pulling her sweater tighter around her shoulders, she sighed again.
But there was no time to waste. There was a wedding dress to be tailored,
flowers to be ordered, and cakes to be sampled… ugh, cakes to be sampled. Just
the thought of tasting wedding cake made her stomach turn, and she did a
double-take toward the nearest trash can. Swallowing hard, she was able to
regain her composure. She straightened up again and called up the stairs, “Mom!
Are you ready yet?”
*

*
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Home as his wife
“Home, sweet home!” Setting his wife gently to the floor of their new
apartment, he gestured grandly and announced in a poorly mimicked English
accent, “Your castle, milady.”
“Thank ye, milord,” she responded in kind. “Indeed,” she continued,
transitioning from the phony British accent to her natural Mid-western dialect,
“it’s good to finally be home.”
The last several weeks had been a blur for them. From Thanksgiving, to
Christmas, to New Year’s, to the wedding, to the honeymoon (a weekend in the
city) — things had been frantic. Still, they had made it, and they were ready to
begin “life as usual” — whatever that meant.
Sitting down on the old plaid couch that her parents had passed on to
them, she called to her husband who was in the kitchen, “What do we have to eat
around here? I’m starving.”
He opened the refrigerator and surveyed its contents: “champagne,
wedding cake, leftover chicken from the reception… and that’s about it.” He
closed the refrigerator door and picked up the phone, “And there’s always Pizza
Hut…”
“Do we have any money for pizza?”
“Umm…” he dug out his wallet and looked inside. “Seven bucks. Maybe
not enough for pizza — but I could always make a run down to Taco Bell for you.
How does that sound?”
“No thanks. I can wait. You’ll need to pick up a few groceries tomorrow…”
“Who, me?” he asked, hanging up the phone and walking into the room
where his wife was resting. “I don’t think I’ll have time to go to the grocery store
tomorrow. I’ve got work until six, and then I said I’d help out with the Junior
High youth group at church after that. Couldn’t you do the shopping instead?”
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“Sure, I could — but you’ll have the car. Can’t you just call and say you
won’t be able to make it to church tomorrow night? I mean, you just got back
from your honeymoon! Then we could go to the grocery store together…”
“All right,” he said reluctantly. “That’ll be real romantic…”
*

*
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The time came for the baby
“Grace. Yeah, I like that name. She looks like a Grace.” He gently stroked
the baby’s cheek with his finger.
She smiled — an exhausted but contented smile. “It’s a little bit old-school
— but I think that it’s perfect. Grace… a beautiful name for a beautiful little girl.
You know, your brother is probably going to make fun of the name. I can hear
him now: ‘Grace? Yeah, that’s a fine name — if you’re eighty years old! Har, har,
har!’ I’d be surprised if he didn’t say something about it.”
“Yeah, yeah. I’m sure that he’ll enjoy the opportunity for ridicule — but
who cares what he thinks? He’ll get used to it. Besides, we can name our daughter
whatever we want. If we want to call her Grace, then that’s what we’ll call her.”
He bent down to kiss the tiny baby; then he leaned over to kiss his wife.
“Are they out there?” she asked, gesturing weakly toward the hospital’s
waiting room.
“Yeah. Your family’s here too. They’re all anxious to see the new little one,
but I told them that I’d go out and get them when we were ready.”
“Are you ready for this?”
“Ready to bring in the parents?”
“No — everything. Are you ready to do this? To be parents ourselves?”
“Umm… I guess so.” He smiled again, looking at his new-born daughter. “I
guess we don’t have a lot of choice in the matter… But I do have my doubts, if
that’s what you mean. I’m a little bit scared — but I’m ready… I think.”
“Okay. Me too.” She smiled and squeezed her husband hand. “You can
tell the grandparents to come in now…”
*

*
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Glory to God in the highest
“…So they hurried off and found Mary and Joseph, and the baby, who was
lying in the manger. When they had seen him, they spread the word concerning
what had been told them about this child, and all who heard it were amazed at
what the shepherds said to them. But Mary treasured all these things and
pondered them in her heart. The shepherds returned, glorifying and praising God
for all the things they had heard and seen, which were just as they had been told.”
He closed the Bible, laying it on the table in front of them. Grace jumped up in
her mother’s lap and a tiny drop of saliva dropped onto the book’s cover. Her
father smiled, scooped her into his arms and swooped her into the air over his
head.
“You know she can’t understand a word of what you’re saying, don’t you?”
“Yeah, I know. But it’s her first Christmas. I want to make it special and
start it off right.” He made a face at his daughter and she cooed with delight.
At five months of age, Grace was growing, and her future was bright…
*

*

*

“All have sinned and fall short
of the glory of God, and are
justified freely by his grace
through the redemption
that came by Christ Jesus.”
(Romans 3:23-24)
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Elves Do Not Exist
(2000)

I know now that elves do not exist. There are no such creatures. Today, I
can assure you that the idea of an elf’s existence is simply a fantasy, a fable, a
myth…
However, I must admit that I haven’t always had such a clear view of
reality. In fact, until quite recently, I was shamefully confused on the matter.
I don’t think that I’m the only one who has been tricked into believing in
the existence of elves. Our society abounds with tales of these fantastical little
men. Children’s storybooks are filled with stories featuring elves, such as “The
Elves and the Shoemaker,” “Rumplestiltskin,” and “Snow White” (well, perhaps
it’s dwarves in the case of “Snow White” — but that’s really beside the point, don’t
you think?). And in perhaps the most grievous case, it has long been rumored
that elves inhabit the North Pole, helping Santa Claus with preparations for his
worldwide Christmas Eve toy delivery. In fact, it is impossible for a person to
make it through the Christmas season without passing through a constant
barrage of elf images on every television channel, movie screen, and shopping
mall.
So even though the idea of elves inhabiting the earth with us is actually
quite absurd (at least for any sensibly minded person), it’s easy to see why so
many individuals struggle with such a notion. And, as much as I hate to admit it,
I was smitten with the illusion myself — until recently…
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From my own personal experience, it genuinely seemed like our house was
always plagued by a severe case of elf infestation. Baked goods would
mysteriously disappear from kitchen counters — a cookie here, a half of a pie
there, and so on and so forth. Thermostats would somehow be turned lower
during the course of a day — bringing the house to near-freezing conditions.
General untidiness would inexplicably pop up around the house when everyone
was supposed to be gone during the day. And in general, there were so many
strange happenings around the house that it just seemed like elves had to be at
the bottom of these puzzling phenomena.
Of course, I must confess that I never actually observed any elves within
our house. Yet, in my naiveté, I simply assumed that they must have been the
responsible party for such instances of unexplained mischief.
You know — I thought it was similar to the way in which you can walk into
a kitchen and know that someone is baking gingerbread cookies without actually
seeing the cookies themselves. If it smells like gingerbread cookies; and if there
are baking ingredients strewn about the counter; and if there’s a recipe book on
the table opened to a page with instructions for baking gingerbread cookies —
then it would seem obvious that gingerbread cookies are being baked, even
without actually looking into the oven to see the sheet of cookies with one’s own
two eyes. It’s simply a matter of logical induction. More often than not, such a
process of reasoning will successfully bring about a truthful revelation.
Unfortunately, that process of reasoning can also get a person into trouble
from time to time — especially when it is used to reason that elves must be
responsible for mysterious instances of household mischief.
But alas, in the days of my foolish youth, I was unable to draw such a
distinction between logic and fanciful thinking. And so, I fell into one of the
classic myths of all time. And I actually went so far as to believe in the existence
of elves…
Thankfully, I can say that I’m now recovering from that illusion which had
been so long embedded in my mind. Today, I can sleep peacefully in the
knowledge of reality. I can hold my head high in the presence of my friends and
family, assured in the knowledge that they are no longer snickering and mocking
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me behind my back, saying, “That poor fool believes in elves.” I can be confident
that all of those strange instances of what first seemed like elfish mischief are
actually the result of a perfectly rational phenomenon… Jultomte.
And I owe all of my new understanding of Jultomte to a friend that I just
recently met — a friend by the name of Lars.
I met Lars one day at my house when I walked in on him helping himself
to a cookie from a large plate of baked goods sitting on the kitchen table.
Naturally, I was quite startled at first to see a strange little Swedish man standing
on my kitchen table — standing no more than eighteen inches tall, wearing a
funny little cap and a long white beard that covered his chest and belly. His goat
(who I later learned was named Sven) was tied up to one of the legs of the table —
sort of like the way a horse is tied up to a hitching post in old western films. And
as he ate, Lars was singing an old Christmas song in Swedish… That is, until I
walked into the kitchen.
When we first laid eyes on each other, Lars seemed to be just as startled to
see me as I was to see him. And so, for the first several seconds, we both stood in
silence. But soon, I was able to summon my courage and I spoke — “Goodness
gracious,” said I, “You’re an elf!” (Remember, these were the days when I was still
confused about the whole elf situation).
But quickly, the little man corrected me, speaking in a squeaky, scratchy
Swedish accent — and he explained the whole myth surrounding the existence of
elves and the facts surrounding the world of Jultomte.
Lars is, in fact, a Jultomte himself. Being a direct descendent of the
ancient line of Swedish little men, Lars knows better than anyone about the
falsity of elves and the reality of Jultomte. And so, on that day in the kitchen,
talking over one plate of cookies and two mugs of hot cocoa, Lars took it upon
himself to educate me on the whole matter.
He explained to me the significance of Sweden’s Santa Lucia celebration,
in conjunction with the Christmas season. He explained to me the traditions of
his costume and his goat that he rides around from house to house. And he
explained to me the popular misunderstanding in our culture about the whole “elf
issue” (he talked about this matter repeatedly with great seriousness).
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As it turns out — the true identity of the world’s Jultomte has been long
obscured by the Anglo-dominated myth of elves. Lars explained to me how the
story of “The Elves and the Shoemaker” has its roots in a true historical instance
where a group of Jultomte (I think that Lars said he was even distantly related to
those Jultomte) helped a poor shoemaker make it through a difficult economic
period. And yet, my heart broke when I heard him lament the fact that his
relatives’ legacy is now obscured by the “elf issue” (it really does seem to be quite
a tragedy for his people).
Apparently, there never has been such a thing as elves — just Jultomte.
And as Lars explained to me the true nature of all those instances of unexplained
household mischief (the work of Jultomte), I couldn’t help but feel sorry for my
many years of ignorance.
But fortunately, I now know better. I know now that elves do not exist.
There are no such creatures. Today, I can assure you that the idea of an elf’s
existence is simply a fantasy, a fable, a myth…
And I owe it all to Lars. I haven’t seen much of him since that one fateful
day in the kitchen. But every time I see a missing piece of pie, or a shower curtain
left open when it should have been closed, or a thermostat turned down to
temperatures comparable to a Swedish winter, I just smile to myself and
remember my little Jultomte friend…
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Making Room on the Lily Pad
(2001)

nce upon a time, on a lily pad at the edge of the Great Black Swamp,
there lived a froggy couple. Being frogs, of course, their names
are somewhat difficult to pronounce in our language, so we’ll
just call them Mr. and Mrs. Frog.

They were a delightful pair who had been living together on the same lily pad
for quite some period, out on the edge of the Great Black Swamp.

It wasn’t much of a home, being a simple lily pad
and all, but Mr. and Mrs. Frog were happy there.
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They had plenty of flies to eat. They were
surrounded by a vast expanse of swampy water in
which they could swim and play. And there was just
enough room on the lily pad to stretch out and bask in
the warm swampy sunlight on a fine summer’s day.

Many of their froggy friends lived nearby, so they
were never lonely. And they had each other… so they were
very happy living on their lily pad at the edge of the Great Black Swamp.

ne fine summer’s day in the Swamp, Mr. and Mrs. Frog were lying
on their lily pad, basking in the sunlight, when they were startled
by a nearby splash.

They quickly looked up to see what the
commotion was all about. And when they
looked out across the
Swamp, they were
surprised to see none other than Mrs. Frog’s sister from
the East coast!
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The three frogs embraced, joyful in their reunion, and then Mrs. Frog
politely asked the reason for Sister Frog’s visit. She then explained that she had
just come off of a bad relationship with a certain toad from out East, and as a
result she had decided to relocate so she could
just start over again… Then she smiled meekly,
looked at
Mr. and
Mrs.
Frog, and
asked if
they
might
have
room for
her on their lily pad. And of course, since Mr.
and Mrs. Frog loved Sister Frog so much, they couldn’t help but say yes to her.

So even though it wasn’t an incredibly large lily pad, they all squeezed
together and made room for all three of them to fit together on their lily pad at
the edge of the Great Black Swamp.
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Sometimes, the
situation proved to be a
little more difficult for
things like basking in the
sun and taking
afternoon naps. But it
wasn’t bad for the most
part, and it worked well
for them to all live on
the same lily pad. Despite the hassles, they were pretty happy.

n time, normal life resumed on the lily pad at the edge of the Great Black
Swamp. That is, until the day that another unexpected visitor came from
across the Swamp to call upon Mr. and Mrs. Frog…
Mr. and Mrs. Frog were sitting with Sister Frog on the lily pad, watching
the sun set on a lovely summer’s
evening, when their visitor came up
alongside their lily pad in a rowboat.
Startled at first by their
unexpected guest, they quickly turned
around. And when they looked closely
through the dusk, they noticed that it
was a friend and co-worker of Mr.
Frog’s: Miss Bullfrog.
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Immediately, they brightened and asked Miss
Bullfrog to dock her boat and stay for a while. They
bantered for a little while in
the way that frog friends
usually do on a warm
summer’s evening, and then
Miss Bullfrog said she had a
question that she need to ask Mr. and Mrs. Frog.

As it turned out, Miss Bullfrog’s lily pad on the other end of the Great
Black Swamp had just recently capsized due to overcrowding in that region of the
Swamp. Thus, she was in need of someplace to stay
for a few months. Shyly, she looked at Mr. and Mrs.
Frog and humbly asked if they could help.

Mr. and Mrs. Frog looked at each other. They sighed deeply, knowing that
it wouldn’t be easy. But they knew what they needed to do.

They looked at Miss Bullfrog, smiled, and asked if there was anything they could
help to carry from the rowboat onto their lily pad.
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So even though it wasn’t an incredibly large lily pad, they all squeezed
together and made room for
all four of them to fit
together on their lily pad at
the edge of the Great Black
Swamp.
Of course, four frogs
on one lily pad leave little
room to do much basking in the sun or anything along those lines. But they were
all safe and dry. And even though it got a little bit cramped at times, they knew
that they were blessed to have such a home at all. And so, they were relatively
happy.

s summer faded into fall that year, the four frogs adjusted to their
new life and things began to feel normal once again… at least as
normal as could be expected. However, as fate would have it, that
was just the time when life took another interesting turn for Mr. and Mrs.
Frog on their lily pad at the edge of the Great Black Swamp…
Mrs. Frog was the first to find out about it, but it wasn’t long before she
broke the news to
Mr. Frog: she was
expecting tadpoles!
Indeed it was
exciting news… the
Frog family would
soon be growing!
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But as time passed, and as Mrs. Frog grew more and more pregnant, life
on the lily pad became more and more difficult.

With the onset of the Christmas season, life only became more crazy.
Sister Frog was busy wrapping presents for all her friends; Miss Bullfrog was
frantically making plans for a new lily pad to which she would be moving in the
spring; and Mr. and Mrs. Frog were just trying to keep pace with the rest of the
world in its holiday frenzy.
One day in December, the situation came to a boiling point. Mr. and Mrs.
Frog were so overwhelmed by the chaos and the crowdedness on their little lily
pad at the edge of the Great Black Swamp that they could hardly take it anymore.
Mrs. Frog wondered out loud if Christmas might be ruined because life on the lily
pad felt so unbearable. Instead of the typical happy, pleasant, Christmas-kind of
thoughts, Mr. Frog only
worried about what life on
the lily pad would soon be
like with four adult frogs
and a bunch of little
tadpoles, too!
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In talking with each other and sharing their fears and anxieties, Mr. and
Mrs. Frog realized that their situation needed immediate attention. So they
stopped their worrying right then and there, and they did what any reasonable
froggy couple would do in such a situation: They prayed together.

They prayed for a long time, and when they finally croaked “Amen,” Mr.
Frog reached for the Frog Family Bible. Opening up to the book of Luke, he
started to read the
original Christmas
story about
Joseph, Mary, and
the birth of Jesus…

He read about a family who had to spend the very first Christmas in a tiny,
cramped town called Bethlehem. It was such a small town that every house in the
entire village was completely filled with people, so when Joseph and Mary first
got there the only lodging they could find was a spare stall in a tiny animal
shelter. And it was there, of all places, in those confined quarters that Jesus the
Savior was born.

And yet, as Mr. Frog read the story from the Bible, it occurred to Mr. and
Mrs. Frog that such a night of stressful circumstances in such a small living space
ultimately resulted in the single greatest moment in all of history: the birth of
their Savior and Redeemer, Jesus Christ!
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At that moment, Mr. and
Mrs. Frog realized that their chaotic
cohabitation with Sister Frog and
Miss Bullfrog, as stressful as it was
for everyone involved, was a way to
pass God’s blessing along to others.
If Jesus Christ could handle it, well
so could they…

So the four frogs snuggled close together that night, realizing how blessed
they were to have room for four on their lily pad at the edge of the Great Black
Swamp.
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The ABCs of an Asp Family Christmas
(2002)

A is for the Advent season —
the coming of our Lord.

B is for the Books Dad writes, with
care in every word.
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C is for the Christmas Cookies.
Mom bakes them
so delicious!

D is for the Decorations —
like our winterberry dishes.

E is for the
Evergreen Tree, so
full and fresh and
green.
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F is for our Family — both near and far (unseen).

G is for the Gifts we give, a symbol of our love.

H is for the Hot Cocoa — when you’re cold,
there’s never enough!

I is for the Ice and Snow.
This time of year, it’s great.

J, of course, is for Jesus —
the true reason we celebrate.
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K is for Kerstfeest,
which is “Christmas” said in Dutch.

L is for Lucia Buns, with coffee, cocoa, and such.

M is for the holiday Music,
so beautiful to hear.

N is for the Nighttime Lights, lighting up this dark time of year.
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O is for the Ornaments,
a special one each Christmas.

P is for the Peace and Joy we
know that God has given us.

Q is for the Quality Time
with family on this holiday

R is for the Reindeer,
pulling Santa on his sleigh.

S is for the Shining Star
leading wise men on toward Bethlehem.
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T is for the Jul Tomten.
This time of year you
might see them!

U is for Under the Mistletoe —
if you want to be kissed, go there!

V is for the Velvet Stockings
Mom made with special care.

W is for our Worship,
thanking God for coming to earth.
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X is for the Christ (χριστος),
our blessed Savior’s birth.

Y is from that Christmas song:
“keeping the Yuletide gay!”

Z is for the “ZZZZ”s at night,
sleeping hard at the end of a big
day.
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The Night Before Kerstmis
(with apologies to Major Henry Livingston Jr.)
(2003)

'Twas the night before Kerstmis, when all through the flat
Lots of mice were out stirring — that’s what you get with no cat;
The klompen sat under the tree, by the gifts,
Leftover from Sinterklaas’ visit on the Fifth;
Elliot, in his crib, was sleeping like a log,
kept company by his trusty blanket, Elmo, and frog;
And Marci’s icy feet warmed themselves on my thighs,
As we settled to sleep ‘til Kerst’ morn’ should we rise.
When out in the kitchen there arose such a clatter,
I sprang from the bed to see what was the matter.
Down the long narrow corridor I flew like a flash,
Turning the corner to hear a horrible crash.
It took a few blinks for my eyes to adjust
I didn’t really want to look, but I knew that I must,
When, what to my wondering eyes should appear,
But a miniature riot, which filled me with fear,
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I should have expected — ‘twas the mice, up in arms!
They’d thrown over the pantry; on the food they had swarmed.
They did not scatter as I entered, as their usual game,
Rather they whistled, and shouted, calling curses on my name.
These vile vermin — how wretched — here they sat, in my home;
Yet they despised me and acted like the place was their own.
I’d had enough, so I yelled back at them, risking a brawl,
“Now you get out of here! Run away! Dash away, all!"
But these mice didn’t budge; so we faced confrontation.
And I admit: I was scared — it was true consternation.
Then up to the counter-top the mouse horde they climbed,
And then they spoke tersely. “We need to talk,” they all chimed.
“Umm…OK. What’s the deal, fellas?” I nervously asked.
For I knew I was outnumbered; they could take me to task.
Then their leader spoke for them (a little fellow named Nick),
“We know you want us to leave; we’ve seen you try every trick.”
“You’ve tried poison and mousetraps and cleaning galore,
And frankly, we’ve had enough; we can’t take any more.”
So I said, “Well, sorry guys. But that’s kind of the idea.
Why don’t you just go? Tot ziens. Bye-bye. We’ll see ya.”
But I could see that I’d hurt them; they all started to cry.
And I actually felt bad — I’m not exactly sure why.
Nick composed himself, starting to speak (now more meekly),
And he said, “But it’s Kerstmis, sir,” his voice sounding squeaky.
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“It’s so cold outside, and there’d be nothing to eat.
But in here, it’s gezellig; a real Kerstmis-time treat.”
And of course it was true; without us they’d be zwerven;
So like the Bethlehem innkeeper, perhaps I could serve them.
Yes, our house was all full (with two adults and a kid),
Still we had a proverbial “stable” to give;
So I said to the mouse gang, “Now I’ve got a plan,
We’ll help you, but you need to help us where you can.”
“You see, we don’t like your poop everywhere,
And you eat all our chocolate that we keep here and there;
But if you curb these vices, and stay out of sight,
Well then you can all stay here; I think that’d be all right.”
“And as for food, I don’t think that’s a problem at all,
For wherever our son goes with food, crumbs always fall.
And I know that they’re not quite as sweet as cocoa,
But they’re healthier anyway — better for you, you know.”
So the mice thought about it and finally consented;
And I was glad that the pressure had finally relented.
‘Twas a verbal contract, in good faith to be followed,
We’d live together in peace; our words were not hollow.
So the mice scampered to the floor quick as a whistle,
And away they all flew like the down of a thistle.
But I heard them exclaim, as they crawled out of sight,
“Prettige Kerstfeest to all, and to all a good night!”
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Tales from the Fields:
Stories about God, Shepherds, and Sheep
(2004)

First Tale:
The Little Shepherd who Beat a Big Giant (1 Samuel 17)

Once upon a
time, there was a
little boy named
David.
David was a
shepherd, so he
took care of his
father’s sheep.
David also had
a lot of brothers.
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One day, David’s brothers came and said, “The Philistines are
attacking!” So, they left to go fight the Philistines. But David was pretty little, so
he stayed home and
watched his father’s
sheep.

David’s brothers
were gone for a long time,
so David’s father came to
him and said, “David, I
want you to go check on
your brothers and take
them this food.”
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So David went to check on his brothers. But when he got to the camp, all
the Israelites were hiding because they were scared of the big giant, whose
name was Goliath.

Every day, Goliath would
come out from the Philistine
camp, and he would shout: “Who
will fight me?” And he said
many mean things, like the God of
the Israelites was not strong
enough to help them. But nobody
answered, because the Israelites
were all scared.
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But when David heard the challenge and saw that no one else was
answering, he shouted to Goliath: “I will fight you!”

Then David went to King Saul, and he told the king that he wanted to
fight Goliath. Saul said, “I don’t know… You’re pretty little. But if you take my
armor, then maybe you’ll be OK.”
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So David tried on the armor, but it was too big. So David gave the armor
back and said that he would just do it God’s way.

So David went
to the stream and
picked up five stones.
And he put one of the
stones in his
slingshot.
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Then David
walked up to
Goliath and he
spun the slingshot
over his head round
and round and
round and round…

And when he let go, the stone flew through the air and went “Boom!” It
hit Goliath right in the head. And Goliath fell down. And all the Israelites
said, “Yay!!!”
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And David said, “With God’s help, I beat Goliath!”
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Second Tale:
The Good Shepherd (Luke 15:1-7)

Once upon a time, there was a
good shepherd with a flock of 100 sheep.

He loved his sheep very much,
and he took very good care of them.
They always had enough food to eat.
They never had to worry about predators. They were comfortable and safe.
The shepherd was a very good shepherd.
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Every
evening, the
shepherd would
bring his sheep
into the pen for
safe-keeping. And
as they entered the
pen, he would
count them… 96,
97, 98, 99, 100.
The shepherd was very happy when he knew that all of his sheep were there, safe
and sound, because he loved each of his sheep very much and he cared for them
dearly.

One evening, as he was counting his sheep, he got to the end of the flock
and he counted… 96, 97, 98, 99… but he was missing one sheep. This concerned
the shepherd very much, because he loved each of his sheep very much and he
cared for them dearly. So the good shepherd asked another shepherd friend to
watch his other 99 sheep, and he set out to look for his one lost sheep.
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He decided to start with looking in the mountains. So he walked a long
way to the top of the tallest mountain, hoping to catch a glimpse of his lost sheep.
And when he got to the top of the mountain, he looked around, straining his eyes
to look for his lost sheep.
And when he couldn’t see the sheep, he tried shouting as his voice echoed:
“Hello – hello –
hello!

Are you there –
are you there – are you
there?”

But there was no
answer. The sheep wasn’t
in the mountains.
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So the shepherd kept
searching for his lost sheep,
because he loved each of his
sheep very much and he cared for
them dearly. On his way down
from the mountain and into the
valley, he passed a cave and he
thought to himself, “Maybe my
sheep got lost in that cave.”
So he went over to the mouth of the cave and peered inside, straining his
eyes to look for his lost sheep. But it was too dark to see anything, so the
shepherd tried shouting:
“Hello – hello – hello!

Are you there – are you there – are you there?”
But there was no answer. The sheep wasn’t in the cave.
So the shepherd kept searching for his lost sheep, because he loved each of his
sheep very much and he cared for them dearly.
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He kept walking and
found his way into a forest,
thinking, “Maybe my sheep got
lost in this forest.”

So he searched
throughout the forest. And
when he got to the center of
the forest, he climbed to the
top of the tallest tree and he
looked all around, straining
his eyes to look for his lost
sheep. But he couldn’t see
anything, so the shepherd
tried shouting:
“Hello – hello – hello!

Are you there – are you
there – are you there?”
But there was no
answer. The sheep wasn’t in
the forest.
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So the shepherd kept searching for his lost sheep, because he
loved each of his sheep very much and he cared for them dearly. He
walked out of the forest, and soon he came to an old abandoned well.
It used to have water in it, but the water had dried up many years ago,
so now it was just a big dark hole.
Of course, the shepherd thought to himself, “Maybe my
sheep fell into that well.”

So he went over to the top of the well and peered inside, straining his eyes
to look for his lost sheep. But it was too dark to see anything, so the shepherd
tried shouting:

“Hello – hello – hello!

Are you there – are
you there – are you there?”

And do you know what
the shepherd heard?
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From the bottom of the
well, there was a very small,
very weak: “Baa.”
The shepherd heard the
sound and shouted again,
more excited:

“Hello – hello – hello! Is that you – is that you – is that you?”
And the sheep answered again, “Baaaa!”

So the shepherd
grabbed a long piece of
rope, tied it around a
nearby tree, and
lowered himself down
to the bottom of the
well. He scooped the
sheep up into his arms
and gave him a big
hug. He was so happy
to see his lost sheep
because he loved each
of his sheep very much
and he cared for them
dearly.
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Then, the good
shepherd climbed back up out
of the well with his sheep and
he carried the sheep all the way
home to the rest of the flock.

Then, just to check, the
shepherd counted all of his
sheep again to make sure they
were all there… 96, 97, 98, 99,
100.

And the shepherd was
very happy to know that all of
his sheep were there, safe and sound, because he loved each of his sheep very
much and he cared for them dearly. He was a good shepherd.
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Third Tale:
A Heavenly Message
to the Shepherds
(Luke 2:8-20)

Once upon a
time, in the hill
country near
Bethlehem, there
was a group of
shepherds
watching their
sheep at night.

Everything
was calm and quiet.
But then, suddenly, there was a bright light and a powerful voice. And the
shepherds were very afraid.
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But it was an angel that had appeared to them, and the angel said, “Don’t
be scared. I bring you good news!”

The angel told them
that Jesus had been born
that night in the town of
Bethlehem! And the
shepherds could go find
baby Jesus lying in a
manger, wrapped in
swaddling clothes.
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So the shepherds were
very excited, and they ran at once into Bethlehem to find baby Jesus.

They found
a stable, and
there they
found the
baby lying
in a manger, just
like the angel had told them.

The shepherds were
very happy that Jesus
had come to earth.

They might
have given him some
presents and sang
him some songs.
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Then the shepherds ran throughout the area, telling everyone: “Jesus is
born!” And they were very happy.
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Incarnation
(2005)

The stars are bright and brilliant, piercing through the blackness on a
silent night in quaint and quiet Bethlehem. On the pleasantly obscure outskirts of
this pleasantly obscure village, the golden glow of a lantern illuminates a cozy
stable where a miracle has just taken place. A chubby-cheeked,
rosy-complexioned, soft and innocent baby boy named Jesus — the newborn
King of Kings and Lord of Lords — is sleeping peacefully among a circle of
curious livestock, adoring shepherds, solemn Eastern nobility, safe with his
satisfied young parents. The sweet fragrance of myrrh and frankincense is mixed
with the earthy scent of fresh hay, and hushed voices blend with the soft bleating
of wooly little lambs to create an atmosphere of perfect awe and reverence...
Certainly, the sight of this sweet child lying in a manger is a humble image — yet,
paradoxically, it is a humble majesty that bows the hearts of everyone in the tiny
stable. Inexplicably, yet undeniably, the scene evokes a feeling of warmth,
wonder, joy, fulfillment, and the peace that passes all understanding.
*

*

*

This is what we celebrate when we speak of the "incarnation," is it not?
From the Latin word, “incarnatio,” the term refers to the birth of Jesus — God’s
one and only son “becoming in flesh” to join the ranks of the created world for a
redemptive mission: to bring peace and good will to all mankind… Mysterious
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and wondrous, the concept of incarnation stirs our hearts at the recognition of
the miracle recorded in the Gospel of John in which, "the Word became flesh and
made his dwelling among us."
That notwithstanding, I believe the common understanding of the
incarnation is ill-defined, illogical, and incomplete.
I am not a linguist. I am not a theologian. I freely confess that I cannot
read or write Latin, nor have I studied doctrinal terminology from any kind of
academic perspective. Still, I have reason to believe that we are missing some of
the crude nuances of the term, “incarnation.” My tourist / restaurant-menureading fluency in the Latin languages tells me that “incarnatio” does not merely
indicate something “becoming in flesh” — though I’m certainly not
knowledgeable enough to declare this standard definition incorrect. All I know is
that when I order Italian food or Spanish food or Mexican food, I’ve gleaned that
the word “carne” simply means “meat.” My familiarity with the Italian and
Spanish holiday greetings of “Buon Natale” and “Feliz Navidad,” offer a further
clue in translation, presuming that “natale” and “navidad” are related to the
English word “nativity” (or “birth”) — all of which seem curiously similar to the
“natio” part of “incarnatio.” And finally figuring in a basic understanding of the
Latin-derivative prefix of “in” (which abounds in practically every language with
which I’m familiar), a simple syllogism would indicate that “incarnatio” could be
irreverently translated as, “birth into meat.”
Thus, a further syllogistic rendering of that classic quote from the apostle
John could be proposed as, “The Spirit-Creator of the Universe became Meat and
assumed a place on the space-time continuum among our ignorant and ignoble
race.” Alas, the words just fill one with a sense of awe and wonder, don’t they?
That true Christmas miracle of the Almighty-turned-Meat…
But to be honest, this definition of the incarnation seems to strike closer to
the original Bethlehem scene, when envisioned from a more practical perspective.
Perhaps our classic Christmas story needs to be re-written…
*

*
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*

It is, in fact, an incredibly dark night. Small, cold white pin-pricks of
starlight offer the only interruption to the fearsome and fathomless blackness
over the insignificant provincial back-country of colonial Judea. The skies
overhead seem mostly clear, but there are dark clouds on the horizon.
An uneasy peace trembles in these times of oppression and foreign
domination; in fact, the residents of miniscule Bethlehem will be saddened —
though certainly not surprised — to see this tenuous peace transformed into a
horrifying blood bath within the coming months. Poorly understood but
unmistakably recognized, the advance whisperings of revolutions and coups have
already caused the powers of the world to begin squirming and squabbling out of
fear and self-preservation. Many innocent men, women, and children will soon be
sacrificed under the banner of power consolidation, and the bizarre events
unfolding this evening seem to merely foreshadow coming troubles…
In the putrid alleyways off the main thoroughfares of Bethlehem, grunts
and screams in the darkness give way to the higher-pitched scream of a newborn
baby. Instantaneously, inexperienced parents have been inaugurated out of
scared teenagers who hardly even know each other — their relationship
complicated by the social stigma of premarital conception. In the weak light and
deep shadows of a derelict animal shelter, the young parents stare dumbfounded
at the purple body of “their” son, covered in mucous and blood, slimy black hair
curling around his cone-shaped head. Not long after the end of labor, strange and
surreal visitors begin call upon the young family in the small stable, interrupting
this time of intense familial privacy — poor, dirty, overeager shepherds from the
surrounding hill country, elbowing each other and grinning stupidly as if sharing
an inside joke; proud foreign dignitaries speaking broken Aramaic and privately
babbling in an unknown language amongst themselves. Bleating and braying
livestock add to the cacophony, and the senses are overwhelmed by the horrible
stench of too many camels, donkeys, and sheep crammed into this overcrowded
stable of this overcrowded inn of this overcrowded town… It’s almost too much to
take it all in: the fear, the uncertainty, the anxiety — perhaps a sense of
disappointment in this skewed, “fulfillment of God’s plan,” or possibly even
horror at the anticlimactic comprehension of what has just happened.
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Indeed, the Spirit-Creator of the Universe has become Meat and assumed
a place on the space-time continuum among an ignorant and evil race. A pitiable
lump of flesh and blood that only knows how to scream and cry to communicate
its hunger every two or three hours — all throughout the day, and all throughout
the night... Yes, there is beauty and joy in this situation — as any parent can recall
from the hours and weeks following the birth of a child — but there is also much
fear, fragility, and fatigue in caring for such a scrawny new life.
Without a doubt, such an incarnation is a humble event. Yet for the
LORD-Yahweh — El-Shaddai, Adonai — incarnation is not just humility...
Incarnation is humiliation. The Almighty Lord of Heaven and Earth drawing
sustenance from the breast of a simple peasant woman, struggling to flail
uncoordinated muscles, soiling himself and needing an adult to wipe his bottom
for him… It’s an embarrassment. Pausing to carefully consider the realities of the
“Word becoming Meat” to live among His people allows for an image that is
astonishingly brutal. Feelings of warmth, wonder, joy, fulfillment, and peace
become hardly the most natural human responses to such an understanding of
the events surrounding the incarnation.
Nevertheless, contrary to logical reasoning — instead of the ignoble
aspects of Jesus' birth diminishing the beauty of the incarnation — such an
understanding of the incarnation actually adds immeasurable value and creates a
deeper appreciation for exactly what happened on that day that the Word became
Meat and made his dwelling among us. As each man and woman experiences life
in this broken and ugly world, the incarnation helps to provide consolation and
navigation through the evils of the world, as we follow the originally incarnated
one. Even as spiritually-reborn sons and daughters of God, we all experience
vulnerability, suffering, calamity, and disenchantment as people living as
strangers in (yet not of) this world. And in view of the original incarnation, our
“light and momentary troubles” no longer seem so ignoble or demeaning. In fact,
they are an opportunity for identification and conforming to the image of Jesus.
Furthermore, a more complete understanding of the incarnation gives us a
more complete appreciation for God Himself. Reducing the birth of Jesus to a
happy, golden postcard image diminishes the miraculous leap over the incredible
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chasm between us and God — cheapens it, tarnishes it. The extreme gap between
our world’s brokenness and ugliness and God’s glory and beauty, which God’s
Son was compelled to experience, is so much greater than we could ever
understand. Consequently, a deeper appreciation for the incarnation — in all its
brutality — helps us to grasp just how wide and long and high and deep is the love
of Christ… An absolutely amazing gift of grace.
So the mystery of the incarnation is a paradox indeed. Personally, I think if
I were there at the scene of Jesus’ birth in Bethlehem, I probably would have been
more prone to gag than to adore, more likely to cry than to smile… Yet as I
consider the scene from the vantage point of history, I am indeed drawn into a
spirit of perfect awe and reverence. My heart is bowed by the humiliating majesty
of Jesus’ birth. And inexplicably — yet undeniably — reflection upon the
incarnation stirs a feeling of warmth, wonder, joy, fulfillment, and the peace that
passes all understanding.
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A Christmas Love Story
(2006)

Christmas is a season of love, and light, and magic… and well, so is this
story. It’s a Christmas story from long ago — so long ago, in fact, that its precise
date has escaped recollection. But rest assured: it’s only the day of the calendar
that has been forgotten… because the rest of that day was imprinted on my
consciousness like a footprint in a field of virgin snow.
It was, in fact, a snowy day — a winter day. Not like in the thick of winter.
Not harsh and dry and bitter. No, it was a day of new snow — soft and romantic,
like cool white butterflies dancing. The gentle flakes were sparse and sporadic on
the drive down to Columbus, and the two of us felt like we were in the opening
credits to a romantic holiday film where something unforgettable happens.
Of course, as with any day consigned to the distant past, the memories of
that day are vague and incomplete. I don’t remember parking the car, for
instance, or stopping to fill up with gasoline at any point — though I’m sure we
did… But I do remember walking through the zoo with her, gloved-hand-ingloved-hand, two of the very few visitors to be taking in the subfreezing sights by
the last hours of cool gray daylight preceding the more popular “Lights Before
Christmas.” As we walked along the way, oblivious to the rest of the world, I
remember stealing a moment behind the sea lion tank for a kiss… Ah, I
remember the moment well. The kiss was sweet — like cinnamon — and long.
Warming. It would not be decent of me to speak of it more than this… But it was a
memorable kiss.
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As darkness fell, we continued to wander through the zoo, which took on
the appearance of the Land of Sugar Plum Fairies as the twinkling lights glowed
from every snowy edge and orifice. We strolled past an open fire which was
attracting the bowing adoration of many a frozen stranger. To our amazement,
chestnuts actually roasted over this open fire — just like in the Christmas song.
The experience seemed too classic to pass up, so we bought ourselves a bag: our
first time eating roasted chestnuts… It turned out that the idea of the chestnuts
turned out to be more appetizing than the chestnuts themselves… So that was
likely also our last time eating roasted chestnuts. Still, at least we could say that
we did it together.
Shortly after the chestnut experience, the pace of the snowfall started to
pick up. I guess you could say that it was becoming a snow storm — still a
generally pleasant, romantic sort of snow storm, but a snow storm nonetheless. I
still vividly remember the bombardment of thick, fat flakes — actually more like
small snowballs more than flakes — being playfully tossed from the heavens.
Since we had been out in the elements for several hours, it seemed especially
appealing to hail one of the horse-drawn carriages to take a little ride, to enjoy
the scenery from a different vantage point and to momentarily escape the
pummeling snow storm. In the back of the black carriage, we huddled close as we
listened to the clop-clop-clopping of the horses’ powerful hooves penetrating
through the piling snow to the stone surface beneath — and then, as we rode, we
heard another sound. A familiar sound, but strangely incongruous with the
wintry setting. We listened again, more carefully, to verify what we had heard…
and after a hushed moment’s pause, punctuated solely by the ticking equestrian
cadence, we heard it again beyond the shadow of a doubt: thunder echoing
through the gardens. The snow was familiar enough to us, born Midwesterners.
The thunder, too, was a regular experience throughout decades of Ohio
summers… But “thunder-snow” — it felt like a once-in-a-lifetime experience.
Absolutely unforgettable, much like the rest of that day.
At the end of the evening, we found ourselves back on the road, driving
home through the snow in a Ford Taurus the color of glüwein (I remember the
car because it was my parents’ car, a special car). The windshields were
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wick-wick-wicking away watery snow, and we were enraptured in the moment,
saying very little. Just listening to Christmas music. And holding hands… And
falling deeper and deeper in love.
On that car ride home from the Columbus Zoo, in the confines of that Ford
Taurus soaring through the snow-streaked night, I knew that I wanted to spend a
great many more Christmases with the woman sitting beside me. I wanted to
savor her cinnamon kisses, warm my hands in her tender touch, drink up the
sights and sounds of Christmas together for years to come.
And that’s exactly what we’ve done ever since. The best part about this
Christmas story is that it’s not over. We can’t just tack on some corny “And they
lived happily ever after” line to finish out the account. The story of these two
young lovers is still in the early chapters of its ongoing development. And we
wouldn’t have it any other way.
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Cor’s Hope
(2007)

The flurries felt like fairy dust in the days before Christmas. Especially in
the matte, muted, maritime climate of middle Holland. Especially in the early
years of the 21st Century. And especially for a twelve-year-old boy like Cor.
His whole life, he had heard stories of people skating down the length of
the Prinsengracht or thronging to witness the legendary elfstedentocht — the
journey of eleven cities — in the frozen flatlands of the Frisian countryside. But
he had never seen these things for himself. He had gazed with wonder at the
paintings by the Dutch masters, featuring cluttered canal-scapes littered with
children (and adults) playing, running, chasing, skating, skidding, sliding,
singing, making mischief, wooing women — but he had never heard the
“soundtrack” of the skates clattering on the ice, the voices echoing in the frosty
air… He had learned to love the classic winter foods, lovingly and wistfully
prepared by his mother — hearty stampot and Dutch pea soup — but he had
never been afforded the opportunity to enjoy them with the sentimental
seasonings added by consuming them from styrofoam containers distributed
from an ad-hoc canal-side concession stand… He had practiced the precision of
all the long-track skating greats—on countless orbits of the artificially-maintained
Jaap Edenbaan — but he had never seen so much as a small ditch frozen enough
to sustain the weight of a single boy… He had been thoroughly steeped in the
Dutch desires for a return to the glory days of frozen canals and the
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elfstedentocht — but in such times of global warming and climate change, he had
been afforded little expectation of the actuality…
Yet if ever there was a season for hope, in all of his twelve years — Cor felt
his winter had finally arrived.
The first indications started in October. Some climatologist in Hilversum
started predicting that the upcoming winter would be the coldest in decades.
Weeks of freezing winds, great storms, piles of snow, and ice on the canals. He
didn’t just leave the big question up to the imagination, either; he addressed it
directly: Maybe an elfstedentocht at last! Other experts of meteorology and
climatology scoffed and dismissed the rogue prediction.
But Cor believed.
He refused to wear his heavy winter coat, much to his mother’s
consternation, because he wanted to save it. Even when the outside temperatures
plunged into that no-man’s land between comfortable and freezing and the cold
November rains began to blow across the lowlands, Cor kept the coat in the closet
because he wanted to save it.
Until he really needed it.
Until the snow and ice came. Until it got really cold. He reasoned that a
premature concession to the “cold” would render him soft and helpless when the
real winter arrived. Fixing his mind on the glories of the elfstedentocht, Cor
would tug the cotton collar of his spring jacket up around his neck and dig his
hands further into his pockets, warding off the false labor pains of the winter
which he was sure would soon be born. The light dusting of snow, finally flitting
down around him, two days before the Christmas holiday, was fresh fuel for his
faith. He still hadn’t decided when exactly he would break out his heavy winter
coat… but he felt that it would not be long.
Following a couple weeks of cold, cold weather — temperatures hovering
at or around the freezing point — Cor was no longer alone in his active
anticipation. The words were whispered often by his classmates in the days
leading up to the Christmas vacation. Even his teachers would occasionally incant
the refrain: ice… skating… elfstedentocht! Could it be?!?! It hadn’t been seriously
discussed for over twelve years, and yet newspaper columnists couldn’t help
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themselves from starting to ask the question. The television meteorologists
seemed to be doing their best to balance faith and science. And grandparents
subconsciously ratcheted up the re-telling of stories about the old Dutch winters.
The thought was heavy in every mind.
Even so, Cor seemed to be the only one who was not somewhat surprised
when — three weeks into the New Year — the big freeze happened. And while
everyone else was busy sharpening rusty skate blades and finding clever ways to
keep warm, Cor was prepared with his skates as sharp as razors, his winter coat,
hat, scarf, and gloves finally ready for action. Cor was one of the first brave boys
to venture out onto the wider expanses of ice, testing it out for thickness and
strength. But following his lead, it wasn’t long before the rest of the city made its
way out onto the frozen waterways. And when Holland finally took to the ice en
masse, Cor was in the thick of it — fulfilling the manifest destiny his culture had
prepared for him since his birth.
Within the first hour out on the ice, however, Cor was flat on his face. He
had never anticipated that the ice would be so bumpy, mottled with the ridges of
multiple freezes and thaws, like scarred-over ice-flesh, and polluted with
common rubbish. After a couple of falls, of course, Cor was wet — the wind
cutting through his wet trousers and gloves, bleeding the warmth right out of
him. He had never anticipated such miserable, cold conditions… And the people!
They were everywhere! Like the crowds in the Vondelpark on Queen’s Day —
every bit as flushed, frenzied, and fanfared — except much less steady on its feet.
And while the spectacle of it was something to marvel at, the general circus
atmosphere made good skating difficult, if not impossible.
With the rest of his countrymen, Cor made the pilgrimage to Bartleheim
that winter, to watch the 16th running of the elfstedentocht. Like the scene from
the Amsterdam canals, the great race was, perhaps, not so great as he had
imagined. The mass of spectators was oppressive. The view of the action was
limited and brief. And it was bitterly cold… But the snert — purchased from a
canal-side concession stand, served in a styrofoam cup — was piping hot. And
there was a transcendent sense of significance that made the inconveniences of
the experience worthwhile. As Cor watched the long arms of the racers swing
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back and forth, like the pendulums of a hundred grandfather clocks, he somehow
knew that the time until his big opportunity to compete upon the mythical course
himself — though maybe another 12 years into the future — was ticking away. His
hopes were carried on the wind.
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The Holiday Adventures of Charlie, Chuppy, and Puff
(2008)

It had been about a month since the last good
night’s sleep for Charlie, Chuppy, and Puff.
Their parents had been putting them to bed at
the same time as always, each night: five minutes
before eight o’clock. And, of course, they had been
using plenty of energy during
the day, each day: playing, running, singing, talking,
jumping, dancing, reading, and writing. But still, they
simply could not sleep at night, when the time came for
bed.
Every night, as always, they would
put on their pajamas, brush their teeth, get-out-alltheir-pee-and-poop, and kiss their mother good-night.
They would listen to their father read them a good-night story. They would pray
and thank God for all their day’s adventures and ask God for good rest and a good
day the following day. But even so, it had been about a
month since the last good night’s sleep for Charlie, Chuppy,
and Puff.
First they had not been able to sleep for all the
excitement of Thanksgiving. In the days leading up to the
Great American feast, they had kept themselves awake
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practicing all the poems and songs and plays they wanted to perform for all of
their Thanksgiving guests. They sneaked scissors and construction paper into
their beds and spent hours cutting out Indian feathers and pilgrim hats. And they
got very little sleep.
By the end of their family’s celebration of Thanksgiving, they had indeed
succeeded in amazing the crowd of guests with their poems and songs and plays.
But then Charlie got an ear infection from running around in the cold with his
shirt off (pretending to be an Indian). Chuppy got a tummy-ache because she had
eaten too much. And little Puff was just so wound up from all the excitement that
he simply never wanted to close his eyes. And so, even after the Thanksgiving
holiday had passed, their sleep continued to suffer.
It didn’t help, of course, that Sinterklaas followed so close on the heels of
Thanksgiving. Charlie, Chuppy, and Puff would try to stay awake as long as
possible each night leading up to the 5th of December — listening for the sound of
Sinterklaas’ horse eating the carrots and hay they had left for him by the radiator
in the living room. And naturally, even when they did fall asleep, they were
always up again, quick as a wink, at the first signs of morning — anxiously
waiting and hoping and desperately trying to peek out of the crack in their
bedroom doorway to see if the Zwarte Pieten had left any pepernoten or other
special treats in their shoes. As you can surely imagine, the Sinterklaas season did
not end up being any better for sleep than the Thanksgiving season.
On Pakjesavond, Charlie, Chuppy, and Puff were so tired that they had
almost fallen asleep while waiting for that special, mysterious knock on the front
door. But when the knock finally came, it had quickly revived them. Charlie
answered the door, finding the burlap sack hanging from the doorknob. Chuppy
jumped up and down, as excited as could be. And Puff just shrieked and shouted
for joy. Dad and Mom had thought that Charlie, Chuppy, and Puff would fall
asleep very quickly that night — for they had been so tired earlier in the evening.
But of course the new presents on Pakjesavond had been so exciting that Charlie,
Chuppy, and Puff simply could not fall asleep. For the next week, even, Charlie
stayed up late into the night, each night, reading his new book. Chuppy kept
singing Sinterklaasliedjes to herself (even though Dad and Mom had tried to tell
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her that Sinterklaas season was past). And even the tiniest bite of his chocolate
letter would provide Puff with such a sugar-buzz that he could do nothing but sit
in his bed wide-eyed, staring into the night.
By the time the Sinterklaas excitement was finally starting to subside, a
new wave of excitement was already rolling in with the approach of Santa Lucia.
During the day, as you might imagine, Charlie, Chuppy, and Puff were soooooooo
sleepy. They could hardly keep their eyes open at school. But at night-time, with
the lights on the Christmas tree twinkling and the holiday music playing in the
corner, Charlie, Chuppy, and Puff were immediately revived. Even after going to
bed, they could not sleep. Charlie had found a new batch of books — about Santa
Lucia, of course — and he could not stop himself from turning pages. Chuppy just
lay in bed, looking up at the ceiling and excitedly imagining how beautiful she
would look in the long white Santa Lucia gown, with the red sash tied around her
waist and the candlelit crown on her head. And Puff just kept wondering what he
might get in his stocking come Santa Lucia morning…
Santa Lucia came and went — charming as always — but still, Charlie,
Chuppy, and Puff could not sleep at night-time. They would desperately desire to
take long naps during the afternoons — but there were too many Christmas
cookies to bake, too many Christmas cards to write, too much Christmas
shopping to finish. So they would push through their exhaustion — and then, you
guessed it, by night-time they just weren’t sleepy anymore. Instead of sleeping,
they spent their nights reading Christmas books, singing Christmas songs softly
to themselves, and anxiously imagining the contents of the colorful Christmas
presents that were waiting for them under the Christmas tree.
A couple of nights in the last week leading up to Christmas, Charlie,
Chuppy, and Puff actually started to get sleepy at night (imagine that!), and they
actually kind of wanted to fall asleep — even in the midst of all the Christmas
excitement. But inevitably, these were the nights when their mother and father
had arranged for them to go Christmas caroling, or to have dinner at someone
else’s house, or to invite others over for a Christmas party at their house. On the
night of Dad’s office party — hosted in the living room right outside of Charlie,
Chuppy, and Puff’s room — the children had so desperately wanted to go to sleep,
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but they found they simply couldn’t because of all the noise in the other room.
Charlie had tried to write notes saying, “Do not be so loud. We can’t sleep,” then
folding them like paper airplanes to try and fly them out into the living room
through the crack in the door. But the messages were not received until very late
into the night — and so, Charlie, Chuppy, and Puff still could not manage to get a
good night’s sleep!
So when Christmas Eve finally rolled around, you can certainly imagine
that Charlie, Chuppy, and Puff were one very sleepy bunch. All through the day,
they moved about the house like zombies. They knew that it was a day for fun,
excitement, and good cheer — but they could hardly keep their eyes open.
Somehow they managed to drag their weary bones through the morning, through
the afternoon, and into the evening. At suppertime, they sat down to a wonderful
Christmas Eve feast. They piled their plates high with mashed potatoes and
gravy, Swedish meatballs and cranberry sauce, red 7-Up Jell-O salad and cheesy
green beans. And then Dad prayed to thank God for Jesus’ birthday and the
wonderful holiday feast that they were about to enjoy.
But while they bowed their heads and closed their eyes to pray, well, you
can probably guess what happened.
Puff was the first to fall. During the first phrase of Dad’s prayer, Puff’s face
went “Plop!” — right into his mashed potatoes! And by the time it came to the
“Amen,” Puff had already rolled over into a more comfortable position — with his
right cheek resting on the mashed potatoes and his forehead resting on a buttered
piece of lefse. Charlie made it a little bit longer, through the prayer and even past
the prayer to pick up his glass of sparkling Cranberry 7-Up cocktail and raise it in
a toast. But then, in the middle of raising his glass, Charlie suddenly wilted. His
eyes fluttered shut. His muscles went limp. And his glass of cranberry-7Up
cocktail went upside-down, pouring its contents all over Charlie’s hair! The
sensation of the cold, fizzy drink on Charlie’s warm, sleepy head was only enough
to rouse him for half a second before his face made a pillow of his meatballs,
mashed potatoes, and gravy. He started snoring almost immediately.
Chuppy was the one who held out the longest. But even for her, it was
obvious that fighting against her incredible sleepiness was going to be a losing
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battle. She mumbled her “Amen” to Dad’s prayer, took a weak sip of her
Cranberry 7-Up cocktail, and then opened her mouth — Dad and Mom couldn’t
really tell if it was a yawn or just opening up for a really bit bite — for a spoonful
of 7-Up Jell-O salad. But while the spoon was halfway to her mouth — you
guessed it — Chuppy joined her brothers in La-La Land. Her eyes closed, and her
head dropped suddenly to the table, nestling down somewhere between the
cheesy green beans and the 7-Up Jell-O salad. Dad and Mom tried to wake the
three sleeping children, but they discovered that it was completely impossible. So
they enjoyed a comfy-cozy Christmas Eve with just the two of them — while
Charlie, Chuppy, and Puff slept through the whole thing.
On the night before Christmas, Charlie, Chuppy, and Puff enjoyed the best
sleep they had experienced in weeks. They had all sorts of wonderful dreams
about everything they had experienced over the previous month: Thanksgiving,
Sinterklaas, Santa Lucia, Christmas, and all the other wonderful times with
family and friends. And they slept on and on and on… all the way until sunrise on
Christmas morning.
When they awoke on Christmas morning, the first thing they noticed was
how dirty their faces were. You’ll have to try and imagine what they looked like
(and maybe it would even help you to make a drawing of your own — colored
pencils or crayons would give you the best effect, I think).
Charlie had fluffy white mashed potatoes all around his mouth, the area
between his mouth and nose, and all along his chin and cheeks. His nose and the
round part of his cheeks were red from cranberry sauce, and each eye socket was
covered by a dark meatball, stuck in place by congealed gravy. His hair, of course,
was colored red from the sparkling cranberry 7-Up cocktail, and it was all
gathered together into a little point on the top of his head, where another little
dab of potatoes topped the whole thing off.
Chuppy’s hair had bonded with the cheesy green beans overnight, and
when she sat up, a triangle of green beans rose up from her head, almost like a
little hat. She also had a meatball stuck in each eye socket and smears of red 7-Up
Jell-O salad on the round part of her cheeks. And somehow or another, she had
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managed to get a triangular butterhorn stuck on each side of her head, covering
up her ears.
Little Puff's face was, I'm afraid, entirely covered by one big, round piece
of lefse, glued into place by an under-layer of mashed potatoes and gravy. Right
in the middle of the big circle of lefse, a bright orange carrot was sticking out
about where Puff’s nose should have been (though no one could really say where
the lone carrot had come from). And a little bit above the carrot, two meatballs
were neatly stuck in place, about where the eyes should have been. And if that
wasn't crazy enough, underneath the carrot, there was one long red curve of
cranberry sauce shaped kind of like the letter "U." He was quite the mess, as I'm
sure you can imagine. They all were.
Eventually, with the help of Mom and Dad, they made their way to the
bathroom and they washed up their faces. They had to scrub hard with their
hands and their washcloths. But after a half-hour of concerted effort, they were
able to emerge from the bathroom with shining faces and rosy cheeks (though not
rosy from the cranberry sauce anymore!). They all greeted each other warmly
with hugs and kisses and "Merry Christmas"es, and then they gathered together
around the Christmas tree in the living room. They lit the Advent candles (all five
of them!), and Dad read the story of Jesus' birth for them. Then they opened
presents together and followed that by eating breakfast together. All in all, that
day ended up being a Christmas celebration that everyone agreed was one of the
best ever.
After all, if you can manage a good night’s sleep, you know, everything
seems so much better the following day. Doesn't it?
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We Are From
(2009)

We are from spontaneous four-part harmony.
We are from It's Soooooooooouuuup!
We are from cardboard,
from Aquanet and Panasonic.
We are from the homestead on Bowman,
with the carriage house and a big garden.
It sounded like the creak on the old metal pump off the porch.
We are from full, soft, feathery-needled white pine Christmas trees.
We are from basketball with sprained ankles and broken noses.
We are from the yellow rose bush,
the old oak where Regis lies in peace.
We are from the Lucia buns and little ears
from Fleta and Alfred and Louise.
We are from coffee with dessert while Dad abstains
(insisting that he doesn't even drink whiskey).
We are from “Ya sure ya betcha.”
We are from “Rise and Shine”
and “Red up.”
We are from Chicago and Norrköping,
corn pudding and corn meal mush.
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We are from duck-colored Carhartt jackets and sports caps.
from Wonderful the Matchless Grace of Jesus.
We are from porridgey grip on Saturday afternoons
and blueberry muffins on Sunday mornings.
We are from dinner table theology, ecclesiology, and homiletical analysis.
from stacks of Readers Digest on the shelf next to the toilet.
We are from Big Ten football on Saturday afternoons.
We are from big bowls of buttered popcorn on the couch at the end of the day.
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How the Super-Animals Saved Christmas:
A Superhero Story for the Holidays
(2010)

They were all in the bakfiets when they heard the explosion. Choco was
being held by Cor, Taffy was sitting on Olivia’s lap, Monkey was smushed down
between Elliot’s legs and the side of the bakfiets, and Cuckoo was strapped into
his own seat-belt. But as soon as they all heard the loud “Boom!” from
somewhere up ahead, all four animals jumped in their seats and swung their
heads around to try and see what was happening. Choco perked up his ears and
sniffed at the wind. His small black nose twitched as he strained toward the front
of the bakfiets.
“It smells like the gas from a car,” he said. Just as the words left his mouth,
a thick, billowing plume of smoke rose up from the area that they all knew to be
the Dam. The smoke was dark and thick, like the chocolate-brown fur covering
the little puppy’s body. It drifted up into the skies above Amsterdam like an angry
hot-air balloon. And when the bakfiets rounded the bend and Amsterdam’s
historic central plaza came into view, they all saw that Choco’s nose was correct,
as usual. A small blue car had been flipped over and smashed to the ground, and
the fire raged from the gas tank at the rear of the vehicle. Fueled by gasoline, the
fire swirled out of control. Small aftershock explosions caused the blaze to swell
and subside.
“Look!” cried Monkey, his plush brown arm pointing to the center of the
Dam. “The big, tall Christmas tree has been knocked down, too!” Being the
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largest of the gang, Monkey had the best vantage point for surveying the
situation. Normally on a Sunday afternoon, the Dam would be crawling with
tourists and shoppers — especially during the holiday shopping season. Street
performers and hot dog vendors would be smiling and drawing small crowds. The
colorful Christmas lights on the Bijenkorf, and the Christmas tree, and the
curlicue decorations hanging over the Kalverstraat would always provide a warm,
pleasant, Christmassy feel to the scene… But this afternoon, it was a disaster area.
People were screaming and crying and running away from the center of the
square as quickly as they could. Broken glass and scattered shopping bags littered
the cobblestones. And of course there was the smoke from the car explosion. The
smoke drifted through everything, completing the scene like something out of a
1990s Hollywood disaster film. And looking on from the side of the Dam,
Monkey’s arm just hung, stretched out at his side, and all four animals looked on
with solemn faces. They stood perfectly still: four faces pressed against the plastic
covering at the front of the bakfiets, taking the tragedy in.
Taffy finally broke the silence, with a slight tremble in her voice. “Wh-who
could have done this?” she cried. “What is going on here?” She buried her little
face within her brown-and-white paws, not so much in fearful sadness as in shock
and overwhelming emotion at seeing her beloved city in shards, flames, and
chaos. “I don’t believe what I’m seeing here.”
Just then, a strong puff of wind shifted the pattern of drifting smoke, and
there in the middle of the Dam was a large, hairy, black spider about twice the
size of the bakfiets. He was chuckling and glaring about the scene, as he scuttled
away from the wrecked car and explosion. It was a fearsome beast that suddenly
made it very clear why everyone was so desperately trying to get away from the
Dam.
“Just as I suspected!” said Cuckoo, slamming his tiny yellow fist into his
other hand. “It’s Spider Nutritious!”
“We should have known,” said Monkey.
“He’s always causing trouble,” said Choco.
“And if we don’t do anything about it, it looks like Spider Nutritious is
going to ruin Christmas,” said Taffy. A change had come over her face, and
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already it was becoming clear that she was doggedly determined to not allow such
an atrocity to happen, if she had anything to say about it. Even though she was a
very little puppy, she had an awful lot of fight in her.
“Well, what are we waiting for, guys?” said Cuckoo. “It’s time for the
Super-Animals to come to the rescue!” With that, all four animals ducked down
into the bottom of the bakfiets, out of sight from any passers-by — and when they
arose from the bakfiets floor, they were no longer ordinary stuffed animals. They
were no longer just two cute little puppies, a monkey, and a duckling. They were
pint-sized, plush superheroes, ready to save Christmas from the clutches of the
evil Spider Nutritious.
Choco had been transformed into the Canine Crusader, gifted with
super-smell, super-hearing, and super-speed. He wore a form-fitting, electric
blue spandex bodysuit, along with blue-rimmed goggles that protected his small
puppy-dog eyes.
Taffy had undergone a dramatic metamorphosis from being a small, meek,
mild-mannered puppy to being a fearsome warrior named Power Puppy. She had
special powers that allowed her to jump incredibly high and far, and in
exceptional circumstances she could even stop time for one minute. As Power
Puppy, she wore a suit of glimmering, sequined purple, with a brilliant golden
Double-P emblazoned across the chest. On her head, she wore a colorfully
decorated helmet like one might see worn by professional cyclists in a Tour de
France time trial.
Monkey had changed from a simple, fun-loving primate to a powerful,
imposing superhero by the name of Super-Monkey. He stood out with a bodysuit
of orange, with a long yellow cape hanging down from his shoulders across his
back. An orange-and-yellow mask covered the top half of his face. He was an
expert in the art of climbing, and he could use his cape to fly wherever the wind
carried him.
And finally, little old Cuckoo had become none other than the great
Captain Cuckoo. His size was still quite small — no larger than a grown man’s fist,
really — yet his strength was incredible. He was strong enough to toss an ocean
liner in the way that a normal person might toss a baseball. He wore a simple red
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tank-top and a pair of silk shorts with blue and white stripes — yet he somehow
managed to make it look imposing. Proudly, he stood for truth, justice, and the
American-Dutch way, while also serving as the leader of the small quartet of
Super-Animals.
All of this changing happened in an instant. Then immediately, the
foursome jumped out of the bakfiets and onto the rough cobblestones of the
Dam. Just at that moment, Spider Nutritious was holding up a terrified tourist
and pulling the woman toward him with his long, hairy spider-legs. His voice
sounded like the slithering of a thousand snakes, which caused the woman to
scream and faint when he opened his mouth and said, “Mmm…
Nutrissshhh-usss.” He started to drop the poor woman into his mouth as if she
was nothing but a chicken nugget — but before Spider Nutritious could claim
another victim, Super-Monkey called out and said, “Stop right there, Spider
Nutritious! You better put that lady down and clean up the mess that you’ve
made here — or you’re gonna be sorry. The look on his face made it clear that he
meant business, and his small, black eyes dared the hideous, black beast to defy
him.
“Oh yeah, Sssuper-Monkey?” hissed Spider Nutritious. “Are you gonna
make me?” he mocked. “I think I’d actually like to sssee you try, you little ape.”
He dropped the tourist that he had been about to eat. “I think I’d like to make a
little sssnack out of you, my mighty masked monchichi.” He smiled and licked his
lips. “Yesss, I think you would be a quite delissscious and nutrissshhh-usss.”
“But just at that moment, the Canine Crusader and the Power Puppy
rushed forward, barking and growling and baring their teeth. They leaped at
Spider Nutritious, in an attempt to knock him to the ground and immobilize his
deadly web-shooting abilities. But they were just seconds too late, and Spider
Nutritious quickly shot out a thread of webbing which landed on the top of the
Monument at the Dam’s eastern end, and with one mighty heave the massive
arachnid pulled himself up to safety before the two Super-Animals could reach
him.
From the top of the Monument, Spider Nutritious shot out another band
of webbing across the Dam to the top of Madame Toussaud’s Wax Museum, and
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it quickly became apparent that he was intending to spin a web of destruction
over the entire airspace of the Dam.
Captain Cuckoo called out, his voice rising above the cacophony. “Why are
you doing this, Spider Nutritious? Why do you seem to be so intent on ruining
Christmas for the fine people of Amsterdam?!?”
“Becaussse I can, little quacker, that’sss why,” said Spider Nutritious. “I
am a hungry ssspider who requiresss sssussstenanccce. And where better to pick
up sssome nutrissshhh-usss delicacccies than in the middle of the cccity’sss
biggessst ssshopping dissstrict, in the middle of the biggessst ssshopping
ssseason of the year?” With that, the evil creature laughed again and shot another
web at a passing tram, yanking it over onto its side and dragging it to block the
entire Damrak. When the tram’s passengers started to climb out of the wreckage,
they were immediately zapped with a blanket of sticky spider webs, which formed
a sort of cocoon around them that immobilized them until such a time as they
would experience a gruesome death at the hands of a bloodthirsty spider.
“Chrissstmasss isss a ssseason for feasssting, isss it not?” laughed the big, black
spider.
“We’re not going to let you ruin Christmas,” said Power Puppy, and she
jumped up with all her strength, high into the air. With one strategic snap of her
incisors, she snipped the main line of webbing between the Monument and the
wax museum, and Spider Nutritious came tumbling down onto the ground again.
Super Monkey wasted no time. While Spider Nutritious was just starting
to pick herself up off the cobblestones, he climbed quickly up the façade of the
museum, up to where the old Dutch stadshouder looked down upon the Dam,
and before Spider Nutritious could recover from the fall, Super Monkey swooped
down like an orange-and-yellow dart, blasting Spider Nutritious in the side of the
head with a powerful kick. Meanwhile, the Canine Crusader was using his
super-speed to burst from cocoon to cocoon, cutting away the strands of spider
web with his teeth and freeing the panic-stricken tram passengers to run for their
lives. Within a few seconds, Power Puppy and Super Monkey had jumped and
climbed the way up to the top of the museum again, and they prepared to deliver
a decisive double-whammy on the stunned spider below. Yet somehow, in the
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moment following the crushing kick to his head, Spider Nutritious regained his
footing, and he was ready for the two Super-Animals when they leaped together
towards him — and before they could reach him, Spider Nutritious had
immobilized him with two more blasts of his webbing. Instead of knocking the
evil creature out for good with a double-whammy from on high, Power Puppy and
Super Monkey dropped to the ground as two helpless cocoons.
Captain Cuckoo jumped on the Canine Crusader’s back and charged
directly towards Spider Nutritious and the two bundles of webbing that used to
be their friends but who were now prepared to be dinner for the hungry spider.
But before they were within striking distance, Spider Nutritious wheeled around
and blasted the Canine Crusader with another web that rendered him as helpless
as the other two. Only by the sharpest of reflexes was Captain Cuckoo able to
jump clear of the web that covered the Canine Crusader, and suddenly he was the
last remaining hope for saving the Super-Animals, the city of Amsterdam, and the
Christmas season itself.
Things were looking very dark indeed for the Super-Animals, as Captain
Cuckoo picked himself up off the cobblestones and stepped towards the
Super-Animals’ arch-nemesis. It was just one small, yellow superhero against a
powerful, black villain the size of a small car, with some of the hairs on his legs
longer than the entirety of Captain Cuckoo’s body. It was just two stubby, little
wings against eight long spider-legs. And yet, Captain Cuckoo’s size had managed
to keep him from falling victim to the far-flung webs that had captured everyone
else. So the two great warriors prepared for hand-to-hand combat in the middle
of the Dam: winner-take-all.
“Prepare to die, sssmall-ssscum!” hissed Spider Nutritious. “I ssshall enjoy
eating you all.”
“Not if I can help it,” said Captain Cuckoo, and with one deft move he
dodged the spider’s first punch and swung back with one of his own. He packed
every ounce of his strength into that one punch — and when it connected, it was
like the fireworks on New Year’s Eve. Spider Nutritious was knocked immediately
unconscious, and his body flew all the way across the Dam and crashed hard
against the side wall of the Nieuwe Kerk. The sound of the spider crashing into
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the stone wall of the church was loud enough to be heard all the way from the
Watergraafsmeer, and when Spider Nutritious crumbled to the ground in a
miserable black heap, it was obvious that he was not going to be getting back up
again any time soon.
Quickly, Captain Cuckoo raced over to free his friends from their cocoons,
and when they had all dusted off the webbing from their arms and legs, they
walked over to the place where Spider Nutritious lay. Choco the Canine Crusader
said what everyone else was thinking when he spoke up: “I think it’s time for this
spider to spend a very looooong time in jail — eating nasty prison food instead of
people.” Nodding in agreement, each of the four Super-Animals grabbed two of
Spider Nutritious’ hairy legs and dragged him off to the armored truck that the
police had just drive up to the Dam for that very purpose. When the armored
truck drove off, the four Super-Animals looked at each other and smiled.
Captain Cuckoo started in on his signature satisfactory ending: “It looks
like our job here is fini—” but he was suddenly interrupted by Taffy the Power
Puppy.
“Wait, wait, Captain Cuckoo,” she said. “I don’t think our job here is
finished yet.”
“That’s right,” said Super Monkey. “Take a look around here.”
“This place is a disaster,” said Choco the Canine Crusader. The Christmas
tree was still lying on its side; the tram had been knocked off its tracks and
dragged across the street to block all traffic. The wreckage of the small blue car
still smoldered off to one side, and all of the beautiful Christmas decorations had
been torn down and trampled by the spider’s rampage. Pieces of discarded web
and broken glass were everywhere.
“We’ve gotta get this place looking like Christmas again,” said Super
Monkey. The rest of the Super-Animals all nodded in agreement.
So lickety-split, Choco the Canine Crusader started running around the
Dam, picking up all the littered bits of glass and web. Captain Cuckoo set to
putting the tram back on its tracks, pushing the wrecked car off to the side of the
road (where the tow truck could finish hauling it away), and setting the gigantic
Christmas tree upright again. Taffy the Power Puppy and Super-Monkey used
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their jumping and climbing skills to put back all the lights and decorations where
they belonged. And after about ten minutes, everything was back to normal on
the Dam. Slowly, the shoppers and tourists came out from their hiding places,
blinking their eyes like a bunch of bears just emerging from their cave after a
winter of hibernation.
Confident that Christmas had truly been saved, Captain Cuckoo once again
returned to his signature salutation: “It looks like our job here is finished!” And
in the blink of an eye, the Super-Animals were gone, and all that was left in their
place were four ordinary stuffed animals in a bakfiets together with three lovely
children. No one knows exactly where those four Super-Animals went after their
dramatic rescue of that year’s Christmas in Amsterdam, but it’s said that they —
and indeed all of the good people of Amsterdam — had one of the merriest
Christmases that anyone could ever remember.
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Biddy-Bop Stays for the Holidays
(2011)

"What are you going to have for breakfast today, Livvy-Loo?"
"Special K." She stated her answer as if it was obvious. As her bowl filled
with rumply rice flakes and dried bits of strawberries, raspberries, and cherries,
she smiled and cooed, "Thank you, Daddy."
"You're welcome, Olivia."
As the girl dug into her bowl of cereal, her little brother stumbled out from
his bedroom, rubbing his eyes at the bright lights of the family's dining room and
kitchen. Blond wisps of hair shot off in a thousand different directions, like a New
Year's sparkler. "I want Edgy Mix," he announced, pulling the yellow-orange box
of cereal from its place beneath the kitchen counter. "And a glass of milk."
"OK, Treaker. Just hold on, and I'll get it for you in a second."
As the cereal was poured into his bowl, an older boy came into the dining
room, wearing fleecy pajamas splashed with the smiling logo of the Cleveland
Indians baseball team. He flopped down into his seat at the table, closest to the
kitchen and immediately protested: "Dad, don't give Cor all the Energy Mix! I
want some, too."
"No worries, Charlie Bogantz," replied the father, using another one of the
unusual, inexplicable nicknames that were a long-standing tradition in the Asp
Family home. "There's plenty of Energy Mix to go all around." After filling up
both of the boys' bowls with the crunchy three-grain cereal, the father looked out
into the living room and said, "And what about you, Biddy-Bop? What kind of
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cereal do you think you're going to want this morning? Energy Mix? Special K?
Loops?" He shook the box of Energy Mix like a maraca, in an attempt to rouse the
figure curled up, sleeping, on the living room couch.
With a yawn and a stirring of blankets, the answer to the father's question
was carried across the dining room in a low, resonant voice. "Doe maar... eh...
Loops, alstublieft."
"All right. Loops coming right up. Come on now. Let's wake up,
Biddy-Bopper. We've got to finish eating breakfast and get ready for school.
We've only got 35 minutes, and you've still got to eat breakfast, get dressed, and
comb your beard before we leave.
"Ja... ja, goed; ik kom eraan" was the response. And with that, an old man
with a long white beard sat up and stretched his arms towards the ceiling. He was
clothed in a long, white gown that went all the way from his shoulders to his toes,
but as he rose from the couch he shuddered from the morning chill and reached
out for the long, red, velvet robes which had been draped over a folding chair set
up next to the couch. More yawns and stretches followed as he pulled his red
robes over his white tunic. The red velvet was accented by brilliant yellow piping,
and across the back of the robes a large yellow cross was embroidered with
golden thread. As the old man finally rose to his feet, he grabbed for his long
golden staff to support his journey from the living room to the dining room.
Working the stiffness from his joints as he walked, he made his way to a chair
positioned at the end of the table opposite Cor, in between Elliot and Olivia.
Most mornings throughout the year, the breakfast table was occupied by
just three children at this time of the day: Elliot, Olivia, and Cor (though,
according to the awkward nicknaming tradition, they were also occasionally
known as Charlie Bogantz, Chippy-Chuppy, and Treaker... or Chocky-Bo,
Livvy-Loo, and CW... or Charles, Livs, and C-Dubs, depending on their father's
mood). Usually it would just be three kids munching three bowls of cereal. But
this year, a fourth figure had joined the table ever since late-November: an
elderly Turkish-Spanish-Dutch gentleman named Sint Nikolaas van Myra, or
Sinterklaas... or, at least in the Asp household of Amsterdam Oost, Biddy-Bop...
or the Big Bopper... or simply Bops.
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*

*

*

*

*

He first appeared in the days following the Asp Family's Thanksgiving
celebration, during that time when three special seasons converged in one tiny
segment of the calendar. The scent of roast Thanksgiving turkey still hung in the
air, and the children's shoes were dutifully set out for the receipt of beloved
Sinterklaas treats like pepernoten and chocolate and gum-drops. But in addition
to the elements of Thanksgiving and Sinterklaas, the Asp Family Christmas
decorations had also been hung up throughout the house: evergreen boughs and
twinkling lights, candles and wreaths, little hand-painted ceramic snowmen, a
colorful fabric Advent calendar on the dining room wall. Lovingly placed
everywhere from the bookcase in the living room to the top of the tank in the
water closet, each decorative item contributed to a sense of magic and mystery
which was cast over any visitor to the household... including Sinterklaas.
One morning, the children eagerly rushed out into the living room to find
out whatever might have been left in their shoes overnight, and to their great
surprise they found Sinterklaas himself. He was sitting in the family's red,
overstuffed armchair, gazing at the Christmas tree and humming Christmas
carols beneath his beard. Without a word of introduction the kids started talking
with the visitor, telling him stories about the various ornaments hanging on the
Christmas tree, showing him various arrangement possibilities for the plastic
nativity set, teaching him Christmas songs in English — all while munching on
pepernoten drawn from the old man's pockets. Thus before breakfast had even
started, the four of them became fast friends.
By the time the children's parents finally got around to asking the
unexpected guest what he was doing there in their living room, he was feeling
quite at ease, eager for conversation even. He explained that he had dropped by
to deliver some treats in the children's shoes that night, when he found himself
fascinated by the Christmas decorations. He said he almost never got to enjoy the
beauties of Christmas because of the Dutch tradition to wait until after
Sinterklaas before putting out Christmas decorations (when the goedheiligman
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was steaming his way back to Spain). So when he happened across the Asp
family's "early" display of its Christmas spirit, he was hypnotized by the beautiful
bows and lights. He had taken the heavy burlap sack off his shoulder and sat
down to take it all in. Without even realizing it, he spent the entire night soaking
in the ambience, all the way up until the moment the children had bounded into
the living room and broken the spell.
Sinterklaas declined the parents' invitation for a cup of coffee, but still he
sat in the red armchair, facing the Christmas tree. He sat there while the children
were hustled off to breakfast. After breakfast, the children scurried to get dressed
and pack their bags for school. But through it all, Sinterklaas sat and stared at the
Christmas tree, sitting like a soft, warm statue. As the time drew near for the kids
to leave for school, the parents didn't know how to deal with the stranger in their
living room. Should they ask him to leave? Should they ask for the Hoofd Piet's
telephone number, so his friends could come and pick him up? Should they invite
him to stay for a while longer? The social protocol for such a scenario was
awkward and unknown. So in the end, they simply decided to ask Sinterklaas
what he would like to do when everyone else left for school and for work.
In answering their question, Sinterklaas momentarily averted his eyes
from the Christmas tree and made solid eye contact with the children's mother.
With surprising clarity and conviction, he responded: "Ik wil hier blijven,
alstublieft."
*

*

*

*

*

Three days later, it was obvious that Sinterklaas was not just staying for a
couple of hours, as if to simply catch his breath from long nights of delivering
treats to all the children of the Netherlands. When the parents asked him about
the other children throughout the country, Sinterklaas dismissed their concerns
by saying that his Pieten had things well under control. Everyone would get their
pepernoten, he assured them. Everyone would get their packages on time. He just
wanted to stay in the Asp Family Christmas Wonderland for as long as he could.
In fact, he asked if he could stay all the way through the New Year.
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"Well, I suppose we could make that work, Sinterklaas," said the father.
"But we can't have any more of this lazy lounging around and doing nothing." He
smiled at the old man and held out a hand to help him get out of the chair. "I
think you need to get up off the chair sometimes and experience a bit more of
family life. Do you think you could manage that, Biddy-Bop?" This was the
moment in which the newest family member's nickname was decided, rather
randomly, rather instantaneously. It took Sinterklaas a couple of moments to
recognize that an informal christening had just taken place, so again the father
reiterated: "Well, what do you say, Bopper? Are you going to be able to get up
from that chair?"
Sinterklaas nodded and reached for the hand being held out in front of
him. Taking it firmly, he rose from his seat and adjusted his tall bishop's miter.
And from that day forward, all the way through the holiday season, Sinterklaas
became a part of the family.
*

*

*

*

*

"So, eh... who is it turn to put up ornament on the Advent calendar tree?"
said Sinterklaas, over his bowl of Loops. After a week or two of following along
with the family's rhythms, Biddy-Bop blended right in with Charlie Bogantz,
Chippy-Chuppy, and Treaker. His English also improved dramatically.
"Who did it yesterday?" asked Elliot.
"Cor did it yesterday," said Olivia.
"Yup!" said Cor.
"So that means that today it's Sinterklaas's turn," said Elliot. "Sinterklaas,
go put up your ornament!"
"I can't wait to see what it is," said Olivia, wiggling like a puppy.
Sinterklaas stood up from this chair at the dining room table and hobbled
over to where the Advent calendar hung. "Today is? Twenty-one December?" He
reached for the pocket at the right-most end of the second row on the calendar.
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"You mean twelve December, Sinterklaas," corrected Olivia. "Like twaalf
december. Don't worry. I do it, too. It gets confusing when you try to translate
numbers between English and Dutch."
"Ja, ja..." said Sinterklaas. "Twelve December." Then reaching his gloved
fingers down inside of the number 12 pocket on the Advent calendar, he pulled
out a small felt image of a Swedish Julbok. "Ah, a Julbok... I have not seen one of
these for very many years." He found a spot on the left-middle section of the
Advent calendar tree and affixed the little felt ornament. "Lovely, yes?"
"Very lovely," said the children's mother, who just happened to be walking
by at that moment. "And you know what a Julbok on the twelfth of December
means, don't you? It means... " she paused for dramatic effect, "that tomorrow
is..."
"Santa Lucia!" all three of the children shouted at once.
"That's right," she said. "So later today, after I pick you guys up from
school, we're going to make the Lucia buns together. But for now, we need to stop
talking about plans for Santa Lucia — and we need to start getting everything
ready for school."
"Santa Lucia?" mused Sinterklaas. He wore a confused look on his face.
"What is Santa Lucia?"
"Don't worry, Sinterklaas," said Olivia, while taking her snack box from the
counter and putting it into the purple backpack in her hands. "Santa Lucia is
another special holiday that we get to celebrate tomorrow. I'll tell you all about it
in the bakfiets, on the way to school, OK? Does that sound good?"
"Another special holiday?" said Sinterklaas, dumbstruck. "Another special
holiday?!? This is a very nice house for holidays," he said, stroking his fingers
through his long white beard. "Maybe I will stay here forever."
*

*

*

*

*

Naturally, ever since joining the Asp family for the holidays, Sinterklaas
was a big hit on the schoolplein at the kids' school. The other schoolchildren
clamored around from the moment that the beloved old saint climbed out of the
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bakfiets, into which he had shoved his long, lanky frame for the seven-minute
ride from the Retiefstraat to the Hogeweg. Some of the kids wanted to thank him
for gifts they had gotten for the Sinterklaas holiday. Some of the kids wanted to
put in applications to join his team of helpers, back in Spain during the cold,
dark, winter months. And some just wanted to get Sinterklaas to play football or
basketball with them out on the schoolyard.
Being naturally good and patient with children, Sinterklaas made time for
every child. But when the school bell rang and all the kids rushed to their classes,
Sinterklaas didn't waste any further time on the playground. He rushed into the
school building along with the rest of the kids because he was eager to see the
Christmas decorations that had been put up in each classroom. All the way up
until the moment the school day started, Sinterklaas lingered by the classroom
Christmas trees. He talked with Elliot about the story he was writing in his class.
He let Olivia show him all the different craft projects she had been working on in
her class. And he read Christmas books together with Cor and his father. He
obviously enjoyed the Christmas atmosphere, and he always seemed sad when it
was time to let the children get to their studies.
Even so, Sinterklaas seemed to enjoy his work serving as seasonal
assistant-director together with Meester Ruud (truth be told: the school principal
had almost been more excited than the children, when he learned that Sinterklaas
was going to be spending the holidays at his school!). For his assistant-director
responsibilities, Sinterklaas was mostly responsible for helping to plan and
practice the school's Christmas pageant, which he was more than happy to do as
it allowed him to more thoroughly enjoy the Christmas season in Amsterdam,
which he had never previously been able to experience. During those weeks of
Sinterklaas's Christmas vacation in Amsterdam, the sweet, goodly saint and
Meester Ruud spent a lot of time practicing their duet together, which was to
serve as the climax for the voorstelling. The school hours flew quickly by, still
Sinterklaas was happy when the bell rang out again, announcing the end of the
school day, because that meant he could go back to what he called "Our Little
Christmas Wonderful-Land."
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Some days they baked special treats, like spritzes, mint meringues, and
Lucia buns.
Some days, they watched Christmas movies together, like Polar Express,
the Charlie Brown Christmas Special, and Elf.
Some days, they just worked on craft projects and listened to Christmas
music by Andy Williams, the Carpenters, and Amy Grant.
Some days they would go shopping together, along the Middenweg, or the
Kalverstraat.
Some days they stopped by the Oliebollenkraam on their way home from
school, for warm oliebollen, krentenbollen, and appelbollen.
With just about everything that the family did, Sinterklaas soaked up the
wonder and glow of Christmas like a dry sponge on a wet counter. For Santa
Lucia Day, he traded in his miter for a star-boy hat and helped the children
prepare the hot chocolate, so they could all serenade and serve the parents
breakfast in bed. He took turns, along with the rest of the children, in putting up
ornaments on the Advent calendar and blowing out the Advent candles in the
evenings. He wrapped presents for the other members of the family and eagerly
shook the packages addressed to him which appeared under the tree, wondering
what they might actually be. Together with the children, he yearned for
Christmas Morning. And at night, he would curl up on the living room couch and
fall asleep to the glow of Christmas lights, filtered through pine needles.
*

*

*

*

*

When Christmas Eve finally arrived, the whole household was busy with
preparations. The parents and children were working in the kitchen when
Sinterklaas walked in and said that he needed to have a talk with the family. His
face looked serious. The mother and father exchanged a quick glance with each
other and silently agreed to take a break from dinner preparations.
"So what is it, Bopperdy-Bop?" asked the father, once they had all sat
down around the dining room table.
"Is everything OK?" said the mother.
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"Yes. All is OK," said Sinterklaas. "In truth, it is the most wonderful thing I
have ever known." He smiled a little, beneath his beard. His shoulders relaxed.
He took a deep breath and continued: "I want to talk with you because I decide to
stay here forever."
"You mean you're not going to be leaving after New Year's Day, after all?"
Olivia asked, hope rising in her voice. Cor and Elliot smiled and wiggled in their
seats.
"Yes. I stay here forever. OK?" said Sinterklaas.
An awkward pause followed. "Well... um..." stammered the father. "I think
it's very nice that you like it here so much..."
"Yes, we've been very glad to have you with us..." interjected the mother.
"But what will happen with all of your Pieten back in Spain?" asked the
father. "Don't you kind of take care of them?"
"Or won't they at least start to get lonely without you?" asked the mother.
She glanced at the children to gauge their response, as well as Sinterklaas's
reaction. Worried faces peered out from every corner of the table. All eyes turned
to Sinterklaas.
"Oh. Yes. My Pieten." said Sinterklaas. "Umm, I do not know about my
Pieten." His eyes circled the room, and suddenly he brightened again. "Maybe
they can come here. They can live too with us in Our Little Christmas
Wonderful-Land? Yes?" He gestured towards the living room with a hopeful
smile on his face. It was obvious that he considered himself to be a fully
integrated member of the family.
"Well, first of all, I'm not sure we would have enough room here for all of
your Pieten." The father counted with his fingers as he spoke. "Second of all, even
if we could fit them in the house somewhere, I think it might be a little too crazy
to have us all living here." Sucking in his breath, he plowed ahead with the third
point, which he knew would be the most difficult to say. "And third of all, Bops,
our house doesn't work like this the whole year round. We usually put Christmas
away on New Year's Day, and then we don't get all the stuff back out again until
after Thanksgiving in November of next year."
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"Yeah, Sinterklaas," said the mother. "That's what makes it so special, is
that it only happens for one month out of the year. We can't keep Christmas going
all year round." She smiled and put her hands on the side of her head, mimicking
the look of someone who was fearful of going insane. "That would be exhausting!"
"And if we lived our whole lives like we live the month of December,"
continued the father, "it wouldn't allow us to do all the other things that we need
to do throughout the year: like work, and school, and vacations, and friendships,
and ministry, and other holidays.
"I'm sorry, Sinterklaas," said the mother. "But we're just not so sure that
it's a good idea for you to stay here forever and ever."
"Oh," said Sinterklaas. "I see."
*

*

*

*

*

After their conversation that afternoon, Sinterklaas took a long walk
through the neighborhood. Dusk fell over the canals and row houses. Sinterklaas
pulled his scarf tighter around his neck and walked further, looking at all the
different Christmas decorations through the windows of all the homes. He sighed
deeply and dug his hands deep into his pockets. After some time, he found
himself at the Intratuin gardening supercenter, brilliantly illuminated with
Christmas lights. Walking through the store, he marveled at more and more
Christmas decorations. It was nearly impossible for him to imagine how such
beauty could be so short-lived.
Standing in between the ornaments and the nativity scenes, he bent his
shoulders and sobbed, great diamond teardrops falling to the showroom floor.
*

*

*

*

*

Sinterklaas returned to the Asp home just in time for the traditional
Christmas Eve dinner, with meatballs and mashed potatoes, cheesy green beans
and 7-Up Jell-O salad. He smiled and chatted as usual, as if there had been no
heart-breaking revelation about the temporal nature of the season earlier in the
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day. Still, under the surface, the old man's thoughts swirled, and his secret tears
salted the food as he chewed.
When the meal was finished and all the dishes had been cleared, Cor said,
"Can I get the Advent book?!?" Without even waiting for permission to be
excused from the table, he was out of his seat and on his way to the dining room
bookshelf.
"It's Sinterklaas's turn to blow out the candles tonight," said Elliot.
Sinterklaas smiled at his adopted brother.
After reading the fictional adventures of Jotham and Bartholomew and
Tabitha, the father asked the mother if she would read the Christmas story from
the Bible for everyone to hear.
She nodded and opened the Bible to the second chapter of the Gospel of
Luke. Clearing her throat, she read out loud:
And while they were there, the time came for her baby to be born. She gave
birth to her first child, a son. She wrapped him snugly in strips of cloth and
laid him in a manger, because there was no lodging available for them.
That night there were shepherds staying in the fields nearby, guarding
their flocks of sheep. Suddenly, an angel of the Lord appeared among
them, and the radiance of the Lord’s glory surrounded them. They were
terrified, but the angel reassured them. “Don’t be afraid!” he said. “I bring
you good news that will bring great joy to all people. The Savior—yes, the
Messiah, the Lord—has been born today in Bethlehem, the city of David!
And you will recognize him by this sign: You will find a baby wrapped
snugly in strips of cloth, lying in a manger.”
Suddenly, the angel was joined by a vast host of others—the armies of
heaven—praising God and saying,
“Glory to God in highest heaven,
and peace on earth to those with whom God is pleased.”
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When the angels had returned to heaven, the shepherds said to each other,
“Let’s go to Bethlehem! Let’s see this thing that has happened, which the
Lord has told us about.”
They hurried to the village and found Mary and Joseph. And there was the
baby, lying in the manger. After seeing him, the shepherds told everyone
what had happened and what the angel had said to them about this child.
All who heard the shepherds’ story were astonished, but Mary kept all
these things in her heart and thought about them often. The shepherds
went back to their flocks, glorifying and praising God for all they had
heard and seen. It was just as the angel had told them.
When she finished reading the passage, she closed the Bible and laid it to
the side. All the family's faces were lit by candlelight, and they sat in silence for a
moment, wondering at the story that had just been read out loud.
Sinterklaas broke the silence. "They were terrified, but the angel reassured
them," he said. "Don't be afraid." He smiled and folded his arms in front of him,
in satisfaction. "These are very good words."
"Isn't that amazing?" asked the father. "God crossing the divide from
heaven to earth... shepherds crossing the divide from obscurity to eternal
significance... These could have been very scary things to consider. But what did
the angel say?"
"Don't be afraid," said the children in unison. Elliot put his hand on the
old man's arm, and repeated the reassurance again. "Don't be afraid,
Sinterklaas."
A noticeable shift marked the countenance of the bearded gentleman.
Without saying another word, everyone could see that he experienced peace and
God's pleasure in that moment. In spite of the imminent end of his beloved
Christmas season and the inevitable return to regular life with his Pieten in
Spain, Sinterklaas experienced the true joy of Christmas in that moment. He
knew that God was with him, just as He was with the shepherds on that terrifying
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night in the fields near Bethlehem. Sinterklaas could go back to his "flocks" of
Pieten, glorifying and praising God for all he had heard and seen. He could
remember and rely upon what the angel had said.
As the family joined in a chorus of "Hark! The Herald Angels Sing,"
Sinterklaas started crying again. This time, however, it was tears of joy.
*

*

*

*

*

Of course they all still had a full week together, from Christmas to New
Year's: Dad, Mom, Charlie Bogantz, Chippy-Chuppy, Treaker, and Biddy-Bop.
They enjoyed exchanging gifts and playing games together. They ate delicious
foods and read wonderful books. But when New Year's Day arrived with a riot of
fireworks and noisemakers, they were all content to let the season pass and put
away the Christmas decorations together, before Sinterklaas left for Spain.
When the last box had been hauled down to the basement, the father came
up and held out his arms for a big hug with Sinterklaas. "It's been great having
you with us, Biddy-Bop," he said. "God bless you on your return to Spain."
"And please give our love to the Pieten," said the mother, leaning in for a
hug of her own.
"Will you come back and celebrate with us again next year, Sinterklaas?"
asked Elliot. Olivia and Cor jumped on the suggestion immediately, adding their
"Yeah!"s and "Will you?"s.
"I will like that very much," said Sinterklaas. "Maybe not for a whole
month, but at least for a little while." He bent down in a full-armed embrace of all
three children at once. "But until then, 'Don't be afraid,'" he smiled and winked.
Together, they all walked from their house to the Ringvaart, just a couple
of blocks away, where Sinterklaas would be catching his ride home. Just as they
arrived canal-side, they heard the sound of a steam-ship bellowing. Sure enough,
there on the horizon appeared Sinterklaas's classic mode of transportation.
Stepping out on the gang-plank to the ship, Sinterklaas turned around and
gave one last wave to the family, standing along the edge of the canal. "Happy
New Year!" he shouted. "Tot volgende jaar!"
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Meeco the Puffin
(2012)

Meeco drew a deep breath and
dove beneath the surface of the
ocean. The water was cold, but
his feathers kept the worst chill
out. He loved the feeling of
flying underwater. His wings
powered him through the
darkness.
Twisting, turning,
diving, he chased the prey
until his beak was full.
Smiling from just one side of
his beak, he turned upward.
A moment later, Meeco
popped out at the surface
of the water and tilted his
beak heavenward. The fish slid into his belly.
Air filled his lungs. He felt satisfied and settled.
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It was the first time in a very long time that Meeco felt normal. Happy,
even. A puffin could wish for nothing better than fresh air and a fine fish dinner.
Meeco couldn't remember the last time he had felt so much at home.
With the next wave, though, the North American coast loomed large in
front of him. Meeco's problems, too, came crashing back at him. Watching the
other puffins dive and chatter with each other, he remembered that he was still
far from settled. He was still far from home.
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It must of course be noted that puffins are migratory by nature. They
spend their summers in rocky cliffs surrounding the North Atlantic Ocean. They
spend their winters further south, in the middle part of the Atlantic Ocean. Even
with all the seasonal travel, however, puffins are basically homebodies. Whenever
they find themselves settled someplace, they seek out a nice little cave in the
rocks or they burrow into the ground. They make their den more comfortable by
lining it with bits of grass and seaweed. And they create a nice little life for
themselves. They're diligent birds. Conscientious birds. Careful birds. This is the
way that their Creator made them to be.

Even though puffins regularly move and change with the seasons,
however, the movement is only in very predictable ways. They never shift
countries or continents. Well, they almost never shift countries or continents —
and this exception can be stated with confidence because of Meeco the Puffin.
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Meeco's ancestors once dove for fish and shrimp and eels just off the coast
of Sweden. In 1903, however, the North Sea was devastated by the "Great Fish
Famine." Together with flocks of other puffins, they made a difficult journey to
North America where the fish were plentiful. They settled there and prospered.
Generations of puffins were hatched and raised on the western edge of the North
Atlantic. But 100 years
after the initial exodus,
Meeco felt a strange
stirring within him
to return to European
waters.
It cannot be explained
except to say that the Creator
seemed to be calling him eastward.
So since he was young and strong
and idealistic, he found his way
into the Gulf Stream one day in
2003, and he allowed the winds
and current to push him back to his
ancestral waters within the North Sea.
Adjusting to life in European waters
was more difficult than Meeco had expected.
There was a partial sense of home and establishment
that Meeco enjoyed in the European coastlands. At the same time, Meeco became
unwillingly accustomed to an awkward, unsettled feeling that followed him
wherever he went. In time he made friends. He learned the local dialect. He
discovered the best fishing spots. He even created a very nice nest for himself, in
one of the low-lying areas along the coast. Even so, he never felt completely at
home in the North Sea. He missed his extended family. He missed the rest of the
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brood with whom he had hatched. He missed the sunshine and wide-open spaces
of North America. Most of all, he missed feeling at home.

So after many years of living in Europe, Meeco decided to
return to North America. It wasn't an
easy decision, and he didn't
take it lightly. Puffins are
very serious in that way.
But something in his
little bird brain
told him it was
the right thing
to do and the
right time to
do it. So he
said good-bye
to the other
North Sea puffins
and started flapping
westward.

The journey from Europe to North America was not as easy as he had
hoped it might be. The winds and currents that had helped him travel from west
to east the last time now worked against him. Several times, Meeco almost
collapsed and crashed back into the ocean. After many days of traveling, he was
cold, hungry, and lonely. He wasn't sure if the journey would ever end.
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But then, off in the distance, he spotted land. Seagulls and other puffins
swooped and dived into the coastal waters. A rich green smell surrounded Meeco.
He had finally made it across the ocean to North America!

It felt good to be "back home"
in North America. But it was also kind
of weird. He had grown up with the
American dialect. He spoke it fluently.
But he also missed the unique squawks
and clicks of the European puffins.
He enjoyed the fish and the shrimp that
he found in the American coastal waters.
But he found it much more difficult to locate
a really good eel, like the ones he used to enjoy from the North Sea. Some things
were really nice about being back in America; other things were not so nice.
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For the first few months
back on the American coast,
Meeco stayed in a cave with
an old friend named
Jalabacam.
The two puffins
agreed ahead of time that it would
be a temporary arrangement.
It was a very nice cave, on
the side of a cliff
overlooking the
Atlantic. Very
nice indeed for a
single puffin.
It was, however,
not as nice with two puffins. They bumped in the doorway, if they ever went in or
out at the same time. It was hard to keep the seaweed carpet neat and straight.
The nest became pure chaos at times! Sometimes fun chaos; sometimes difficult.

The biggest question for Meeco was when he was ever going to feel at
home again. After several months, America felt more like home. But it still wasn't
everything he had hoped for. He felt lonely, even in the midst of a big flock of
other puffins. He felt he was fundamentally different, even though he looked
exactly like the rest of his kind. He felt restless, confused, angry, scared. In the
evenings, he would go diving by himself. He hoped that one time he would crash
into a wave and his mind would be normal again. Happy again. Home again.
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One evening, just after Meeco had finished another round of thinking and
crashing into the waves by himself, the Creator spoke to him. Strangely enough,
though, the Creator's dialect was neither American nor European — though easily
intelligible to either. As Meeco listened, the Creator told the puffin that Meeco's
Home was Him: the Creator Himself. The Creator was Meeco's Rock, his
Fortress, his Stronghold. Then the Creator sang him a song. He filled Meeco's
heart with a warm presence, and Meeco responded back with the words to an old
puffin song: "But I am trusting in you, O Lord. I say, 'You are my God.' My times
are in your hands."
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After that day, Meeco felt better. There were still times when he wished for
a really good North Sea eel. Or he would find himself preening on a rock, singing
out a song in the Old World dialect. But he made the most of the opportunity to
be up close and personal with Jalabacam. They played games together. They went
diving together. They ate pancakes together. They rested on rocks in the sun
together. They worshipped the Creator together.
As the time came for Christmas and the winter migration, however, Meeco
decided that it was time to build his own nest when his flock arrived in the
southern waters. Migration was completed in late-November. Shortly after
arrival, Meeco found a cleft in the rocks which seemed suitable for a home. As the
sun set behind the American landscape, a ray of sunshine cut through the dunes
and fell upon the puffin's chosen cleft. Meeco gasped at the beautiful purples,
oranges, and blues of the sunset, reflected in the rocks. It felt like the smile of the
Creator, and Meeco smiled back.
Yes, he thought, this would definitely be a good home.
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That day's sunset wasn't the end of the story, of course. Meeco is still living
and learning in the waters off the coast of North America to this very day. It took
a lot of work to gather all the pebbles and seaweed and shells to transform a plain
old cleft in the rocks into a beautiful home for a puffin. But Meeco worked at it,
and he keeps working at it even now. Often whistling an old North Sea
fisherman's shanty along the way.
It is worth noting, however, Meeco was home for Christmas.
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J.J. the Snowman
(2013)

J.J. the Snowman was a jolly,
sappy soul with a plunger in the crook of
his arm and two dots for eyes —
black as coal.
I feel like I'm a level-headed guy.
Some might on occasion call me
"curmudgeonly" or "crotchety." But
"crackpot" I am not. I'm all too aware of
how easy it would be to make the events
of Christmas 2013 with J.J. the Snowman
out to be some kind of delusion, or myth,
or fairy tale. But my kids know better.
And I sure as heck know better.
J.J. the Snowman was as real as
real could be. My wife bought him at the
drugstore shortly after Thanksgiving:
solid styrene construction,
three-and-three-quarters inches wide,
three-and-three-quarters inches deep,
and a smooth seven inches tall. He wore a
red Santa cap cocked at a jaunty angle on his forehead, a green scarf wrapped
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around the space between his head and thorax, and three black buttons spaced at
even intervals down his front. His face was marked by a wry, painted-on smile.
The box he came in said "Jolly on the John," but I took to calling him J.J.
And truth be told: I didn't like J.J. very much. Not even from the very
beginning.
*

*

*

*

*

The batteries included by the manufacturer did not last very long. I think it
was because the little snowman could not stay quiet. The kids placed him — as
the manufacturer undoubtedly intended — in the bathroom. So with every light
switched on or off, with every tooth brushed, with every flush of the toilet, J.J.
would start singing: "Ho, Ho, Ho! Who's gotta go? Ho, Ho, Ho! Who's gotta go?
Here in the bathroom, don't mind me! I'm here to keep you company!" All to the
tune of that annoying Christmas ditty, "Up on the Housetop." I know: Right?
Bothersome.
Don't get me wrong. I was glad that my kids enjoyed the antics of the
singing snowman. I didn't resent my wife for picking him up at the store. Still I
admit that I was a big proponent of letting bygones be bygones when J.J.'s
batteries drained and the bathroom fell silent once again. I was kind of hoping
that no one would notice or want to do anything about it. Unfortunately, the
children did notice, and it made them sad. Since they were so very eager to revive
the little guy, I agreed to replace the batteries. And that's when things started to
get really interesting.
There must have been some magic in those AAA batteries I found, for
when I placed them in his base he began to dance around!
As soon as I replaced the batteries and returned him to the back of the
toilet, I started walking out of the room. Hearing a plasticky-pattering sound on
the linoleum behind me, however, I turned around — and there was J.J., standing
on the floor next to the sink and looking up at me with his beady black eyes.
"Whatcha doin?" he asked.
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I had never seen a living piece of plastic before, so I was naturally startled.
I bolted out of the bathroom and slammed the door shut behind me, before I
could be followed.
Marci was just passing through the hallway at that moment and asked,
"What's that all about? Is everything all right?"
"I don't know," I said. "I think there might be something wrong with that
singing snowman in the bathroom."
"You've been saying that ever since we got him, Honey." She smiled and
patted my cheek. "Lighten up: it's just a fun little Christmas decoration." She
hurried down the stairs to take a batch of Christmas cookies out of the oven,
leaving me confused. Had I imagined the whole episode? Was all the holiday
stress getting to me? It wasn't possible for a plastic snowman to come to life,
was it?
"Are you OK?" a voice called out from the other side of the bathroom door.
"You look a bit flushed. Get it? Flushed!" I looked up to see a shadow pass the
keyhole, and then I heard the toilet flush. J.J. had been watching the whole
exchange.
Quickly, I fumbled for a foam sword that happened to be lying on the
carpet near my feet. I twirled around to face the bathroom door. In an instant, I
reached out for the door handle, swung the door open, and lunged sword-first
into the bathroom screaming a horrific battle cry. I was prepared for the worst,
but no counter-attack was mounted. In fact, nothing happened at all. J.J. the
Snowman was perched in his usual spot. His plastic gaze was fixed straight
ahead, and when I waved my sword in front of him the only thing that happened
was that silly "Ho, Ho, Ho! Who's gotta go?" song. I blinked my eyes and rubbed
my forehead. Dazed and confused, I drifted down the stairs and plopped myself
down on the living room couch, not daring to say a single word to anyone.
*

*

*

*

*

I got a good night's sleep and felt much-improved the following morning.
I packed the kids' lunches and dropped them off at school. I put in a solid day of
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work, and I didn't think once about J.J. the Snowman. Until I got home and the
kids greeted me at the door.
"Daddy! Guess what?!? Guess what?!?" They jumped up and down around
me like puppies with tongues flailing and tails wagging.
"What?!?" I said, trying to mirror their enthusiasm in my response, sitting
down to take off my snowy boots.
"Do you remember that singing snowman from our bathroom?" they
panted. "You know: 'Ho, Ho, Ho! Who's gotta go?..." They started singing.
"Yes, yes, I remember," I interrupted. My stomach started to feel uneasy. I
rubbed my forehead against an oncoming headache.
"Well... You're never going to believe this," said Cor. "He snuck into my
backpack this morning and jumped out when I got to school! He started singing
and dancing around in front of the whole class!"
"Are you serious?" I moaned.
"He's not joking, Daddy," said Olivia. "The snowman is alive!"
"Come look," said Elliot.
I drifted through the house as in a dream. Marci beckoned from the Family
Room. And when I walked into the room, sure enough, there on the couch of our
Family Room sat J.J. the Snowman.
"Pull up a seat and make yourself comfy!" he said with a laugh.
*

*

*

*

*

Over the next several days, J.J. became a part of our family. He sat on the
couch, nestled between two of the kids, while we watched Christmas movies. He
helped with baking cookies. He danced through the living room as the kids
pinged out Christmas tunes on the piano. The kids fought over who would get to
sit next to J.J. at the dinner table, or who would get to have J.J. join them in their
bed for the night. One evening, I saw Olivia carrying scissors and tape with her
into the bathroom, and I asked what she was doing.
Just at that moment, J.J.'s voice rang out from the bathroom. "If you need
any presents wrapped, I've got plenty of paper in here!"
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I have to admit that was a kind of magical week in our household. The
little plastic snowman could be a lot of fun, and I certainly enjoyed the fact that
he amused my kids so greatly. Even in the midst of all the amusement, however,
there were growing elements of annoyance as well.
*

*

*

*

*

After a couple of days, J.J. started to wear out his welcome. Nearly every
household activity prompted a question from J.J.
Taking the trash out...
"Whatcha doin'?"
Eating breakfast cereal in the morning...
"Whatcha doin'?"
Elliot sweeping up the dining room floor after dinner...
"Whatcha doin'?"
Marci knitting in an armchair next to the fire...
"Whatcha doin'?"
Cor brushing his teeth before bed...
"Whatcha doin'?"
Driving the car on our way to church...
"Whatcha doin'?"
Olivia reading a book on the couch...
"Whatcha doin'?"
"Whatcha doin'? Whatcha doin'?!? Whatcha doin'?!?!?"
It gradually became clear that I was not the only one annoyed by J.J.'s
relentless curiosity and expectation to be included in everything. He was fun,
sure, but frivolous. There was no real substance to him or his conversation, and
his general spirit of superficiality became more and more evident as the days
went on.
At times, I'd hear the kids yelling at J.J. to be quiet. Other times they
would run up to the attic as fast as their legs would carry them, away from the
slower, shuffling gait of the plastic snowman. A rolling of the eyes became the
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only communication that Marci and I needed to indicate that we'd just suffered
through another encounter with J.J.
I confess there were nights that week when visions of a baseball bat and an
explosion of shattered plastic danced in my head.
*

*

*

*

*

During the same week, however, there was something else about J.J. that
became evident. His voice started getting deeper. His movements became less
vigorous. The change was so subtle, so gradual, that it was almost imperceptible.
But after a couple of days, there was no doubt about it. J.J. was slowing down.
It makes perfect sense, in retrospect, that his batteries were draining. How
could he possibly go "non-stop" for so long and not expect to run out of power?
But that question never occurred to us — nor, apparently, to J.J. We just found
ourselves glad that it didn't require so much effort to outrun the little fellow. J.J.
did a lot more sitting and resting by the fireplace or in a chair pulled up to the
dining room table.
As Christmas Day approached, we were glad for mostly-silent nights and
increasing peace on earth.
*

*

*

*

*

After dinner on Christmas Eve, we lit the candles on our Advent wreath
and sat back to reflect on the original Christmas story together. The story didn't
include any snow or jingle bells. There was no Santa Claus, no Christmas tree, no
brightly-colored packages waiting to be unwrapped. Even so, this was the
moment that J.J. the Snowman chose to speak his last words.
We were reading the section from the Gospel of Luke where angels
appeared to shepherds keeping watch over their flocks at night. "Do not be afraid.
I bring you good news of great joy that will be for all the people. Today in the
town of David a Savior has been born to you; he is Christ The Lord. This will be a
sign to you: You will find a baby wrapped in clothes and lying in a manger." And,
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"Suddenly a great company of the heavenly host appeared with the angel,
praising God and saying..."
"Ho..." gasped J.J., at just that moment.
We all stopped and turned to face the foot of the table where J.J. was
sitting. His plunger was cupped to the surface of the table, and he seemed to be
holding on for dear life.
"Ho..." came the next syllable from the snowman. There was the faintest
hint of a singing tone to his voice, but his voice was low and slow. Mechanically
deliberate and plodding.
"Ho..." J.J. gathered up his strength for one last phrase. "Who's... gotta...
go..." And with that, J.J. the Snowman cluttered face-first to the surface of the
table, silent and still in the flickering candlelight.
We all looked around at each other, unsure of how to respond. Eyebrows
raised. I was prepared for tears. Instead, looks of relief and release started to ease
out on the kids' faces.
"Who's gotta go?" Elliot smiled. "Well, I guess it was J.J."
We all laughed. Then Marci said, "Now where were we in that story?
Something about good news for all people and angels singing?"
So we finished the story, picking up with the chorus of angels singing,
"Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace to men on whom his favor rests."
As we reflected on the miracle of a God-King born in Bethlehem — sharing the
amazement of the shepherds and the baby's mother — we welled up with
gratitude for a story of such depth and Good News. The manufactured mythology
of secular Santa-capped merchandise could never carry the weight of Christmas'
meaning and joy. But that baby in that manger in Bethlehem could. And did. And
is doing.
Together we sang "Silent Night," and Cor blew out the candles from the
Advent wreath. We left the table in darkness.
*

*

*
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*

*

A couple of days later, with some fear and trepidation, we decided to try a
new set of batteries in J.J. the Snowman. Sure enough, once the fresh batteries
were clicked into place, the familiar voice rang out again with the familiar
pre-programmed phrases. Fortunately, however, this time it was only to the
manufacturer's specifications: no dancing, no jumping, no following us around
the house. The magic had died with the previous set of batteries. Yet we found
ourselves surprisingly satisfied to leave it as such.
In fact, after just a couple of hours we ended up switching the snowman off
for the rest of the Christmas season. And when we packed him up with the rest of
the Christmas decorations on New Year's Day, nary a tear was shed. I recognize
with a certain sense of curmudgeonly fatalism that we may not have seen the last
of J.J. the Snowman. But if he comes back again next year, at least we'll be ready
for him.
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Airbags
(2014)

A foot puncture or ankle sprain is a very real possibility, as I enter the
bedroom. The carpet is littered with Legos, baseball cards, and books. I pick my
way carefully to the far side of the room and pull the covers down from Elliot’s
shoulders. I shake him, wake him, and move on. The alarm clock next to his bed
reads 6:15 AM.
In the dining room, I pour Elliot a bowl of Jif Peanut Butter Bits and
proceed to prepare for the day ahead. I unload the dishwasher and pack lunches.
Elliot gets dressed, groomed, and prepared for school without disturbing his
sister or brother. He loads his backpack. He keeps an eye on the clock, in order to
make it to the bus stop at the proper time.
He’s a good kid. The only problem is I’m not sure that word “kid” is still
applicable for him.
My friends with babies and toddlers often moon over the responsibility my
older children carry. “They brush their own teeth?!?” They ask. “They tie their
own shoes?!?” They say, “You’re living the dream.”
Indeed I’m glad to be done with diapers and strollers. I’m glad that we
don’t have to do everything for our children. We’ve come a fair distance on the
road of life, but I fear the most treacherous passage is still ahead.
Adolescence is a car crash, from what I’ve heard. The road seems to be
smooth and fine until a squall whips in from the west. Visibility is reduced.
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Traction starts to slip. Suddenly, the family is swerving, fish-tailing. The impact
takes months, not seconds, but the effect is no less jolting. Somehow, in a slow
instant, a boy becomes a man.
This is the way family dynamics have been since the beginning of
mankind, but still it’s disheveling and disorienting. How am I supposed to feel
about this?!? What does this mean for my Elliot? I wish my kids would grow up; I
wish my kids would never grow up.
I begin stretching and preparing for my morning run. Elliot makes his
final preparations for school. I warm up my leg muscles with a series of
forward-lunges. Elliot tells me about his plans for talking with the basketball
coach after school. I lean low to the ground over my left heel, stretching the right
side of my groin. Elliot calls me over to watch a dominant dunk on the computer.
I lean against the mantle of our living room fireplace to stretch the muscles of my
calves. Elliot puts on his heavy winter coat and shoulders his backpack, loaded to
the point of bursting with extra homework, papers, school supplies, his lunch,
and an extra pair of shoes.
“Good-bye, Dad. See you later. I love you.” He says five or six variations on
this theme. I’m not exaggerating. Lots of love, lots of lingering in this moment.
Hugs. Kisses. With one last round of farewelling, he’s out the door and down the
street to the corner where the bus stops.
I don’t know quite what to make of Elliot’s effusive, early-morning,
living-room good-byes. Is it nervous energy? Is it an outlet for affection that
doesn’t otherwise find means for expression? Is it something to say when he can’t
think of anything else to say?
I wonder if it might be echoes from the Kraanvogel. That was the place
where we dropped him off for pre-school. He cried nearly every morning. He held
onto my legs and refused to let go when it was time for me to leave. Even towards
the end of his elementary school years he felt ill at ease staying at home by
himself, if I went around the corner to the market for some forgotten dinner
ingredient. At basketball practices and soccer practices, he wanted me to stay and
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watch the whole time — always within view. Even though the tables have turned
and he’s the one doing the leaving in the morning, I suspect that it’s still some of
the vestigial separation anxiety at play, when he says so many good-byes.
What’s ironic, of course, is when I show up to watch one of his sporting
events these days, he may not even acknowledge my presence. In the school
parking lot, he’s nonchalant. Noncommittal.
If I happen to run past the school bus stop while Elliot is still standing
there, I’ve learned that I’m supposed to just stride ahead. I’m just some strange,
middle-aged running fanatic passing by, with no relation to any of the students at
the bus stop. Quite the difference, in that three-minute interval from front door
farewell to bus stop indifference. But that’s all the time one needs for the
adolescent car crash. It can happen in seconds, even.
I’m OK with it, though, as long as nobody gets hurt.
This morning is a spectacular opportunity for a run. A winter wonderland
greets me as I step out the front door. Three inches of wet, sticky snow have fallen
overnight, and the world is covered in white and blue. Even the tiniest twigs on
the ends of the tree branches. The world is stripped of its sharp edges; everything
is padded and protected. The only interruptions to the blanketed landscape are
the bootprints of my son, who left for his bus just a couple of minutes ago. I
wonder how he’s doing at the bus stop, with his maelstrom of books, bags, and
layers of clothing material.
It’s not an entirely conscious decision, but I turn slowly to the right out of
the driveway, and I start running in the direction of Elliot’s bus stop.
The air is cold, but not unbearable. I’ll be totally comfortable after a few
minutes of exertion. The snow crunches under my feet, as I find my pace.
Following my son’s footprints, though, I wonder how we’ll weather the storm of
adolescence. I wonder how we’ll survive the crash.
Running focuses and clears my mind like few other things. I pray a silent
prayer of thanks for my children — and for my Heavenly Father who’s stuck with
me through all the ups and downs of my own development.
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The snow reminds me of Christmas. Christmas reminds me of God’s
incarnation. The incarnation reminds me of that great ontological gap, not just
across generations but across cosmic categories. God’s own Son, born of God and
mankind. Born to reconcile, to bridge the gap. How’s that for a crash?!? In my
runner’s prayer, God gives me a moment of peace for the turmoil of adolescence
and adolescent parenting.
I check for traffic as I head into the intersection where Elliot waits for the
bus. There are no cars. There is no sound. There are no other children waiting for
the bus. There is nothing but snow and stillness.
And Elliot.
As I approach, my son steps out from the curb and splays his arms wide
open. He waits to embrace me as I run toward him. He, too, must sense the ideal
loneliness of the landscape — and I know the signal for an incoming hug when I
see it. Given all the awkwardness of the days I’m grateful for an unambiguous
sign.
Running into Elliot’s arms, the air between all the layers of our winter
clothing squishes out in one puff. Like airbags deploying in a car crash. We hug,
strong and short. His head fits perfectly into my chest. One of the best hugs of all
time.
“I love you, Dad.”
“I love you, Son.”
The bus rumbles in the distance. We say nothing further. The moment is
best left as a simple period on the rambling, stumbling sentence we started back
at the house.
As I pick up my pace and head for the open road, I smile. No accident
reports to file here, officer. We’ll just be on our way.
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The Birds of Christmas
(2015)

November and December were the worst. Coldness, darkness, dampness,
sickness… and Sinterklaas.
Holiday crowds brought anonymity and an abundance of leftovers, but
they also brought loneliness and heartache. Other kids got to watch the big
parade with their parents, holding hands through mittens and gloves to cross the
street, sipping creamy hot chocolate while waiting, singing songs to pass the time
and hasten the famous figure’s coming, perhaps. But not Timo. He waited to
emerge from his hiding place until a moment of mass distraction and then step in
among the crowd like a shadow.
“Dag Sinterklaasje, dag! Dag! Dag, dag Zwarte Piet!” Children and
parents alike sung their greetings to the beloved holiday characters: mythical
figures that occupied the public consciousness for a few weeks out of the year.
No one noticed that Timo was there: a real, flesh-and-blood, ten-year-old
boy.
Timo enjoyed the touch of other human beings in the jostle for pepernoten
and tai-tai, but there was no real meaning in the scramble. Kids were
everywhere. Like pigeons diving after breadcrumbs. The touches were just wings
and beaks.
“Nou, lieverd…” the parents would say, pulling their chicks back onto the
sidewalk.
The chicks protested, like they only wanted freedom and free sweets.
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Timo knew better. He knew how nice it was to have someone looking out
for him. At least: he knew how nice it used to be to have someone looking out for
him. Back before the Day of the Bang and the Black Mask. Timo shuddered at the
memory of his father disappearing into the smoke... his mother falling to the
pavement... his own tearful flight into the tunnels beneath the city.
That terrible day had been a year and a half earlier, but instantly Timo felt
like it was happening all over again. He felt dizzy. He felt sick to his stomach. A
tall, slender woman was standing an arm’s length away from Timo, and in the
flood of foul feelings Timo staggered and lurched toward her, grasping onto her
waist to keep from falling over. She wore a long, white, winter jacket, with brown
fur trim, just like the coat that Timo’s mother used to wear. The hood of the coat
obscured her face.
“Mama!” Timo moaned, eyes half-closed against the wave of nausea
welling up from his belly. He buried his face into the white coat and felt instantly
better.
Gentle hands rubbed Timo’s back and pulled him closer. The hands traced
a soft path from the middle of his back to his shoulders and pulled him away to
allow their faces to connect. Timo smiled and opened his eyes, only to find a face
with a nose far too big, eyes covered with too much make-up, a face framed by
dark, curly hair. Clearly not his mother.
“Oeps!” said the white-coated woman. Her expression was kind and
maternal, but not at all familiar. “Ongelukje!” A little mistake. An accident.
Noting the confusion and panic in Timo’s face, she knelt down, bringing her face
closer to him. Her big nose and purple eyelids frightened Timo.
Timo knew his mistake was not little, but enormous, when the woman
looked around, from side to side, and asked: “Do you know where your mother
is?” She stood up and turned her head to scan the crowd, and in that moment
Timo wrenched free.
He ran as fast as he could through the crowds, crunching pepernoten
underneath his feet with each stride.
Timo’s long, wavy, blond hair flew backwards as he ran. His arms pumped.
His legs churned. Every ten meters, he turned his head to make sure that no one
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was following him. After a few minutes with no signs of pursuit, he slowed to a
trot. “I knew I should have stayed in the tunnels!” Timo berated himself. “What if
she notifies the police? Or the Black Masks?!?” He veered away from the parade
route, down a dark alleyway. “Who cares about stupid pepernoten and tai-tai? I
must find Appelmoes quickly, so we can hide.”
He forced himself to slow down to a walk, pulled his hood up, pushed his
head down, and hoped to avoid any further unwanted attention.
As Timo approached the corner grate where he always made his transition
between the Upperworld and the Underworld, something unusual caught his eye.
It was a rectangular box leaning up against the grate, blocking Timo’s secret
access into the abandoned metro tunnel, where the remnants of the
half-completed Oost-West Lijn lay forgotten beneath the city.
The massive construction project had been big news years earlier. Timo
remembered reading the headlines from his father’s newspaper: “More Delays for
the East-West Line…” “East-West Line Projections Soar into the Billions...”
“Corruption and Connection with Organized Crime Uncovered in East-West Line
Development…” “Taxpayers Say ‘Enough!’”... “City Planner Resigns in the Wake
of the East-West Line Scandal…” Timo remembered studying his father’s face,
across the breakfast table, as he shuffled the pages of his beloved Volkskrant. The
stories about the East-West Line always seemed to produce wrinkles across his
forehead, curled lips signaling his disgust with the whole mess.
Neither Timo nor his father knew how significant the metro system would
become to each of their futures: first as the site of the horrible tragedy that
destroyed their family, and second as Timo’s refuge from the aftermath.
Timo longed to return to his refuge, stirred by his mishap at the
Sinterklaas parade, but he knew he must exercise caution with any sort of
anomaly. And a box in this place was definitely an anomaly.
Old newspapers and empty cans were typical clutter in the area around the
large metal grate which Timo had discovered as a means of getting in and out of
his Underworld. Trash collected in the forgotten spaces of the city, and Timo
actually preferred the camouflage such detritus provided. But the item blocking
the grate today was far too large to have been blown there by the wind. Timo’s
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pulse quickened, as he realized that a person must have placed the item there. On
purpose.
Timo looked around, scanning the dozens of windows that looked down
upon the corner. This scan was a well-practiced routine: necessary every time he
prepared to enter or exit. The coast seemed to be clear. All curtains and shades on
the windows. No obvious observers. So: Timo turned his attention to the item up
against the grate.
To his surprise, it turned out to be a crate of pears — and not just little,
bruised cast-offs from the Turkish market up the way. These pears were big, fat,
fine pieces of fruit: golden skins stretched tight over ripe, round bellies. Timo’s
mouth watered. Pears were his favorite fruit, even though he almost never got to
eat good ones any more. His hand stretched out to take one, but a protective
instinct made him pull up short.
“How did these get here?” He whispered to himself. “Who did this? And
why?”
Again his eyes scanned every window and doorway. He could spot only the
tiniest cracks that might offer glimpses between the Upperworld and the
Underworld: nothing more or less than usual. Returning his attention to the
pears, he noticed a small paper bird nestled in the midst of the top layer of fruit.
Delicate, golden wings spread out from a plump, rounded bird body. Timo traced
the curve of the tail-feathers with his finger and decided to pick the bird up for a
closer look. On the back, he noticed writing and when he read the words his blood
ran cold:
*

*

*

*

*

To the Dear Little Boy, Down Below:
Fijne Feestdagen! Happy holidays!
From the Birds, Up Above.
*

*

*
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*

*

“I just don’t know, Appelmoes.” Timo placed the crate of pears on the floor
beside his bed and sat off to the side, looking at it.
Appelmoes meowed and rubbed up against Timo’s leg.
“I mean: Who could these ‘Birds’ be?” He stroked the cat’s fur as he
considered the situation. “And what do they want to do with me?”
After reading the note on the crate of pears, Timo had thrown open the
grate, rushed down the darkened passageways, scooped up his cat and a few of
his most precious possessions, and run far, far into the inner reaches of the
tunnel system. He tucked himself and his things into the deepest, darkest corner
he could find and then just waited. At first, he breathed hard. His heart beat fast.
His mind raced, considering the possibilities. But after a while, his breathing and
pulse slowed. He heard twelve of the sounds he called “grunklings,” created by
traffic on Line 54, directly overhead: six heading in toward Centraal Station, six
heading out toward the ArenA, ten minutes apart, each direction. A full hour with
no one coming after him, so he made his way back to his underground nest,
where he looked again at the crate of pears and contemplated the situation.
“I suppose I might as well try one,” he said. “They look so delicious, and I
didn’t get any pepernoten from the parade, after all.” Timo’s belly rumbled as he
reached for one of the choicest pears. The skin gave just slightly under the
pressure of his fingertips: the perfect amount of ripeness. He raised the fruit to
his lips, lifted his eyebrows in one last questioning glance toward Appelmoes, and
bit into the pear.
Timo’s eyes rolled back in pure delight. Juice from the pear dribbled down
his chin. Timo gripped the fruit with two hands and dug his face deeper, taking
bite after bite after bite. As the juice ran down Timo’s face, Appelmoes licked at
the spot where the juice formed a small puddle at his feet and purred in
contentment, together with Timo. The boy finished everything except for the
stem and smiled broadly at the cat.
“I don’t know anything about these Birds,” he said, “except that they have
impeccable taste in pears!”
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It was two more days before Timo dared to venture through the grate
again. He had enough food stored to sustain himself, and Appelmoes could
always catch enough mice to satisfy her hunger. Still, after nearly three days of
confining himself to his nest, he longed to stretch his legs and go out for another
one of his night patrols.
He kissed Appelmoes farewell, turned up the tunnel, and then set to the
task of arming his intricate network of booby-traps behind him, just to make sure
he would know if anyone was making a move toward his nest. He hadn’t armed
the booby traps for months, but with this latest incident involving the Birds, he
wanted to be extra-careful. The pears had been delicious to the last bite, so even if
these Birds did have some inkling of Timo’s situation he figured they meant him
no harm — but still…
“Trust no one.” This had become Timo’s motto, ever since the Day of the
Bang and the Black Masks.
At street level, Timo peered out into the darkness before even touching the
grate. Most of the windows were completely dark. Yellow lamplight glowed
through the curtains of a couple scattered windows off to the left. A television
flickered softly through one portal off to the right. Nothing unusual. Timo
strained his eyes to see if there were any faces, any binoculars, any video cameras,
any “Bird beaks” that might be pointed in his direction, but there was nothing as
far as he could tell. The coast was clear. Timo decided to make his move.
Soft and swift, like a cat, Timo opened the grate just wide enough to slide
through the crack and slip around the corner, into the night.
The night patrol — sifting through the aftermath of the street market on
the Albert Cuypstraat — turned out to be disappointing for Timo: a couple of
dented oranges… a broken pencil… a fish-head for Appelmoes… That was about
it. Timo carried his reclaimed items in an old, heavy-duty plastic, red bag with big
white letters on the side reading “Dirk van den Broek.” The soles of his shoes
slapped the pavement with each step. The rubber was coming loose again. Timo
sighed a deep sigh and trudged onward, into the wind.
When he came to the corner grate, however, he stopped short.
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There in front of the vent was a wicker basket with a red ribbon flapping in
the breeze. “How did those Birds know I was out here, again?!?” Timo muttered
under his breath. His heart pounded again with the realization that his
day-to-day activities were not as inconspicuous as he thought they were. He
looked around at the windows again and saw no sign of spectators.
On the handle of the basket, the ribbon held another paper bird, a dove, to
the basket. Within the basket lay a new pair of black Adidas Sambas, a plastic
sack full of assorted candy, and a box containing a large chocolate letter “S,” a
traditional Sinterklaas treat. Fingers trembling, Timo untied the paper dove and
turned toward the street lamp so he could read the message on the back:
*

*

*

*

*

Roo coo! Peace to you!
Rest assured we have nothing but good will for you, little one. Good will... and a
few presents for the holidays! We don’t know your name, so we got you a
chocolate “S.” Think of it like an “S” for Sinterklaas. “S” for Secret. And “S” for
Safety. Your secrets are safe with us. We’re just a couple of turtle doves who
know what it’s like to fly free, under the radar, off the grid. We don’t want to
meet you any more than you want to meet us — but we just want you to know
that you’re not alone.
*

*

*

*

*

The Birds continued to leave gifts for Timo over the next several weeks.
On the evening when Sinterklaas supposedly visited the Netherlands to
drop packages at the doors of each household, Timo found a burlap sack
concealing a domed silver platter that held a steaming-hot chicken dinner,
complete with freshly-baked French bread, freshly-sliced cheese, and French silk
pie for dessert. “How did they know to time things so perfectly, to coincide so
beautifully with my return home?!?” Timo wondered, with a grin on his face, as
he savored each bite of the feast.
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He decided to suspend his anxiety, when it came to these gifts from the
Birds.
A little more than a week later, Timo found a small package, gift-wrapped
in glittery-green paper. Inside he found a smartphone with instructions on how
to anonymously connect to the internet and access entertainment.
A few days after that, Timo found a canvas bag with an American dollar
sign stamped on the side — just like a prop from an old Hollywood bank heist —
and inside the bag, there were coins! Many of the “coins” were of the
gold-wrapped chocolate variety, but also some real coins from all around the
world. There were euro coins, too, totalling almost €100: more money than Timo
had ever held in his life.
On Christmas Eve, the Birds left their largest package yet. Timo struggled
to get it through the passageways to his nest. Appelmoes screeched and darted
beneath the bed when the massive box finally thudded to the floor of the nest.
Timo ripped off the wrapping paper and opened the flaps of the box to peer
inside. From the top, he pulled out a thick, warm blanket covered with an
intricate pattern of swans swimming in an infinite loop. Timo recognized the
pattern as the work of one of his father’s favorite artists: the Dutch master M.C.
Escher.
Beneath the blanket, Timo found a small Christmas tree wrapped with
battery-powered Christmas lights. He beamed as he placed the tree next to his
bed for closer examination. The soft, yellow glow of the Christmas tree allowed
Timo to see Christmas ornaments that looked much like the paper birds he’d
been collecting from the packages: seven Swans-a-Swimming... six
Geese-a-Laying... four Calling Birds... three French Hens... two Turtle Doves...
and a Partridge in a Pear Tree.
Timo laughed. He had heard the song about the Twelve Days of Christmas
before but never made the connection until that moment. “I can’t believe it,
Appelmoes! Those are my favorite Birds in the whole world!”
In the deeper reaches of the box, Timo found a hat and a scarf. He found a
beautifully-illustrated copy of Hans Christian Andersen’s book, “The Ugly
Duckling.” He found a brand new soccer ball. He found a paper sack full of fresh
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oliebollen, covered in powdered sugar. And towards the bottom of the box, Timo
found a note. He unfolded the paper and read aloud to Appelmoes:
*

*

*

*

*

The Bible says, “The Lord is close to the brokenhearted
and saves those who are crushed in spirit” (Psalm 34:18).
We’re just a couple of old Birds, but this seems like some of the best news anyone
could ever receive. Christmas is a miracle! Just think about how an all-powerful
God would choose to send his only son into the world to save us from our
darkness, our fear, our broken hearts, and our loneliness! We all need help. We
all need friends. And sometimes, help comes from the most unexpected places.
Don’t question it; just accept it as a gift from us to you. You’re not alone, little
boy. We’re looking out for you.
Merry Christmas, with love from the Birds.
*

*

*

*

*

Timo looked up at the Christmas tree with tears in his eyes. Appelmoes
jumped up on Timo’s lap and curled up beneath his arms. Timo pulled his new
blanket over them, wrapping the two of them in warmth and comfort.
A month earlier, Timo had been on the edge of despair. He didn’t know
how he was going to survive another winter under the city. But on this evening,
Timo looked at the world with new eyes. He still missed his mama and his papa
with a deep ache in his heart. He still feared the Black Masks and the sounds he
often heard coming from their corners of the Underworld.
He still felt small, sad, scared, and susceptible to outside threats.
But he was not alone. His spirit would not stay crushed. Timo wondered
about the unexpected places and unexpected opportunities that might yet await
him.
A New Year was just around the corner.
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AUTHOR’S NOTE:
Hopefully it’s clear that there is a larger context for “The Birds of Christmas” —
the context of dozens of conversations between Cor Asp, Olivia Asp, Elliot Asp,
and the author. We hope to one day write an entire book. Here’s the synopsis:
“Timo’s family is destroyed when they chance upon an act of organized crime in
the underground metro system of Amsterdam. As the only surviving witness,
Timo is chased through the tunnels under the city by corrupt politicians, police
officers, and mobsters. He eludes capture for months, surviving by instinct and
ingenuity, picking up unlikely allies along the way, until one day when he
stumbles across a clue that looks like it might help to solve the mystery of his
parents’ disappearance and bring the underworld crime ring to justice.”
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From My Neighbor’s Window
(2016)

My dad wasn’t so sure about George.
It was Christmas Break of my junior year at Northwestern Bible School.
My mom switched off the radio, following the weekly installment of “One Man’s
Family,” and we talked a little about the newest developments on the soap opera.
We always loved how the program showed a realistic view of family life, as the
Barbours grew up, got married, went off to war, welcomed children and
grandchildren, and wondered about the decisions made by their “bewildering
offspring.”1
Shortly, the conversation turned from the Barbour Family to our family.
Particularly my involvement with George. My father’s voice was gruff, like that of
Father Barbour’s, and he led the questioning about this new man in my life.
“What nationality is he?” It was a usual question of importance in those
days.
“Half-Swedish and Half-Norwegian,” I said.
“Humph!” He said. “We have never had anything like that before!”
We were third-generation Scotch-Irish-Dutch Iowans. Our own neighbors,
the Schmidts2, were pretty strange and exotic to us, even though our families had
1

Original source material gives no elaboration on the specific details of the radio program beyond
its title. Additional information supplied by Wikipedia and the National Radio Hall of Fame
websites.
2
Original source material does not mention any neighbors named the Schmidts or any real
discomfort with immigrants beyond the question and response quoted from Betty’s father.
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been living next to each other in Curlew for twenty years. Scandinavians, though,
were completely foreign until George came along. He won us all over with his
stories, his music, and his love of the Lord, but I think my dad had lingering
doubts. A veteran, an invalid scarred by rheumatic fever, a widower, a father, an
aspiring Baptist minister, a Scandinavian3… How would such a young man care
for his daughter?
I didn’t worry about those things.
George proposed in the fall of our senior year. We were down by the
Mississippi River, and he got down on one knee and brought out a ring. I
accepted his proposal without hesitation. In our excitement, we decided to share
the news with my brother Robert and his wife Mauneen, who lived in the city.
The only problem was that we neglected to inform my roommate, Fern, about
what happened and our visit to Robert’s, so she was very concerned about my
safety. Walking across Loring Park in Minneapolis in those days was no joke, but
it turned out OK.
George did a good job taking care of me.
George’s car was an old Ford whose big front doors opened from front to
back. We used the car until after we were married. When leaving in it after our
wedding reception, men had to push us to get the car going. I never told George,
but I think I saw my father frowning in the rear view mirror as we accelerated
onto the road and into our future together.4
*

*

*

*

*

We moved out to the prairies of western Minnesota following George’s
graduation from seminary. Early on, George pastored two churches together:
Reynolds and Clotho. The Clotho community was just a group of buildings —
nothing more than a spot in the road west of Long Prairie — including a
3

All of these factors were true points of distinction for George (and thus presumed points of
concern for the family) but original source material does not suggest any suspicion or doubt from
Betty’s father.
4
It is true that George and Betty needed a push to leave the wedding reception; however, original
source material does not include any mention of a father frowning in the rearview mirror.
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creamery, store, school, Methodist church, and our church. Reynolds wasn’t
much bigger, but it was an old, established church. We lived next to the Reynolds
Church.5
The church and parsonage were set on a large triangular piece of land
where two roads met, just up the road from the Skoglund6 place. There was room
for a big garden, a garage, and an outside toilet.
The Rural Electric Administration had brought power to the county some
years earlier, but our parsonage had no plumbing: no sinks, no toilets, no drains.
Water was carried in from two places: one under a hand pump (this water
contained sand particles), the other from under an old non-working windmill for
washing clothes (no sand in this one). We carried buckets of water from the
windmill into a copper boiler atop the kitchen range to heat, and I did this a lot of
the time because George wasn’t supposed to do lifting, with his heart condition.
Sometimes in winter weather, water that spilled from the buckets formed ice on
the floor.7
I was very glad for my kitchen stove on the cold winter days. It was a large
electric one, which we bought at a local hardware store. It had a chip in the white
enamel, so we got a good price on it.
Even though there was no plumbing in the house, a room for a bathroom
had been made when the house had been added onto. So the room became a
“just-right” space for the baby’s crib. As our family grew, we shifted things
around. There was a living room, a small dining room, and a kitchen. George
used one bedroom for a study until he moved his office over to the church. Quite
cozy! I sometimes looked out from my kitchen window toward the big Skoglund
farmhouse and outbuildings, up the road, and wondered what it would be like to
have so much space!

5

The “Reynolds Church” in this story includes details from three different residences: Alma
Baptist Church in Argyle, Minnesota, Reynolds Baptist Church in rural Long Prairie, Minnesota,
and First Baptist Church in Lancaster, Wisconsin. These settings are consolidated for the
purposes of storytelling. Unless otherwise noted, the setting is primarily based upon Reynolds
Church in Long Prairie, Minnesota.
6
The “Skoglunds” in this story include details from at least three different unnamed persons in the
original source material. They are consolidated and fleshed out for the purposes of storytelling.
7
Details in this paragraph were drawn from Alma Baptist in Argyle, Minnesota.
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The church building mainly housed the auditorium, which was heated by
an oil stove at the back of the room. The old pump organ was up front; it had a
good sound with very interesting stops8. There was also a side room, a tiny room
off the platform, and an entryway. No water or plumbing. No baptistery.
Baptismal services were held at Rush Lake or at the Baptist church in Long
Prairie.
There was no place in the church for making coffee for any occasion. So
several times a week, Amanda Johnson made boiled coffee in big enamel pots on
my stove. Once a pan of water leaked and went all over and in my stove. I did not
handle that well. I had a bad habit of yelling. It was normal in my house, growing
up. I didn’t think anything was wrong with this way of doing things. But when I
heard myself yelling about the stove, I stopped. I asked for Amanda to forgive my
yelling. Then and there, I determined to quit yelling in this manner. Ever after my
speech was missing that ingredient. I slipped at times, but it was certainly better.9
Our salary was something like $110 a month. People from the
congregation supplemented our family’s needs by giving us meat and produce
from their farms. Mae and Aibin Anderson gave us milk from their dairy herd.
We got along!10
*

*

*

*

*

Our first Christmas at Reynolds was difficult. George conducted an early
morning service (Julotta) at church, but the rest of the day we were alone.11 After
Julotta, it’s traditional for Swedish people to race home from the church, just as
the sun starts to rise over the fields. An old myth said that the first person to get
home from Julotta was supposed to have the best harvest for the year ahead. We
didn’t care about that, of course, but many from the church did.12
8

The old pump organ was actually at Alma Baptist in Arygle, Minnesota.
The original “yelling” incident happened with Betty’s children, not with Amanda Johnson (though
she was involved in an actual event where Betty’s beloved stove was ruined).
10
The details in this paragraph were drawn from Alma Baptist in Argyle, Minnesota.
11
The story about the lonely Christmas were drawn from Alma Baptist in Argyle, Minnesota.
12
Details about the Julotta and the cultural farming myths surrounding the religious practice were
researched from Wikipedia.
9
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In the evening we turned on the radio, and there the program “One Man’s
Family” came on. I hadn’t heard it for years.
My father had just died a few months before, but when I heard Father
Barbour’s voice on the radio again I burst into tears. It shocked the kids, who did
not see me cry very often. George didn’t know quite what to do, either, but he
patted my shoulders and helped get the kids to bed.
He must have eventually confided in some people from the church because
our neighbor, Mae Anderson, saw to it the next year that we came to their house
on Christmas Eve, and on Christmas Day we invited George’s brother Art and his
wife Lillie over from Thief River Falls to come.
But that first Christmas in Reynolds was one to remember!
*

*

*

*

*

The schedule for George was heavy, especially in the winter. There was
Sunday School and church service at Reynolds in the morning, just enough time
to grab a quick dinner at home, and then on to Clotho for Sunday School and
church. In the early evening there was something for the youth at Reynolds,
followed by an evening service at Reynolds.
It is little wonder that George developed heart problems again. Later on,
he had to give up going to Clotho.
The people in our church at Reynolds had a heavy Swedish brogue. George
sometimes interpreted for me, but when I was on my own there were a lot of
misunderstandings! To make matters worse, when the REA put in electricity, it
caused a hum on the party telephone line, making it even harder for me to hear.13
We figured out how to communicate. It helped that most of the people
were sweet and kind. But not everyone.
Richard Skoglund was a particularly difficult person. He was a large man,
who would regularly fall asleep during George’s sermons. His snores could be
heard throughout the auditorium, but no one dared wake him.
13

The details in this paragraph were drawn from Alma Baptist in Argyle, Minnesota.
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He was the patriarch of one of the largest, oldest, wealthiest families in the
church. As such, he was the head of the church Council, and he had a lot of
influence in the community. He sat in on all the meetings of the Council, of
course; even so, he didn’t seem to understand the load George and I carried for
the ministry.14
George preached and called on church members. I taught Sunday School
classes for the children. We both served as janitors of the church and the outside
toilet, plus keeping the lawn, and so on.
When I had our third child, I told the church I was not going to do the
janitorial work anymore. Richard was not pleased.
“Why are we paying you?” He asked.
I insisted the work was just too much.
“Humph,” he said, frowning and folding his arms.
George worked with some of the others to figure out a compromise, but
Richard made a big show of his disagreement. Members took turns with the
janitorial work then. Just not Richard.
*

*

*

*

*

Ron and Judy went to Gutches Grove School, a one-room classroom with
one teacher managing all of the grades, 1-6. Ron eventually started riding the bus
to Long Prairie for Junior High. One of the Skoglund boys picked on Ron when
they were at school, but Ron didn’t fight back. So it was a problem for him to get
on the bus and go to school.
One day I took Ron into the living room and showed him how to fight. I
formed his fingers into fists and taught him to hold his fists in front of him. Soon
Ron and the boy tangled, and Ron won. There were no more fights between the
two; in fact, they became good friends.

14

The two paragraphs describing “Richard Skoglund” are almost all fictitious, though a few details
were included from First Baptist in Lancaster, Wisconsin. The following arguments about janitorial
roles for the church, however, were actual points of friction, though not with anyone specifically
named “Richard Skoglund.”
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We also figured out how to get along with the elder Skoglunds, though I
don’t know if I could say we ever became good friends. Richard became less
aggressive, as he got older. But he could still be passive-aggressive!
One time we received a visit from J.G. Johnson, a son of the Reynolds
Church who was state secretary over the M.B.C. in Minnesota. He would
sometimes bring us used clothing along with his encouragement. To help the
Clotho Church, J.G. came to be the speaker for a week of special meetings. He
stayed with his brother Harry and his wife Mary, who belonged to our church and
lived up the road a short ways from us. In the evenings J.G. and George would
drive to Clotho for the meetings.
One day J.G. and George decided to go fishing up at the Johnson Cabin on
Ottertail Lake, near Fergus Falls. J.G. loved to fish. One problem was getting him
off the lake. Such was the case that day. The hour got later; they had a long ways
to drive to Reynolds, get ready to go to Clotho, and then drive the ten miles over
there. So it ended up being a whirlwind trip in George’s car on the gravel road
through Gutches Grove. The dust blew high in the air, as they blasted through.
I was home with the children, when I heard a noise at our door. Looking
out, there was not a car in sight, but still I found a sign hanging on the doorknob.
It read, “The Lord may be in your heart, but the devil is in your gas tank.”15
Uh-oh!
After that incident, more careful driving was done through Gutches Grove.
Years later, I think George found out it was Richard Skoglund who brought the
sign. We all came to laugh about the story! But the story had a moral: We often
repeated the story when someone was driving too fast down County Road 11.
*

*

*

15

*

*

This story about J.G. and George, including the reprimand on the doorknob sign are practically
quoted in their entirety from the original source material (one of the author’s favorite anecdotes!).
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One Christmas we had a cantata that I led. We started practicing before
Thanksgiving, but it was a lot of work to get everything ready! We met every
Wednesday night, for several weeks, to rehearse.16
We had a men’s quartet: Leonard Heibert, Richard Peterson, Eldon
Hoglund, and George. I played the piano. In early December, the quartet brought
special music at nearby Elim Lutheran Church one night during special meetings.
I thought it would be good practice, but I did not realize how rough things were,
still. Starting out on a song, I played one song and the quartet sang another.
Leonard closed the book, and we started out again — this time with the right
song.
That Advent season continued to be a difficult one. Two weeks later — just
a week before Christmas — George was sick and could not preach. There were no
substitutes to call on as there are today.
George said I would have to take his place.
So I sat down, read through George’s notes, penned a few notes of my own,
and off I went to Clotho. I remember the suit I was wearing and the hat! I also
remember the roads were pretty snowy, but in Minnesota we knew how to drive
in the snow. My subject was “From My Neighbor’s Window.”17 My text was the
Messianic prophecies of Zechariah 8-9.
And it shall come to pass that, as ye were a curse among the nations, O
house of Judah and house of Israel, so will I save you, and ye shall be a
blessing; fear not, but let your hands be strong.
I read the words with my hands gripping the sides of the pulpit. I looked
out at the faces of the farmers and creamery workers and shopkeepers. All the
people of God. All neighbors.

16

Original source material only provides one brief paragraph about this Christmas Cantata (and
the Advent season surrounding it). The additional details were consolidated from other stories
about church music and sermons included in different sections (and presumably different
seasons) of ministry.
17
Original source material provides nothing further than the title of Betty’s message. Almost
everything else regarding the sermon was invented for the purposes of storytelling.
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These are the things that ye shall do: Speak every man the truth to his
neighbor; execute the judgment of truth and peace in your gates; And let
none of you imagine evil in your hearts against his neighbor.
I spoke about my times at the kitchen window, washing dishes, watching
cars pass on the roads and tractors plowing the fields in the spring. I knew in
those moments that I did not always practice truth and peace. I knew that my
heart could get away from me sometimes, believing the worst about people
instead of believing the best. But I prayed that it would not be so. I prayed that I
might see what the world looked like From My Neighbor’s Window, and even
more importantly through God’s eyes.
Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion; shout, O daughter of Jerusalem;
behold, thy King cometh unto thee; he is just, and having salvation;
lowly, and riding upon a donkey, and upon a colt, the foal of a donkey.
How special that God came to be our neighbor! I don’t think my message
was very profound, but it was “down to earth.” I had to give the sermon again at
Reynolds. Many years later we were visiting a member of the Reynolds Church in
Willmar. She had been at Reynolds at the time of my “sermon.” She said that she
remembered my words very well. So I guess it wasn’t all for naught! But I did tell
George that I did not want to do that again, and thankfully, I never had to.18
When the time came for the Christmas Cantata, the church auditorium
was full, all the people dressed in their Sunday best. George’s voice was strong
enough to rejoin the men’s quartet, and we all started out with the same song at
the same time. For the choir performance, Richard Peterson was the only one to
sing his part, but he had a strong voice and carried well. I think it all sounded
pretty good.

18

This paragraph returns to the original source material for the majority of its voice and content.
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After the Cantata we had lunch, served from the side room at church. It
was very nice!19 I didn’t try the lutefisk, but George had several helpings and said
it was delicious. We spent a long time visiting with each of the families from the
church, and then everyone went home for a quiet week of family celebrations.
The children and I baked cookies the next day. We decorated them with
colored sugar and delivered them to the Andersons and the Skoglunds, who lived
close by. As we left the Skoglunds, Richard walked out onto the large front porch
with us and watched as we walked back toward our place. Half-way between our
houses, I turned back and saw Richard lift an arm in the air in greeting. Not
much demonstration of emotion, but I thought it was a pretty warm and friendly
gesture from a pretty tough old farmer! We waved back and shouted, “Merry
Christmas!”
The next day, there was a basket with a large ham and a cherry pie on our
front porch. There was no letter or card in the basket, but there was a sign
hanging on the doorknob of our house.
It said, “Merry Christmas, neighbors.”

19

This is where the original source material concludes. Everything else is invented for storytelling
purposes.
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What Gloria Left Behind
(2017)

Xavier shook the bright silver package until his arms were tired.
Was it?!? Wasn’t it?!? How could he know?!?
Today’s shaking produced soft thuds against the sides of the box. He knew
that for sure: soft thuds. But weren’t there sharp clicks yesterday? Was he crazy,
or did the package seem twice as heavy this week, as compared to last week? His
head spun, like an owl’s, in every different direction. His heart raced, like that of
a hummingbird. Hope fluttered, like a sparrow, in his chest.
His every desperate desire was for one thing: a parakeet perched on his
finger Christmas morning. A beautiful Christmas Parakeet.
Xavier sighed as he returned the gift to its resting place beneath the
Christmas tree. He flopped onto the couch, belly down, feet flayed behind him,
head turned to fix his eyes on the silver package.
He sighed again, mixing in half a moan.
How was he supposed to survive this last week of waiting and wondering
between now and Christmas?
And how was he supposed to survive Christmas morning, if he didn’t get a
Christmas Parakeet of his very own?
*

*

*
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In the adjoining kitchen, Xavier’s mother sighed in sympathetic response
to her son’s angst. Her sigh, mixed in with half a prayer, offered a glimpse into
her own heartache as well. Even so, she was careful to measure the release of her
breath, so as to escape Xavier’s notice. She didn’t want him to carry any more
anxiety than he was already carrying.
How were they supposed to survive this last week of waiting and
wondering between now and Christmas?
She and her husband were desperately searching for a Christmas Parakeet
to give to their one and only son. They had been searching since October. But
they’d encountered nothing but failure.
She’d missed out on the big Black Friday sale at Charlie Chuppenpuff’s.
The crowds that night were as thick as starlings at dusk. A special display had
been set up in the back of the store, just for this most-coveted Christmas item.
When the doors opened, the shoppers descended, and it was pure chaos. Two
grandmothers had gotten into a fight for one of the last Christmas Parakeets:
flapping and scratching and clawing at each other until Security came to separate
them. Xavier’s mother had seen the look in their eyes. They were frantic for the
feathered creature perched within the cage they’d grasped on each side. It was
absurd, but also understandable. Xavier’s mother identified with the desperation
completely. If anything, she felt a little guilty that she had not gotten bloodied
and bruised in her own thwarted attempt.
It hurt to return home empty-handed.
Even as Xavier pined for his Christmas Parakeet, in front of the Christmas
tree, Xavier’s father was out. He was following up on a tip he’d received from one
of his colleagues. The tip had supposedly put him on the inside track with another
one of those sketchy Craigslist ads. The men had arranged a meeting in the
library parking lot, but Xavier’s mother wasn’t getting her hopes up. The previous
four attempts at such an exchange had been fruitless. This one felt scammy
enough that it would probably be the same. Still, no stone could be left unturned.
How would they survive Christmas morning if they didn’t get a Christmas
Parakeet for Xavier?
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Christmas Parakeets once flew in the Garden of Eden. They were among
the finest of God’s creatures, flitting in and out among the branches of the Tree of
Life and the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil. With the Fall of Eden,
however, Christmas Parakeets were lost, forgotten for thousands of generations.
On Christmas Day in 1898, the Christmas Parakeet was re-discovered in
the rugged interior of Australia. Sir Alfred William Howitt had been tasked to
lead an expedition of the Royal Society of Victoria. After trudging through the
bush for ten miles that morning, they stopped to take a break in the heat of the
day. And there in the shade of the trees, they observed the most remarkable
parakeets that they had ever seen.
Christmas Parakeets are comparable in size and shape to the more
common species of parakeets. But their appearance is unique in that they display
a vivid green body color, primarily on their abdomen and rumps, while their
mantles and wings display bright red mantle markings edged in silver, gold, and
white undulations. The forehead and face of a Christmas Parakeet is silver, and
their cheeks feature small, iridescent, ruby-red patches of color with a matching
series of three spots across each side of their throats. The tail is silver or gold; and
some of their outside tail feathers display central flashes of white. Their wings
have emerald-green flight feathers and red coverts with white fringes along with
central white flashes, which only become visible in flight or when the wings are
outstretched. Their bills are solid metallic silver or gold, and their legs are
greenish-grey, with zygodactyl toes.
Scientific descriptions aside: they’re a wonder to behold. Breeders have
established other variations of the Christmas Parakeet: red with traces of green...
white with traces of silver... and even multi-colored, bioluminescent feathers
simulating the effect of Christmas lights. But the original plumage has remained
the most popular.
In any variation, Christmas Parakeets are unbelievably pretty birds.
The real marvel of Christmas Parakeets, however, is their behavior. They
possess an incredible intuition for human hopes and expectations. Packed in a
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Christmas package, they can somehow sense just what the recipient of the gift
desires and adjust their behavior to match — or to confuse, if placed within a
household that values the element of surprise on Christmas morning. They can
lead with their wing feathers, or alternatively with their beak and head, in order
to sound like a Christmas sweater or a shiny new remote-controlled car. They can
fly, or flop, or throw their weight from one side of their container to the other, in
order to create a sense of near-weightlessness or the equivalent of up to 25
pounds.
When Christmas Parakeets were initially introduced for commercial
purposes in the 1950s and 1960s, their function was strictly utilitarian. American
marketers advertised them for parents wishing to facilitate concealment and
confusion for children. The birds were typically packed into a box with some
other item — an item the parents generally considered to be “the real present” —
and summarily disposed of along with the wrapping paper and ribbons (most
Christmas Parakeets were simply let out through a window). The Christmas
Parakeets were an afterthought or a mere means to an end, not much different
from styrofoam packing peanuts.
In the early-2000s, however, people started to notice the Christmas
Parakeet for its intrinsic value. The birds were first celebrated in “hipster” circles
in London, Brooklyn, and San Francisco — in a sort of ironic / sincere way — but
appreciation for the Christmas Parakeet spread quickly. It became celebrated for
its plumage, its song and ability to mimic human speech. It became a symbol of
status and style. By the end of 2015, “Christmas Parakeet” had become the
number one search term throughout the holiday season on Google.
In December of 2017, the ubiquity of the Christmas Parakeet was
overwhelming: songs on the radio... stories on the local and national news
outlets... racks of patterned socks in the department stores... and of course
impossibly-long lines and impossibly-high prices wherever Christmas Parakeets
might be sold.
If, of course, a place could manage to keep them in stock.
*

*

*
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Everyone — like, seriously, everyone — wanted a Christmas Parakeet that
year. Xavier could talk about nothing else. At school, he and his friends would
speak with great confidence about the bird that had been lovingly selected for
them by their parents, or grandparents, or by Santa himself.
But they had no idea.
Xavier’s parents had circled every advertisement. They had contacted
every seller on the internet. They had followed every lead. But they always
seemed a step behind.
Desperation and despair crept in. Xavier’s mother could hardly sleep at
night. Xavier’s father was edgy and irritable. Xavier spent hours a day parked in
front of the Christmas tree, watching and wondering.
On the morning of December 24th, Xavier’s father received a text message
from a friend, forwarding the suggestion of yet another sketchy possibility for a
last-minute score. Especially after everything they’d been through, it seemed like
a 70-yard “Hail Mary” into a crowded end-zone, but he slipped his phone to his
wife at the coffee machine, when Xavier wasn’t looking, so she could see the
message for herself.
His eyes asked the question — and betrayed his doubt — but his wife’s eyes
were resolute. With a steady stare and a slight tilt of her forehead, she indicated
her directive in no uncertain terms: He. Must. Try.
And so, Xavier’s father found himself standing in the dimly-lit parking lot
of the Sto Fishcreek & Oregon Plaza at 11:30 PM on Christmas Eve. A heavy, gray
mist hung in the air. Xavier was snug in his bed, back at home, and Xavier’s
father was glad for that. But he was cold. He pulled the hood of his coat over his
head to try to conserve heat. He looked around for any other signs of life, but all
of the streets and sidewalks were silent. He seemed to be the only person on the
face of the earth. The derelict sign of an abandoned pet store flickered overhead:
“Pet Juncti.”
More like “Pet Junky,” thought Xavier’s father. “How in the world did I
end up here?” He kept looking for “the man in the red cape” that had responded
to his texts earlier that afternoon — but it wasn’t looking good. Why was everyone
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so obsessed with these Christmas Parakeets anyway? And who would really come
out on Christmas Eve to sell him a stupid bird? From the back storeroom of some
pet store that went out of business three years ago? Wearing a cape?!?
He looked at his watch and thought about leaving. But when he considered
Xavier sleeping in his bed and his wife waiting at the door for his return, he
decided to wait another ten minutes. He blew warm air into his hands and peered
out from beneath his hood, desperate for any sign of hope.
*

*

*

*

*

On Christmas morning, the time for opening presents was over almost as
quickly as it began. With mouths open wide, they all gazed at the majestic
creature which had just fluttered out from the package Xavier had opened. A
beautiful Christmas Parakeet perched on a branch of the family Christmas tree,
taking in its surroundings and apprising them with emerald eyes.
The box on the floor said Gloria. Was it the bird’s name? Or perhaps her
particular breed? Was it the name of the business who had packaged her for
distribution? In any event, the Christmas Parakeet was beautiful beyond belief.
Absolutely glorious.
The Christmas Parakeet was everything they hoped it might have been,
and yet nothing like what they had expected. There was no notion of “playing”
with her or “setting her up” on the mantle to entertain them. She wasn’t a toy.
She wasn’t a decoration. She was living and active.
So incredible. So glorious.
For a full hour on Christmas morning, they watched the Christmas
Parakeet — Gloria — as she hopped from branch to branch, fluttered around the
room, and collected bits of ribbon and wrapping paper and evergreen boughs to
form a pretty little nest in the Christmas tree. Though the family’s initial reaction
to Gloria was excitement and exuberance, they settled into a state of awe and
abiding joy as they revelled in the wonder of their very own Christmas Parakeet.
Unfortunately, Gloria didn’t stick around for very long.
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Gloria seemed comfortable and content to sit in her nest, after her initial
flurry of activity. She locked eyes with Xavier. She even seemed to smile at him.
Xavier’s mother got to work making breakfast. Xavier’s father picked up all the
discarded wrapping paper to take it all out to the recycling container. When he
opened the door to the back porch, however, Gloria picked up her gaze and
quickly flew, like a dart, from the Christmas tree to the porch railing. Xavier’s
father immediately dropped the box of wrapping paper and moved to corral the
bird — but it was too late. Gloria opened her great, glorious wings and soared into
the open skies. In less than five seconds, she was completely out of sight.
Xavier’s father felt a lump rise in his throat, but he steeled himself as he
walked back into the house. Before he got to the corner of the couch where his
son had been resting, he imagined Xavier: fallen to the floor, crumpled in a fetal
position next to the Christmas tree. He anticipated scooping the boy up in his
arms and holding him while sobs racked both of their bodies. He pictured his
wife, coming in from the kitchen to ask what had happened and fainting to the
floor once she pieced everything together.
The best Christmas ever was just about to descend into the worst
Christmas ever.
So Xavier’s father was shocked when he discovered that his son did not
appear to be grief-stricken, as he had imagined. Instead, the boy kneeled next to
the Christmas tree, eyes level with the branch where Gloria had last perched.
Clearly, it was plain to see that the Christmas Parakeet was gone. Still Xavier’s
face was marked with a faint smile. Observing his father’s approach, he pointed
to the nest Gloria had left behind. In the nest, wreathed by bits of ribbon and
wrapping paper, there lay a single egg. It looked small and delicate, its shell as
thin and as lustrous as gold-leaf. It was no bigger than a pea, but it seemed to
contain a world of possibility.
*

*

*

*

*

When the egg hatched later that afternoon, the sight of the baby chick
produced pity more than awe. The hatchling was covered with bits of sticky
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membrane and broken eggshell: kind of ugly, really. No feathers. Eyes blinded.
The little fellow seemed unable to lift his head: totally helpless, there among the
eggshells.
Xavier’s mother pored over a booklet of instructions that had gone
unnoticed in the excitement of the morning. The manual included a whole section
about proper precautions for any newborn chicks that might develop: their
nutritional needs, how to properly regulate their temperature, how to care for
their physical development, and more. After 30 days, the new chick should look
more and more like what most people would recognize as a Christmas Parakeet.
But until then, more patience was required. Xavier seemed surprisingly content
to wait, now that he’d caught a glimpse of Gloria.
When Xavier’s mother was finished reading the instruction manual, she
closed the booklet and set it on the end of the counter, face-down. The front cover
had been simply emblazoned, like the box, with the word “Gloria.” The back
cover, however, featured a different word: “Theo.” They all soon decided it was
suited perfectly as a name for their next-generation Christmas Parakeet.
That Christmas was different from any expectations they might have had,
leading up to the holiday. But they ultimately decided it was different in a
delightful way. A peace settled over the house after they enjoyed their Christmas
dinner — Xavier resting on the couch with his eyes on the nest, his parents
reading books in arm chairs nearby. They were happy to wonder and wait for
whatever the future may hold. As long as Theo was there in their midst.
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The Way Things Used to Be
(2018)

Libby watched the cold, gray streetscape with curiosity and hope.
A gray Honda Odyssey crawled along the curb in front of the house. It did
not appear to be suffering from any mechanical problems. It wasn’t a delivery
vehicle. It had all the makings of a family minivan. Children squirmed in the back
seats.
Libby’s heart beat more quickly. She waved to the minivan, her right arm
stretched high, her left arm clutching her chest.
Nick said, “They’re not stopping for us.” His voice was gruff and gritty.
“Probably just sending a text message to someone else, or checking the phone for
directions to someplace else.”
Nick wasn’t just a grumpy old man. His assessment of the situation had
precedent. The house occupied an atypical intersection: three streets and a bend
of the river coming together at odd angles. Drivers were regularly confused.
“Oh,” said Libby. “I see.” She straightened her robe. “Just as well, I
suppose.” She fidgeted with her hair. “We weren’t exactly prepared to receive
guests, anyway.” She looked down at her feet and wiggled her toes.
The Odyssey’s idle engine roared to life. The vehicle lurched forward. It
drove up the hill towards town and out of sight. Libby watched the minivan and
its flustered occupants until it disappeared, and then she sighed deeply. Her eyes
indicated that she was the one who was actually lost. And lonely.
Nick looked towards Libby, and his eyes softened. “Oh, Libs.”
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“Oh, Nick,” she groaned in response. A tear rolled down her cheek. “Why
can’t we all go back to the way things used to be?”
Nick paused. He swallowed hard and said, “I miss them, too.” He turned to
affix the candy-cane decoration to the window, finishing the job he had started
before the appearance of the minivan. The bushes in front of the window
scratched and scraped at his thighs, but he fought through them to put the last of
the glittery plastic pieces in place. “At least Mike should be back to visit for a
couple of days around Christmas.”
“Don’t forget to put the ornament decoration on the storm door, dear,”
said Libby, making a determined shift from sentimentality to practicality. “You
know we always put the ornament on the storm door. Mike will expect at least
some semblance of the way things used to be.”
“Yes, dear,” said Nick. “One ornament on the storm door, coming right
up.” He forced a smile and started whistling “Santa Claus is Coming to Town.”
*

*

*

*

*

Things used to be colorful and chaotic.
It seemed their family grew every year, for many years. First Mike… then
Penny… then Ted… then Kitty… then the dog… and all the cousins and friends…
The exponential growth of their chaos came to feel like a sign of prosperity,
especially during the holidays. People and pets, games and guests: the cast of
characters multiplied from week to week and year to year. Even in the quietest
moments of the holiday season, there was a low hum around the house at all
times from Thanksgiving to New Year’s Day.
Penny proved to be an exceptionally social girl. She regularly invited
friends over, sometimes nine or ten at a time. They looked through Christmas
catalogs together. They made Christmas cookies. They talked about who had the
best Christmas decorations in the neighborhood. They played outside in the
snow. But Penny’s girlfriends also liked to giggle and gawk at Penny’s brothers.
Especially Mike.
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Mike complained about all the attention and fuss from the girls. “They’re
so annoying!” he’d say. But he also preened. When the Brown boys came over to
play football, he elevated his game to Pro-Bowl levels. He caught a ball
one-handed and applied a burst of speed to find the end zone. He spiked the ball
and shuffled his feet in celebration, sneaking glimpses to the sidelines to see if
any of the girls were watching.
At times, Libby and Nick felt like they were living in a war zone —
explosions of color, light, noise, and emotion blowing up in every direction — and
they didn’t always stay as calm and collected as they would have wanted. But even
in the chaos and confusion, Nick and Libby reminded themselves that those were
good times. Even when there were tears and disagreements and complaints, Nick
liked to remind Libby that the collateral “damage” from any explosions of
enthusiasm should be considered the most-pleasant kind of shrapnel there is.
“Just a bit o’ high spirits, Mary Poppins,” he would say in a Cockney
accent, affecting his exaggerated impersonation of Dick Van Dyke’s exaggerated
impersonation of a London chimney sweep.
Libby would laugh and respond in kind, with the more genteel accent of an
English lady: “Now really, Bert, you’re as bad as the children!” They used humor
as a way to persevere through the craziest moments.
Another coping strategy that Libby liked to employ through the holiday
season was camouflage, also known as: decoration. “Embrace the chaos and cover
it all with Christmas Spirit,” she’d say. But Libby would not settle for just any
Christmas Spirit; she expected the Pentecostal, holy-roller, speaking-in-tongues
version of being filled with “Christmas Spirit.” She found miniature statuettes
and blow-molds of Santa Claus, Mrs. Claus, and Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer, and she strategically positioned them around the yard to create a
fantastical Christmas Wonderland at the corner of Longmere and Middlebury.
Every year, Libby prioritized space for a large Nativity Scene next to the
driveway: always in the same spot. Their family’s colorful, chaotic experience
seemed to echo that manger scene with the Baby Jesus, and his parents, and the
Wise Men, and the Shepherds, and the donkeys, and the sheep. It was all about
growing families and glad tidings of great joy.
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Libby kept all these things — all of the children, and presents, and cousins,
and neighbors, and cookies, and friends, and decorations — and pondered them
in her heart.
Meanwhile, Nick became an expert at exterior lighting. He set up a large
aluminum tree in the middle of the front yard and wrapped strands of red and
green Christmas lights in a swirling pattern around it. It was always the same
tree, in the same spot in the yard, with the same colored lights (he did not take
kindly to the one time Penny suggested that white lights would “class things up a
bit”). Each year, he expanded his efforts: 5,000 lights… 10,000 lights… 20,000
lights… He was especially proud after he figured out a way to festoon the house
with multi-colored icicle lights dripping from the chimney and off the edge of the
roof.
Around the time they hit 20,000 lights, Nick and Libby started to notice
cars slowing down to take a look. Sometimes there would be six or seven at a
time, idling by the curb. Sometimes people got out to take pictures. The Sentinel
assigned a reporter to do a story about their Christmas decorations.
And as the legend of their Christmas Wonderland grew, the Christmas
Wonderland itself grew and grew.
And grew.
And grew.
One time, Libby brought home a Christmas Carousel... Another time it was
a Christmas Nutcracker... Then it was a Christmas Snoopy... And a Christmas
Goofy... And another Christmas Snoopy... Before long there was a whole platoon
of Christmas Nutcrackers guarding the sidewalk… They all added to the spirit of
awe, and adventure, and activity.
None of their other decorations could be displaced, of course. Everything
had its place, and every place had its thing. The Aluminum Christmas Tree always
took its place in the center of the yard, year after year, even if the people and
presents around the tree grew more numerous. The Nativity Scene always
occupied the strip of grass closest to the driveway, even as a polar bear and a
walrus started looking over the shoulders of the sheep and camels. Libby and
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Nick just filled in the empty spaces a little bit more each year, tucking new pieces
in among the old.
“Embrace the chaos and cover it all with Christmas Spirit.”
So they said, and so they did.
*

*

*

*

*

Nick stepped back to look at all the decorations he’d hung along the front
of the house. He nodded, stroked his beard, and smiled to himself. The spacing
and angles of the decorations were perfect: each candy-cane decoration precisely
in the center of its window. The red storm-door ornament stood out nicely
against the white front-door. Nick took pride in his work, even though it was not
the way things used to be. He was just about to check with Libby to see if
anything else needed to be done, when he noticed a red envelope sticking out of
the mailbox. Both Libby and Nick loved to get the mail, but this one must have
slipped out of Nick’s hands as he was digging out the main stack, earlier in the
afternoon.
The size, shape, and color of the envelope indicated a Christmas card, but
Nick was disappointed to see that the address was not handwritten. He knew
pens and ink were considered old-fashioned and inefficient these days, still the
printed address label came across as very stiff and formal: “Saint Nicholas and
Lady Liberty” in twelve-point Times New Roman typeface. Everything about the
envelope suggested it was generated automatically by a computer database.
He opened the envelope and took out its contents. The card featured a
beautiful picture of their beloved Kitty and her beloved husband, with their litter
of beautiful, beloved babies in their arms. The babies had been born earlier that
year. They were still just five months old. Nick fully understood that it was
impractical for them to pack up the whole family and make the international
flight to Ohio just to be with the extended family for Christmas. It made logical
sense why everyone was scattered for the holidays. Ted had a hard time getting
away from his job with the forestry service in Wyoming and trekking
cross-country. Penny’s family was on an every-other-year rotation for Christmas,
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and this was the “other” year, when they would be with Paul’s extended family. It
all made sense; Nick and Libby didn’t begrudge the others for the fullness of their
lives. Still, it was sad.
Nick understood the circumstances of Kitty’s family, caring for four little
ones. Still, the mass-mailed Christmas card from her felt wrong. A rude reminder
of the way things used to be and the way things had come to be.
He showed the card to Libby, triggering the memory of an earlier
conversation. “You know,” she said, “Mike told me he might try to see some of his
old friends while he’s in town.”
“Oh yeah?” Nick brightened. “Like who?” He smiled reflexively to
remember some of the weirdos who came to be a part of Mike’s troupe back in
the day.
“Oh, Sully is one of them, I’m sure.” Sully and Mike had been classmates
all the way from elementary school through college, and they even worked as
colleagues for a few years beyond graduation. Libby chuckled to remember the
way Sully’s hands scraped the ground when he lumbered through the yard.
“Probably Sponge-Bob, too… And Eeyore and Tigger… Maybe even the Christmas
Sock-Monkey…” Each name held a memory, or a handful of memories... or a
barrel-full of memories.
“What about that crazy old dinosaur?” asked Nick.
“The Tyrannosaurus Rex with the Santa hat and the candy-cane striped
scarf?” said Libby. “Oh, he was something else!”
“What were we thinking to let a big old lizard like him run around the
yard!” Nick chuckled, pulled off his hat, and ran his fingers through his hair. “It
was a zoo out there, Libby!” Nick rubbed his temples and then stretched his lower
back, just thinking of the suffering they endured towards the end of those “good
old days.”
*

*

*

*

*

In truth, things used to be more frustrating than anyone cared to admit.
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The frustrations grew especially acute at Christmas-time. All the noise and
lights and chaos would wear everyone down. Elbow-room diminished with every
additional figure added to the mix — and there were a lot of figures added to the
mix by the end of that era: Multiple Santas and multiple Mrs. Clauses… A whole
cast of Christmas Angry Birds characters… a Christmas Grinch… a Christmas
Elephant and a Christmas Pig… One year they added a Leg Lamp to the front
window, like the one from the locally-filmed-but-nationally-renown “Christmas
Story” film… Another year, they added a pavilion wreathed by candy canes and
starlight mint decorations, featuring an old-fashioned mailbox for Letters to
Santa...
As their Christmas Wonderland grew and grew, their electrical needs grew
and grew, too. Nick had boxes and boxes of extension cords that he hauled from
the basement each winter. All those lights and fans for the inflatable decorations
needed power. The electric bill quadrupled for December — even as other parts of
the budget were squeezed — and Nick sometimes sweated the finances.
The household agenda left little space for unstructured time to relax as a
family. Even when circumstances did allow for some spontaneity, however, the
crowded field of family and friends could prove to be a combustible mix.
One evening, Mike’s friend Sully came over to play in the snow. They built
at least half a dozen snowmen of varying sizes across the yard. They pretended to
be generals commanding an army of arctic warriors, calling themselves the
“North Pole Squad.” They planted a flag next to the big Aluminum Christmas
Tree and declared themselves rulers of the realm.
When Penny and her girlfriends said that they wanted to play along,
however, they were denounced as miscreants and enemies of the state. So, of
course, the girls immediately announced the formation of a “South Pole Squad”
and proclaimed themselves to be sworn enemies of the boys. Kitty joined them to
build an igloo for their fort. They started stockpiling snowballs.
There would be no surrender. There would be no compromise.
When the first snowballs started flying, all of the combatants were
laughing. Their dog bounced through the snow and barked, darting in and out of
the action.
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But when the girls knocked down one of the snowmen and stomped him to
smithereens, the boys’ laughter turned into howls of rage. The boys tried to storm
the igloo, and somehow Ted ended up with a bloody nose. Sully dumped a bunch
of snow down the back of one of the little girls’ necks — and she screamed and sat
down next to the Aluminum Christmas Tree to cry.
Things went from bad to worse. The spirit of anger and animosity spread
like a plague throughout the whole yard. It wasn’t just the North Pole Squad
against the South Pole Squad. The Christmas Nutcrackers held the Christmas
Angry Birds at gunpoint. The animals in the Nativity Scene started biting and
scratching each other. The Christmas Grinch pinched the Christmas
Tyrannosaurus Rex in the rump, causing him to roar and rampage. The dinosaur
careened towards the Aluminum Christmas Tree, and before anyone could
intervene the tree was falling, knocking out a broad swath of figures and crashing
through the front window into the Christmas Leg Lamp, which shattered into a
million pieces. Christmas Yoda and Christmas Darth Vader faced off in a duel “to
death or disintegration,” but at the same moment that the two Jedi masters
crossed their lightsabers — the power cut off and the entire yard was plunged into
darkness.
The sudden power outage had a dampening effect. A strange stillness
settled over the lawn, with just a few sobs and sniffles coming from scattered
segments of the yard. It was an ugly scene. Only three days before Christmas, the
yard looked like the Battle of Gettysburg with trampled snow, broken glass, and
deflated bodies covering almost every square inch of the ground. Libby wept
openly as she walked among the carnage, holding her torch high to allow others
to tend to the wounded.
Nick called the electric company right away and was informed that service
had been canceled due to unpaid bills and wildly-escalating usage. He gave them
his credit card number, and power was restored with enough time to restore at
least some semblance of the Christmas Wonderland they all knew and loved.
After the New Year, though, when Nick went to take down the
multi-colored icicle lights from the chimney and roof, he must have still been
weighed down by shame, regret, debt, and doubt because he stumbled at the crest
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of the roof as he was unhooking the multi-colored icicle lights. He flopped
awkwardly onto the slope of the roof and slid down towards the bushes. It was a
good thing the multi-colored icicle lights were still attached to the edge of the
roof, as they were the only thing Nick could grab in order to even partially break
his fall. Even so, Nick wrenched his back horribly in the fall. He moaned and
wailed for twenty minutes until Libby, Mike, and Penny heard his cries and
helped get him out of the bushes.
They didn’t get all the decorations put away until Easter of that year. Libby
urged Mike, Penny, Ted, and Kitty to take some of the decorations away with
them as they moved away to their own pursuits — but they refused. They said it
just wouldn’t be right to “break up the band” or “diminish the glory” of the way
things used to be at their Christmas Wonderland on the corner of Longmere and
Middlebury.
It took another several years before Nick and Libby could bring themselves
to get rid of any decorations, but that calamitous winter really was the beginning
of the end.
*

*

*

*

*

“We’re going to be late for the Christmas Eve service,” said Nick.
“Well, what can we do?!?” Libby replied. “If worse comes to worst, we can
go to the eleven o’clock service, can’t we? We can hardly help it that Mike got
stuck in traffic.” There had been a big pile-up on the interstate. Mike had called to
say that he was unharmed, but that he was going to be late, stuck in a long line of
red and white lights.
“I just wish he would have left a little more margin for error,” Nick sighed.
He paced back and forth, looking out to the street in front of their house. He was
irritable because they always went to the seven o’clock service. Even though
everyone was grown up now, the seven o’clock service was their service. They
would come home from the seven o’clock service, and Nick would recite the lines
from the famous poem: “The children were nestled all snug in their beds, while
visions of sugarplums danced in their heads.” Preferably everything would be
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finished hours before the calendar officially rolled over to Christmas. Besides,
Nick felt that he himself might have a hard time keeping his eyes open and
staying away from those visions of sugarplums, if they all tried to stay awake until
after midnight.
“Oh wait, Nick! There he is!” Libby held her arm high in greeting. The
headlights of Mike’s car swept across the barren yard and settled on the driveway,
roughly where their old Nativity Scene used to be.
“All right, let’s go!” said Nick. “Let’s get in the car, dear.”
“Don’t we want to give him a chance to get out of the car and give us a
hug?” said Libby. “What if he needs something to drink? What if he needs to use
the bathroom?”
“Oh, fine. Fine!” Nick made a swatting motion with his hand and shuffled
out to greet Mike. “Need any help with your luggage there, young man?”
“Don’t you let him, Mike!” warned Libby. “His back isn’t what it used to
be.”
Mike stepped out of the car and flashed a big smile. “Merry Christmas!” he
yelled. “I’m so happy to see you guys again! But don’t we have a Christmas Eve
service to get to?” He pretended to pull out a pocket watch and gaze upon it, like
an old railroad conductor keeping on track with the time-tables, and he smiled
again at Nick and Libby.
“Aha! Now, that’s the spirit!” said Nick. He stepped awkwardly into the
back seat of Mike’s car, and shouted with joy: “Let’s get a move on, Libs!”
*

*

*

*

*

Things used to be comfortable. They never experienced boredom or
chronic pain. They never felt lost or lonely. They never really thought about
anything but the moment. They had everything they needed, even when it wasn’t
a lot.
Nick thought about these things as they sat through the Christmas Eve
service. He was half-listening to the pastor’s sermon, half-lingering in his own
thoughts about the past and the future. He looked over at Libby’s hand, resting
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on Mike’s shoulder. He smelled the clean, blue scent of Mike’s cologne. He
listened to the way the pastor’s voice rose and fell. He slowly became aware of the
fact that his thoughts were strangely aligned with the text the pastor was reading
from the pulpit.
The pastor was preaching from the second chapter of Philippians: “You
must have the same attitude that Christ Jesus had. Though he was God, he did
not think of equality with God as something to cling to. Instead, he gave up his
divine privileges; he took the humble position of a slave and was born as a
human being. When he appeared in human form, he humbled himself in
obedience to God and died a criminal’s death on a cross.” The pastor went on to
expound upon the way that Jesus could have chosen to just stick with the way
things used to be… But that’s not what Jesus did.
Jesus did not hold onto the comfortable things or the familiar things.
Instead, he gave up his divine privileges and chose to be born as a human being.
“That’s why we celebrate Christmas,” said the pastor. “Christmas represents the
dawn of a new era.”
“That’s right,” muttered Nick.
Libby turned her head at the low sound. She seemed to be the only one
alerted to the anomaly of Nick’s muttering.
“Amen!” Nick said, louder, with his full voice.
Mike turned his head, too, surprised by this outburst. Nick was not the
“Amen” kind of guy. Their church was not the “Amen” kind of church. But Nick
seemed energized by a Christmas Eve epiphany. He smiled broadly and winked at
Libby and Mike, to reassure them. And indeed, the rest of the Christmas Eve
service proceeded without incident. They sang Christmas carols. They lit
Christmas candles. It was all very much the way things used to be.
On the drive home after the Christmas Eve service, however, Nick
suggested a surprise detour. “Turn here! Turn here!” he urged Mike, pointing to a
residential subdivision just off to the left.
“But don’t we want to get back to the house so we can eat dessert and open
the first gift of Christmas, like we always do?” asked Mike.
“That’ll keep,” said Nick. “That’ll keep. Just turn here on Winterberry.”
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“What’s going on with you, Nick?” asked Libby. “You feeling all right?”
“I’m feeling great, Libby,” said Nick. “I want to show you something.”
Nick instructed Mike to make several turns, weaving a labyrinthine route
through the housing development. It was a newer neighborhood, unfamiliar even
to Nick. At one point, Libby said she was pretty sure they’d gone around the same
block three times. But after ten minutes of wandering, Nick brightened: “There it
is!” he shouted. “There it is!” He pointed to a cul de sac on their right.
At the end of the cul de sac, a large two-story house literally glowed with
Christmas Spirit. The rooftop featured a life-sized version of Santa’s sleigh and
eight reindeer. Big, bold letters were staked out across the yard spelling out
“CHRISTMAS,” in a style that evoked the famous Hollywood Sign. All around the
Hollywood-Christmas letters, the yard overflowed with colorful Christmas
characters. And everything was decked out with a magnificent display of exterior
lighting, all coordinated to music.
Several other vehicles were slowed in front of them, obviously on a
pilgrimage to this mecca of Christmas merriment. Everyone else was locked tight
in their cars, sipping hot cocoa and driving by at a crawl. But when Mike’s car got
to the center of the display, Libby opened the passenger door and stepped out
into the middle of the magic. Mike threw the car in park, and helped Nick get out
of the car to join her. Together they walked through the yard with their mouths
open.
Nick leaned over to examine the light bulbs on one of the strands of lights
framing the “H” in the Hollywood-Christmas sign and remarked, “Hmm... LED
lights. That figures! Nobody uses incandescent bulbs like they used to!”
He looked over his shoulder to find Libby and tell her about his findings.
She was on the other side of the lawn, though, near the driveway. She had joined
a chorus of angels singing over the life-sized Nativity Scene. Mike was building a
snowman in another corner of the yard. “Nothing is the way it used to be,” mused
Nick, to himself. “But if that’s good enough for Jesus, then I guess it’s good
enough for me.”
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Frosty Frolic Five
(2019)

Reindeer, penguins, elves, and athletes crowd together, as the dusk
deepens into darkness. Many in the crowd wear battery-powered necklaces
featuring colorful Christmas lights. Others have fluorescent-blue glow sticks
looped around their foreheads, wrists, and/or necks. And the scenery glows, too.
Icicle lights drip from an archway. Colored strings of light depict a Manger Scene,
a Menorah, and a Mishumaa Saba on the lawn. The kaleidoscope of darkness and
light reminds me of a 1980s shopping mall arcade: gaudy colors flashing and
flowing from a dark cave of video game machines. I used to love those arcades.
And I love this bizarre mishmash of colors and characters, too, at the Frosty
Frolic 5K in the heart of Canton, Ohio.
A large, furry, apparently-blind snowman shuffles his feet on the edge of
the crowd. His name, of course, is Frosty, and he is the figurehead for these
festivities. Handlers advise him of his surroundings and whisper instructions
when people want to pose with the mascot for a picture. Frosty is clunky and
awkward, and he feels like something from a bygone era. But it seems to me that
something in the human heart yearns for a bygone era. And in any event, the
Frosty Frolic makes me feel like a boy with a pocketful of quarters, stepping up to
play Rampage in the arcade. But instead of manipulating electronic images of
King Kong and Godzilla to climb up electronic skyscrapers and smash their
electronic fists into electronic buildings, all of us at the Frosty Frolic — we
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reindeer, penguins, elves, and athletes — are here to run together. Large letters
on the top of the nearest building announce “Seasons Greetings,” to welcome all
of us for the race. We’re here to celebrate good health and holiday cheer.
The starting line of the Frosty Frolic 5K sounds like an arcade almost as
much as it looks like it: lots of voices and bells and competing melodies. But,
again, the starting line of the Frosty Frolic 5K is louder and more human. A baby
cries in her stroller. An old man sneezes, off to our right. Mariah Carey’s “All I
Want for Christmas Is You” blares from the overburdened sound system,
slightly-distorted. But everyone is into it. We’re dancing: partly to join in the
spirit of celebration and partly to stay warm.
Frosty the Snowman’s red scarf billows in the breeze. The temperature
hovers around the freezing point. It’s frosty, all right. But I’m actually worried
about overheating. I’ve got a pair of running socks covered by a pair of Christmas
socks. My legs are layered with running shorts and running pants. My torso is
wrapped with a short-sleeved running shirt, wrapped in last-year’s edition of the
long-sleeved Frosty Frolic running shirt, wrapped by the 2015 edition of the
long-sleeved Frosty Frolic running shirt. And my head is covered with a hood and
a Santa hat. Once we start running, I know I’m going to heat up in a hurry.
As soon as I remove my Santa hat for the singing of the National Anthem,
though, I’m chilled. The person at the microphone is from one of the local
schools. She’s got a nice voice, but she does not seem to possess a sense of perfect
pitch. Or a pitch-pipe, for that matter. She starts too high with her “O say, can
you see?” — so that by the time she gets to “the rockets’ red glare” she must
switch to a different, dissonant, key. And again, by the time she gets around to
asking if “that Star-Spangled Banner yet wave”s, she must make another clunky
transition to a third key, some half-step between the other two.
Our family has a tradition of singing along for the National Anthem,
out-loud, at public events. But it’s not easy for this one. We smile with big teeth at
each clumsy key-change, and we do our best to keep step with the special guest
star at the microphone. But we’re all glad when we finish with “the home of the
brave” and can momentarily let our ears recover and re-cover our heads for
warmth again. We’re right on schedule, so ten seconds before 5:30 PM, a man
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takes over the microphone and starts a countdown from ten, for the beginning of
this year’s race.
In the moment of this countdown, I suddenly see it all in a new light — the
garish colors, the chaotic cacophony, the bizarre comingling of sacred symbols
and soulless corporate promotion — and I wonder to myself: “What on earth are
we doing here?”
*

*

*

*

*

Now, I’m the one that got us into this. But I have to admit our family’s
participation in Canton’s Frosty Frolic 5K is a pretty weird and inexplicable
holiday tradition.
I suppose the same could be said for a lot of holiday traditions. They are
weird and inexplicable. Why is it traditional to kiss under a sprig of mistletoe?
Why is Mary’s robe in the Christmas pageant always blue? Why do my parents
nestle a 1980s Sci-Fi / Western cartoon series action figure into the branches of
their Christmas tree every year? Why do we get a new bearded troll plush toy
from my mother-in-law every December 13th? There are explanations, of course,
but they’re not exactly simple. And the traditions themselves are outright weird.
But this one — the Frosty Frolic 5K — seems to be especially weird and hard to
explain.
We are not a family of runners. I run pretty regularly, but the rest of the
family doesn’t. We don’t do 5K races at any other time of the year. It’s weird.
Our family’s participation in the Frosty Frolic is expensive: $158.38, just to
register for the event. Adding in the cost for transportation and dinner at a
sit-down restaurant afterwards, we probably invest something like $300 in the
experience each year. And we’ve done it for six years in a row now! The running
community is just kind of weird like that: paying to run around in tight-fitting,
flexible, brightly-colored fabrics. It’s inexplicable. One of the most bourgeois,
upper-middle-class things we do.
Furthermore, the Frosty Frolic 5K is in Canton: 45 minutes away, by car,
from our home in Kent. We always get stressed about the logistics. How do we
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leave with enough time to get ready for the race but not get too cold while
waiting? What is the appropriate level of clothing to stay warm enough, but not
too warm? Who’s going to wear which edition of the long-sleeved Frosty Frolic
running shirt? Will we be able to find a place to park the minivan near the
starting line in Stadium Park, with a race that draws thousands of runners plus a
high school football playoff game happening in the same area? Who’s going to
run with whom?
Who needs more stress — for a supposedly recreational event — during
such a stressful season of the year?
It’s weird and inexplicable. We will go out to eat at Carrabba’s after the
race, like we do every year, but we’re not particularly fond of Italian food. We
don’t regularly go out for pasta. So why do we wait forty-five minutes for a table
at an Italian restaurant?
Why do we maintain these traditions year after year after year?
What on earth are we doing here?
*

*

*

*

*

As the countdown nears its conclusion — and the race’s beginning — we
give each other fist-bumps and wish each other luck. And then, we’re off. This
year, we’ve decided that we’re going to start out with our family in two groups:
boys and girls. It took some wrangling to settle on this plan, but it seems like it
should be workable. Cor and I will run the first mile with Elliot, before he zooms
off to finish the race at his pace — which was good enough for a Top Three finish
last year. Cor and I will run together as fast as his twelve-year-old legs will carry
him — but ultimately, we’re just hoping to complete the course without having to
walk. Olivia is the least sure of herself and her ability to maintain a jog for the
entire race, so Marci says the two of them will stick together and see what
happens, further back in the pack.
For the first half-mile, though, it’s a crowded course. We’re largely at the
mercy of the masses, when it comes to our pace. After pushing the “Start” button
on my Garmin 235 Forerunner wristwatch, as we crossed the starting line, I
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notice that our pace is about ten minutes per mile as the boys and I weave
through a family of elves, a couple of mothers-with-strollers, and a friend group
strung horizontally across the race course with matching pace and matching
Christmas onesies. Elliot is chomping at the bit to go even faster, and Cor thinks
he can push the pace, too. But last year, Cor and I struggled to finish with an
average pace of 9:55 minutes/mile. So I keep us reined in, working together to
maintain that 10:00 minutes/mile pace, at least until we can better gauge our
energy reserves and the course opens up.
“Look out for the candy canes shooting overhead!” I say. It’s a classic Dad’s
distraction technique. The holiday light displays don’t change much from year to
year. The red-and-white lighted candy canes always progress in the same four
steps from the tractor-factory-cannon thing on the right side of the road to the
elves’ sack on the left side of the road, repeating the same sequence of
light-and-darkness every six seconds. But it’s a fun feature of the race course,
ducking directly beneath the imaginary barrage of candy canes.
There are 36 different scenes along the race course. In the first half-mile,
we pass the Candy Cane Tractor-Factory-Cannon Thing… Santa’s Workshop…
two Snowmen Playing Cornhole... and a Dinosaur with a Santa Hat and a Sack of
Toys standing beside two-foot tall letters spelling out: “Happy Holidays from
Canton Parks & Rec. Department.” By the time my watch chimes to notify us of
the completion of our first half-mile, we’ve maintained a pace of 9:54
minutes/mile. Already on pace for Cor’s and my fastest Frosty Frolic ever.
I’ve run with different kids in different years — and I don’t have great
records of who was with me each time. But I know that my pace was 10:15
minutes/mile in 2017... 11:01 minutes/mile in 2016... 12:30 minutes/mile in
2015... And 15:57 minutes/mile in 2014. So: we clearly keep getting faster and
faster, as the kids get older and older. But one of the things that I like about the
Frosty Frolic is that it’s still a relaxed, refreshing pace. It’s not about setting
Personal Records. It’s about enjoying the scenery and camaraderie along the way.
It’s about the journey, not the destination.
Even so, the boys convince me that they really do want to run faster, as we
push into the second half-mile together with the three of us, before Elliot splits
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off to finish at his own pace. This part of the Frosty Frolic is darker, as we
increase elevation to the oval around the McKinley Monument. It’s not as
Christmassy in this part of the park, but we still have fond memories of the years
when the race started at the McKinley Monument. This also happened to be the
place where I finished my first marathon. We talk about previous races and
observe the costumes and quirks of our fellow runners, as the crowd starts to
spread out. Elliot prepares for his ejection as we come to the end of our first mile.
He asks for mileage checks at the 0.87 mile mark, and again at the 0.95 mile and
0.98 mile marks. We exchange another round of fist-bumps and wishes for
success right before my watch chimes the one-mile mark. And then, Elliot is off.
Our pace for this second split was 9:02 minutes/mile. Quite a bit faster
than our first split — or any other 5K we’ve ever done.
“Are you sure you can keep up this pace, Cor?” He insists that he’s fine.
But I’m not so sure. I’m starting to feel warm. I peel off my Santa Hat and stuff it
in my pocket. I take Cor at his word, and we keep trucking along.
In our third half-mile segment, we transition from the broad, paved road
to a narrow, gravel path on the opposite side of the stream. We run beneath a
bridge and smile for a photograph. We continue to notice more holiday light
displays: a Christmas Train… Santa on a Tractor… A Reindeer Attempting a
Snowmobile Stunt… They’re familiar scenes. The surprise and delight of our first
few Frosty Frolics are gone. But Tractor-Santa and Snowmobile-Reindeer feel
kind of like old friends or family members, and it’s nice to have the occasion for a
holiday reunion. We finish our third split at a pace of 8:34 minutes/mile, which is
about the pace that I would choose to run my own, casual, weekday four-miler
back in Kent. But it’s very fast for Cor.
As we run past the holiday light displays with the Sea-Dragon Blowing Out
a Candle and the Hula-Dancers with the Crabs, Cor keeps getting faster and
faster. Our fourth half-mile split goes by at an 8:03 minutes/mile pace, and our
conversation dies out as we focus on breathing. The fifth half-mile split is at a
7:22 minutes/mile pace, and I’m genuinely not sure that I can keep up the pace
for much longer. Our sixth and final half-mile split is at what feels like an all-out
sprinting pace to me: 6:00 minutes/mile! I’m legitimately running as fast as I
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can. Fortunately, Cor and I cross the finish line within a fraction of a second of
each other. And I suddenly have a newfound respect for my youngest son’s
athleticism. It won’t be much longer that I can keep up with him. And that
actually makes me feel proud.
Cor and I finish the Frosty Frolic 5K with an official, overall average pace
of 8:32 minutes/mile. Later, I learn that Elliot finished with an overall average of
7:34 minutes/mile, and the girls finish around 11:00 minutes/mile without any
walking (even though Olivia had doubted her ability to do so)! Record-setting
runs for all of us!
*

*

*

*

*

After crossing the finish line, I high-five Frosty the Snowman, and then I
receive my Finisher’s Medal directly from the hand of Santa Claus.
Further up the sidewalk, I get a purple bottle of water from a purple table
advertising the local Planet Fitness gym. I’m congratulating Cor on his strong
performance when we round the corner to see Elliot sitting next to Jesus, Mary,
and Joseph at the Manger Scene: our pre-arranged meeting spot.
We trade quick reports from the race — saying we’ll catch up more fully
after we get our refreshments — and then Cor and I duck into the big, brick
Garden Center with the other finishers from our pace group. Inside, it’s an
overwhelming Christmas scene. Every surface seems to be covered with
evergreen, glitter, holiday lights… and cookies. Folding tables with red, green,
and white plastic tablecloths hold massive platters of every kind of cookie
imaginable. I shuffle through the line and select a Peanut Butter Blossom cookie
and a powdered-sugared Pizzelle. At the end of the cookie line, there’s a
countertop with steaming cocoa in white styrofoam cups. As soon as I grab a cup
for myself and turn towards the Gear Check station, my gloves are sloshed with
hot liquid.
I use my Race Bib #130 to retrieve Race Bag #130 from the Gear Check
station and then shuffle back outside, hands and arms full, to the Manger Scene.
Elliot, Cor, and I share stories from the race course with each other until Marci
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and Olivia come into view, Finishers' Medals hanging around their necks. We all
celebrate the successful conclusion of another Frosty Frolic together with hugs
and high-fives. And it really does feel amazing.
We did it.
We ran the race together. Endorphins flood our bodies. We smile in the
glow of our physical accomplishment. And in the glow of the lighted Manger
Scene meeting point. It’s wondrous. But it’s also weird.
I start to cool down, as we wait for Marci and Olivia to get their cookies
and cocoa. Looking around at the unusual environment, I once again start to
wonder: “What on earth are we doing here?”
All the reindeer, penguins, elves, and athletes… All the lights, music,
mascots, and cookies… All the money, stress, time, and food… I just can’t escape
the fact that the Frosty Frolic is weird and inexplicable. Even if it is fun.
I look down at the Snowflake-shaped Finsher’s Medal hanging around my
neck, and afterwards this becomes a flashpoint for my memory, matching the
sights, sounds, tastes, and touches of that moment to a personal translation of
Philippians 3:12-21 that I also happened to recently finish:
It’s not like I’ve won anything yet. But I’m running in the right
direction, so as to own up to that for which Christ Jesus has made me his
own. My sweet family of faith, I don’t reckon that I’ve come into
possession of all this yet. But one thing is clear: forgetting the ground I’ve
already covered, leaning into that which is in front of me, I’m running
hard to win the prize of a heavenly calling from God in Christ Jesus...
Stick with me, my sweet family of faith. Do as I do, and keep your
eyes open for others who are like us, our running club. For many people
are walking along (as I’ve told you many times, and as I continue to tell
you, through tears) with a sense of hostility towards the cross of Christ.
They will end up in ruins. Their god is the emptiness inside them, and
they glorify their shame, and they always keep thinking about earthly
things. But our homeland is heaven, from where our Savior is coming,
the Lord Jesus Christ. He will transform our humble, earthly bodies to
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have the same form as his glorious, heavenly body according to the
energy, the power that causes all things to submit to him.”
I don’t want to over-spiritualize the Frosty Frolic. I know that would be a
Classic Pastor move, and a Classic Dad Move. I understand that a weird and
inexplicable tradition doesn’t necessarily have to be normalized or explained.
But it does seem like there’s something significant about running a race as
a family.
Our Frosty Frolic Finishers’ Medals don’t really mean much, in the
grander scheme of things. But our family “Running Club” can keep our eyes on
the prize of a heavenly calling from God in Christ Jesus. Even if the Frosty Frolic
and Jingle Bell Rock and Capitalist-Santa might represent emptiness, and
earthliness, and even antagonism towards the cross of Christ for some, the five of
us know to rally at the Manger Scene. We know to look ahead and lean forward,
towards heavenly glory when we cross that ultimate Finish Line.
*

*

*

*

*

After everyone’s had their cookies and cocoa, we walk back through the
cold night air to our cold car on Monument Drive. Our moods are as bright as the
twinkling lights on the holiday light displays. But we’re also beginning to feel cold
and hunger tugging at our happiness. So we don’t linger.
When we get back to our minivan, we crank the heat on high and head
north, towards Carrabba’s. Pentatonix plays on the stereo system. The kids are all
memes and memories in the back seats. Marci and I hold hands and share our
observations from the evening.
At Carrabba’s, the hostess says that it will be about 35 minutes before they
can seat us. So we put in our name and get seats in the waiting area. It’s not as
busy as it can be. We chat with some people decked out in blue-and-yellow
teamwear for the high school football team from Clyde, who just won their state
championship game at the Tom Benson Hall of Fame Stadium. We want to know
about their game, and they want to know about our race. The time passes quickly,
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as our seats in the waiting area afford us views to some television screens
broadcasting college football conference championship games. And before we
know it, our buzzer notifies us that the hostess is ready to seat us.
We order a round of Cherry Cokes (fountain cola from the bar, mixed with
grenadine) and tear into fresh bread and olive oil. Elliot, Olivia, and Cor are
genuinely appreciative. We’re all clearly excited to be together.
And when our steaming plates of Italian food arrive, we pause to thank
God for the food and the opportunity to experience another year of the Frosty
Frolic — and indeed all of life — together, as a Family of Five.
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COVID Christmas
(2020)

“Truth is stranger than fiction,” according to Mark Twain, “but it is
because Fiction is obliged to stick to possibilities; Truth isn't.”
The Year 2020 has woken us up to a whole range of possibilities that we’d
never previously imagined. We’re still in the midst of a once-in-a-century global
pandemic which caused the world to shut down entirely back in March and
April... Then, as we started to learn how to live with the virus, we all witnessed
the surreal experience of Elliot’s high school graduation ceremonies, pieced
together with video-taped footage of school administrators in face-shields
handing over sanitized diploma-folders to Elliot and his classmates... We saw a
crazy swing of momentum with people stepping out of isolation to join a
movement of protests regarding racial injustice highlighted in the cases of
Ahmaud Arberry, Brionna Taylor, and George Floyd (among others)... We
participated in one of the most bizarre presidential elections in American history,
which included the politicization of public health precautions, a massive increase
in mail-in voting which led to delayed results, which led to unsubstantiated
claims of fraud, which led to a lack of concession and cooperation in the
transition of power…
You can’t make this stuff up.
So I felt this year leant itself to more of a documentary approach of our
current Christmas, instead of a fictional account of an alternate Christmas. I
decided to make daily notes to help document our experience of this “COVID
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Christmas,” and then I tried to craft a more cohesive narrative with selected
glimpses of the holiday season — all in the hopes of helping us to remember what
it looked like, what it sounded like, and what it felt like to live through the
COVID-19 Pandemic. I wonder if it’s the kind of thing that our children and
grandchildren and great-grandchildren will be interested to learn about someday,
even if we might be ready to be done with it as soon as possible.
*

*

*

*

*

Thursday, November 26th
We started the COVID holiday season by celebrating Thanksgiving in
Kent. We ran the local Turkey Trot 5K in the morning and then walked home to
prepare for our Thanksgiving Dinner while watching television coverage of the
Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade. A lot of the “parade” entertainment was
pre-taped, as a precaution against the spread of COVID, but it actually felt pretty
typical: occasional moments of admiration… a healthy dose of wise-cracks about
the celebrities making promotional appearances in the parade… distracted
viewing while we did other holiday things.
My parents arrived a couple of minutes before noon: the only
“Wampanoag” to our household of “Plymouth Puritans” for this year. The kids
and I pulled on our masks to greet them at the door and help carry things inside.
We’d spent quite a bit of time and energy over the preceding month to think
through how to do a Thanksgiving feast in the time of COVID-19, communicating
with extended family ahead of time, rearranging furniture, disinfecting surfaces,
plus regular menu-planning and such. Within the first minute of my parents’
arrival, however, our careful plan started to unravel.
As I was still helping my Dad carry in stuff from the car, my Mom went
straight through the house and sat on the couch closest to the television —
instead of the carefully-prepared seats in the corner of the Family Room where
we figured she and my Dad would be most protected from our germs. She asked
for some of the appetizers outside of the ones that had been specially-prepared
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for her. And in general, it felt to us like she was all too quick to remove her mask
and make herself at home.
Elliot sidled up to me and whispered, “What do we do?!?”
I said, “We do what we’ve been doing for almost all of 2020. We read and
adjust.”
Earlier in the morning, my brother Alex had suggested that the half-hour
leading up to our planned meal time was the best time for him to connect over
Zoom. So, as Marci was making the final preparations for the turkey and I was
whipping up the mashed potatoes, my extended family converged on Zoom for a
video conversation. In our house, we used five different screens: Elliot, Olivia,
and Cor from their rooms, my parents from the dinner table (on my iPad), and
Marci and me stepping into the office to make an appearance on our desktop
computer when we weren’t working on food stuff.
Everything went fine: with the Zoom call, with the meal, and with keeping
my parents protected from any potential virus transmission. But we were wiped
out by the time my parents left at five o’clock.
Elliot has been telling us that all his peers are even more excited about
Christmas than usual because it’s something bright and hopeful in an otherwise
dreary year. So, the kids did their darndest to try and get us to jump-start the
process as early as possible, after Thanksgiving festivities had concluded. But
Marci and I insisted on a quiet evening and getting to bed early, so we pushed the
start of the Christmas season to the next day. Which is, to be fair, the day that we
usually start decorating for Christmas.
Friday, November 27th
When the morning after Thanksgiving arrived, the kids were considerably
more relaxed about Christmas decorations. So relaxed, in fact, that they slept in
for most of the morning. But after Elliot and Olivia finished their breakfast (and
the rest of us finished our lunch), we piled into our minivan and drove to the
Flower Tree Farm on the north side of Kent. We wanted to cut our own tree this
year because — like any public event in 2020 — the fresh air reduced the risk of
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virus transmission. Everyone at the tree farm was wearing masks, too, so it felt
safe and fun. After a good bit of comparing different sorts of trees, we ended up
with a Norfolk Fir that topped out over nine feet in height. None of us could
remember ever getting a tree quite that big before.
When we got home, we decided to put the tree in the middle of the north
wall in our Family Room because of its ability to keep the corners of the room
clear. That way, we could potentially accommodate an extra-spaced extended
family gathering on Christmas Eve. The spot was plenty tall enough for our tree.
Still, we were surprised to see and feel how hefty a tree of that size really was. It
fit into our green, plastic, cone-shaped tree stand all right, but it felt kind of
wobbly and imbalanced. We worked at it together, though, and we eventually
positioned it so that its fullest, most beautiful side pointed out towards the rest of
the house and its trunk pointed straight to the ceiling. It really was a big,
beautiful tree. We played non-stop Christmas music as we worked to decorate the
tree and the rest of the house through most of the afternoon.
Elliot had his first shift at the Acme Fresh Market in Stow at 5:00 PM. The
rest of us spent the evening lazing about the main level of the house. We ate
Thanksgiving leftovers for dinner and then decided to watch a Christmas movie
of some sort — but nothing too special, since Elliot wasn’t with us. We chose the
1945 black-and-white film Christmas in Connecticut, and honestly we were
baffled by the way the movie unfolded. It definitely came from a different era, but
it was also strangely erratic in its plot construction and character development.
Just a weird movie, overall.
Little did we know that things would take a turn for the weirder about
two-thirds of the way through the movie.
As the characters in the movie were reaching the zenith of their rising
action, our newly-installed Christmas Tree began a “falling action” of its own. My
peripheral vision and reflex reactions picked up the movement before I was
consciously aware of what was happening. So somehow, before the tree hit the
floor, I was out of my chair and with my left leg extended to break the fall of the
tree. Fortunately, we didn’t end up with a single broken ornament (though I did
end up with a rather painful bruise on my shin). The four of us worked for 30
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minutes to get the tree up again. This time, we centered the trunk in its stand by
feel, accounting more for the tree’s center of gravity than the look of the trunk,
and then we shimmed underneath the trunk to establish a firmer base. We
reinforced the plastic tree stand with iron weights from the exercise equipment
stash in the garage, lashed to the green plastic tree stand with binder’s twine.
When we finally sat down to finish the movie, it did not offer us any
satisfactory sense of “return on investment,” but at least the whole experience
was laughable.
Sunday, November 29th
The weekend after Thanksgiving was delightfully unremarkable, except for
the way that the Coronavirus interrupted the football season. On Saturday, the
Ohio State Buckeyes’ game against the University of Illinois was cancelled
because of a COVID outbreak. On Sunday, the NFL schedule was disrupted in an
even more major way. The Baltimore Ravens had 18 players test positive, so their
game was postponed for the third time. The San Francisco 49ers fell subject to a
county health ordinance that meant they could not play games in their own
stadium. The Denver Broncos had no quarterbacks on their roster eligible to suit
up for their game. So in comparison, the Cleveland Browns did pretty well with
“only” missing Myles Garrett and Sione Taki-Taki. Even so, they just barely beat
the hapless Jacksonville Jaguars to move to 8-3 on the season.
Otherwise, we finished off all the Thanksgiving leftovers. We did H2O
Church stuff by video conference (Zoom). And the house kept getting more and
more Christmassy, as boxes were slowly unpacked.
Monday, November 30th
Monday morning meant we all went back to work and school. But it was all
from home, using online tools to connect with others and complete our daily
tasks. A steady rain was falling all day, so we actually didn’t mind being at home
all that much.
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We learned in the morning that our friends Kayla, Lauren, Michelle, and
Gera had gone into quarantine. They all celebrated Thanksgiving together, but
then Kayla started to experience some congestion. When she lost her sense of
smell and taste, it seemed even more likely that she caught the virus. So we did
some shopping, made some soup, and delivered everything while also stringing
up some Christmas lights through the bushes in front of their house. It rained the
whole time, but it felt nice to be doing something for our friends.
Later in the evening, the rain transitioned to snow in the first winter storm
of the season. The evening news made it sound like the snow storm would be a
pretty big deal, but we didn’t have much to worry about. We were at home for the
foreseeable future.
Wednesday, December 2nd
By the time the first winter storm of the season had passed through, we
ended up with perhaps five inches of fresh, wet snow — sticking to every tree
branch and window ledge. It was beautiful, and only a little bit of a hassle since
we didn’t have much in the way of places to go.
More and more people that we know have been coming down with COVID.
Our friends AJ and Jana started quarantining the day before Thanksgiving, after
Jana got a positive test result — but fortunately they’re feeling better now. Julia
was in close contact with Jana in the period when she was contagious and started
to develop a really unusual, specific sort of headache that might be indicative of
COVID — so she and her roommate Megan are also quarantining and waiting for
test results. Kayla got her test results back: positive for COVID-19. So she,
Lauren, Michelle, and Gera must all continue their quarantine. And the biggest
surprise: the Slack family is now in quarantine. Carter got a positive test result
following some mild symptoms (headache and fatigue) over the weekend, and
now Maddy is starting to show some symptoms.
From our Life Group region, Regan and her roommate Nadia have also
tested positive. Their roommates are quarantining, as is Regan’s boyfriend
Dillon. It seems like family Thanksgiving celebrations must have been the
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“super-spreader events” that public officials feared it might be. Fortunately, none
of the people that we know have needed to be hospitalized. But it doesn’t seem
like they’re having a good time, either.
The kids and I volunteered to help decorate my parents’ house for
Christmas. Unfortunately, the lights embedded in their artificial tree weren’t
working. So I made a quick trip to Drug-Mart for lights, but they were out of the
100-lights-per-string packages that I was hoping to find. Just another weird
scarcity in the year of COVID-19, where we’ve seen runs on toilet paper and hand
sanitizer and other unusual items. I did, however, manage to grab all seven packs
of 50 lights that the store had, so we could continue with our decorating project.
Even after the extra lights were acquired, however, the process of stripping the
tree of its factory-installed lights was more labor-intensive than expected. With
four of us working at it for 25 minutes, we managed to remove perhaps 200 clips
and zip-ties, and we still didn’t have time to finish the job! Other decorating tasks
were similarly abandoned, half-way complete, because we ran out of time before
we could overcome the challenges of making my Mom’s decorating dreams
become a reality.
When we got back in the car to return to our other meetings and
assignments, Elliot summed up the experience well: “That was so frustrating!
They have such specific ideas for how they want the decorations to be, but they
have such vague instructions!”
I told him it seemed like a metaphor for this year’s COVID Christmas.
Another metaphor: our Christmas Tree fell down again while Marci and I
were out on a date in North Canton later that evening. Only one ornament broke
this time, and fortunately it happened to be one of the more generic glass bulbs.
So when Marci and I returned to the house, we set the tree up again — and this
time we anchored the darn thing to the wall with gardening wire.
The year and the holiday season have continued to challenge us with
instability and upheaval. Even our most beautiful, most carefully-constructed,
most-traditional elements of life have come crashing to the ground. Again and
again. Still, we’ve figured out ways to pick things off the ground, sop up the mess,
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and try again. With extra precautions. Well beyond “Plan B” or “Plan C.”
Something more like “Plan Q.”
We’ve learned to be grateful because things could have been a lot worse.
Thursday, December 3rd
Olivia and Cor got to go to school today. The change of scenery has been
useful, still it’s not a “normal” school environment. Students are not allowed to
keep their personal items in lockers because the administration is trying to avoid
too much time for unstructured hangout and disease transmission. The schools’
lunch tables are partitioned into quadrants with plexiglass, so it’s much harder to
talk to friends. Students must always wear masks and stay six feet apart from
each other. And even at that, we’re getting communication blasts almost every
day: “Kent City Schools is committed to the safety and health of our students and
staff. We want to inform you that we have recently received information about
at least one confirmed case of COVID-19 in a student or staff person at Theodore
Roosevelt High School. Cleaning and disinfecting of the exposed locations have
been completed…”
I went back to my parents’ house again near the middle part of the day to
finish removing the broken lights from the artificial tree. It took me another hour
and a half to get all the rest of the lights out. But finally, I achieved some sense of
victory returning the artificial tree to its “natural” state and then stringing up the
new lights.
Earlier in the week, I checked in with our friend Gera to see if there was
anything we could do to help make her quarantine more comfortable. But we
didn’t have any good ideas to bless her until Lauren (in her own quarantine)
somehow stumbled across an idea that she passed along by text message: “Hello
Eric! This is a silly thing, but do you think you’d be willing to get some Sprite
Cranberry and drop it off at Gera’s house? I think it would give her a boost
today.”
The Laws of COVID Supply and Demand have made it so that Sprite
Cranberry has been hard to come by in our region this year. Somehow, though,
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Marci had come across a two-liter of Sprite Cranberry earlier in the week, and she
bought it on impulse. So it was just sitting in our garage. It felt like destiny.
A further element of destiny came from the fact that Elliot recently started
a new TikTok account called AwkwardEagle which has been gaining momentum
as he’s been posting something every day. One of the Eagle’s main gimmicks is
that he’s crazy about Sprite Cranberry. So I recruited the Awkward Eagle, a.k.a.
Elliot, to devise a special plan for dropping off our bottle of Sprite Cranberry on
Gera’s porch, including a poem, a video recording of the drop-off, and a series of
mysterious text messages to follow up. It was a fun project that brought some joy
to Gera, and to us.
At the Governor’s weekly Press Conference, he updated the map showing
Ohio’s weekly rates of COVID transmission. Unfortunately, Summit County,
Medina County, Stark County, Portage County and Richland County were all
listed as Level 4, “Purple,” for their Coronavirus risk level — the highest level
listed on Ohio's Public Health Advisory System. With this classification of "severe
exposure and spread" of the virus, Kent City Schools sent out a blast to notify
students and parents that the district would be switching to fully remote
instruction by the middle of the following week. Ugh.
Sunday, December 6th
The weekend passed in a blur. We dropped off more presents for friends in
quarantine and isolation. We watched more holiday movies. We celebrated a
low-key Pakjesavond, with books from Sinterklaas. We had another Sunday of
Zoom ministry.
Online worship and Bible study may not be anyone’s preferred set-up, but
I’ve noticed that H2O has been getting better and better at adjusting to the online
environment. Our region’s worship gathering included our largest Zoom turn-out
yet: 29 people. And in the evening, our Life Group Coaching Zoom featured some
surprisingly deep conversation with Cam, Meg, and me. We excused Dillon and
Regan because of the way COVID has disrupted their lives throughout the
preceding week. (They’ve been feeling better, as they continue to recover from the
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virus, but they’ve become a bit overwhelmed by other things like a backlog of
homework and roommates who have started to get sick). Anyway, the three of us
who were able to meet together spent most of our time talking about how to
manage relational tensions during the time of COVID, with different preferences
for alone time (introversion) and time together (extroversion) and other social
dynamics unique to a pandemic. It seemed like we’ve all been learning a lot about
ourselves and each other, through this most unusual year.
Tuesday, December 8th
This was the last day of in-class instruction for Kent City Schools before
shifting to fully-remote learning until at least the end of the calendar year. Marci
cherished the opportunity to have most of the house to herself for the last time in
awhile: watching B-list Christmas movies, wrapping presents, and such. At the
end of my day of Zoom meetings, I kindled a fire in the fireplace and caught up
with the rest of the family.
Elliot was feeling discouraged and demotivated by his seemingly endless
cycle of Zoom calls. He didn’t like the way that everyone and everything has now
just defaulted back to Zoom. At least when everything shut down back in the
spring, he said, we didn’t have to do this much Zoom. “But now everyone’s like,
‘We know how to do Zoom now!’” His discouragement may have been amplified
by the impending stress of Final Exams and projects — but he said he was ready
to be done with college, done with Business Marketing, and done with the United
States of America. He’d even gone so far as to do some research into how much it
would cost to move to New Zealand, how long he’d have to quarantine after
arrival, how much it would cost to rent an apartment and buy groceries, and how
he might find employment to offset his expenses on a one-year Holiday Visa.
The COVID shut-down was clearly getting to him.
Olivia and Cor both learned on their last day of in-class instruction that
their new rhythms for Tuesdays and Thursdays would include about seven hours
of Zoom on such school days. This didn’t sound fun on the emotional level, but on
the practical level it also spiked some concerns about our household’s internet
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bandwidth. Marci’s work on the VIP Kid platform uses up a lot of bandwidth, and
it usually goes from 4:30 or 5:00 in the morning until 8:00 AM — which would
overlap with Olivia’s and Cor’s schedules, starting school at 7:30 AM. Not to
mention my work, which has shifted almost entirely to Zoom — with a lot of
meetings throughout the day on Tuesdays. So after dinner, I taught the kids a
new COVID life skill: how to use their phones as mobile hot-spots.
We also needed to talk through some tensions that Elliot and Olivia have
been experiencing in the late-night hours, where their wants and needs have been
coming into conflict with each other. Elliot wants to connect with his friend
Danny while playing games on the PlayStation and talking through their
headsets, when the two of them get home from work around 10:00 PM. Olivia
wants to go to bed around 10:30 PM, to get adequate rest before school. When
they share a wall, however, it’s hard for them both to get what they want / need.
We talked about the way that the two of them talk through these issues,
reminding them that they need to speak kindly and use empathy. But we also
worked through some practical solutions like earplugs or noise machines for
Olivia or relocating the PlayStation for Elliot. We decided to try earplugs first, but
we all agreed that we were going to need to keep working together to figure out
ways to coexist in these unusual circumstances.
Thursday, December 10th
Another H2O household has been affected by COVID: an apartment with a
few guys involved with Elliot’s “New Front” region of the church. “They say it’s
going around” has become my standard Dad joke about COVID. Fortunately, our
household has been staying healthy through the recent spike in infections.
Most of my work day was consumed with our Staff team’s annual MTD
Calling Day. I connected with ministry partners in Florida, Illinois, Kentucky,
Minnesota, Montana, New York, Ohio, South Dakota, Texas, and Washington
State. COVID hasn’t been easy for anyone, but I found myself strangely
encouraged to hear the way that the people from our ministry team are dealing
with things and finding ways to carry on. They’re working through challenging
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job circumstances. They’re helping their churches to set up live-streaming
options for elderly congregants. They’re figuring out ways to coexist with people
who have drastically different views on pandemic precautions. They’re hunkering
down, ordering groceries from their local supermarket, super-bored… but also
super faith-filled. And they’re still so, so grateful for the ministry that we’re doing
to reach college students. A retired realtor in Mansfield finished our conversation
by telling me that he loved me. And I said I loved him, too.
I was tired out by the end of the day, after all those calls with all those
people, but my heart was also filled with gratitude.
Friday, December 11th
I spent the morning in the woods of Camp Manatoc in the Cuyahoga
Valley. It was a beautiful, sunny morning that melted away most of the remaining
snow in the area. I used a lot of the time to reflect on what God had done
throughout the semester with H2O, how our family has dealt with the challenges,
and how I’ve been shaped by the experience. I found myself filling up with a
deeper sense of gratitude as the hike continued. Rounding a bend in the trail as I
prayed, I came across a flock of wild turkeys (seriously, probably 20 or 30 of
them!). I smiled to think that thanks-giving doesn’t always have to involve a
turkey (or two dozen turkeys), but it’s kind of fun when it does.
Later in the evening, after Elliot got off his shift at Acme, we piled into the
family minivan and set out on a COVID Christmas / Santa Lucia adventure to
Richland County.

We coasted the last three-quarters of a mile to the Farm

where Marci’s parents live. Then we assembled on the porch and started singing
“Joy to the World” when Ross, Louise, and Molissa opened the door.
Our plan was to stay a safe distance out on the opposite end of the porch,
wearing masks, but Ross came right up to us, within a foot or two of Olivia and
Cor. His dementia has gotten worse every time we’ve seen him this year. Still, he
appeared to be delighted by our singing, even if it wasn’t clear if he recognized us
or not. We chatted with Louise and Molissa for a few minutes after the end of our
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last song, and Louise insisted on giving us some Lucia Buns to enjoy on the drive
back to Kent.
We were there for a total of fifteen minutes or less, outside the whole time,
and then we got back in the car to return to northeast Ohio. So goes COVID
Christmas!
On the drive back to Kent, we took an alternate route to pass through
Massillon and look at a particularly-spectacular Christmas light display that we’d
heard about: a three-quarter sized nativity scene, some large ornaments in the
maple trees that were made up of smaller (regular Christmas tree) ornaments,
and three smaller saplings whose lights flickered like a grove of Aspens in the
wind. Just down the street, we spotted a large inflatable Christmas Octopus and a
few other interesting displays. We probably could have made more stops to enjoy
holiday lights. By that time, however, we were pretty tired. Ready to get onto I-77
and drive the rest of the way back to Kent.
Sunday, December 13th
Another COVID Christmas weekend. “The Game” between Ohio State and
Michigan was scheduled for Saturday. But it was cancelled — for the first time in
103 years — because of too many cases of COVID within the University of
Michigan football program. Instead of watching football, we listened to
Christmas music and put together our latest jigsaw puzzle featuring caricatures of
the Twelve Days of Christmas.
On Sunday, we celebrated Santa Lucia together as a family. We didn’t
really have anywhere that we needed to go, and Marci had a full slate of VIP Kid
students, so we were casual about starting our Lucia celebrations. Around 8:00
AM, Marci came up from the basement, and we had Olivia “wake” the boys with
the traditional sights, sounds, and smells of Santa Lucia.
Sunday was my last day of work in 2020, before finishing the year with
Paid Time Off. I preached the sermon for our Qua-Tri-tennial Zoom Worship
Gathering from our Master Bedroom, and it went pretty smoothly except for
some internet connectivity issues. My video started seizing up just as I started in
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on my message. So Olivia and Cor smushed together onto a single screen. I
switched to cellular signal using my phone for the camera. And it all worked out
in the end.
In the afternoon, we decorated Christmas cookies, and Olivia decorated
her bicycle to ride it past the Polchas’ house, just two doors down, to celebrate
Grace Polcha’s 16th birthday. Drive-by birthday salutes have become a common
thing in 2020: a few balloons and other decorations… a little tap on the car
horn… idling in the road or the driveway and shouting some greetings across the
lawn. Not exactly the most enjoyable way to celebrate a birthday, but better than
nothing.
Marci’s sister called in the afternoon and caught up on Santa Lucia news.
She also shared a Santa Lucia surprise from their brother. Against all odds,
contrary to the way our expectations have been trending, and in direct opposition
to public health advisories, Matt, Jacqueline, Virginia, Jack, and Nathan have
announced that they are officially planning to travel to Ohio for Christmas. And
Jacqueline pre-emptively announced that she will not be wearing a mask inside
the house at The Farm. Sheesh. They seemed to be motivated by a desire to spend
time with Ross before his dementia gets too advanced, and we could understand
that. Still, we wondered, “Why now?” Why with COVID? Why not six months
earlier or six months later, when the weather would be more cooperative for
outdoor gatherings?
These developments sucked all of the holiday spirit out of our house. It felt
like their visit — and their apparent antagonism toward COVID precautions —
would make the holidays a lot more complicated for us. Olivia cried when she
heard the news (mostly out of concern for her grandparents’ health). Elliot
cracked sarcastic jokes. I just had a sick feeling in the bit of my stomach, a sort of
emotional heaviness crusted on top of a simmering layer of anger.
We needed time to process all these developments.
Later in the afternoon, Marci and I made up four plates of treats, each
containing an iced sugar cookie, an iced gingerbread cookie, and a Lucia Bun, for
me to distribute to the Life Group leaders in our Centennial (a.k.a. “Fellowship of
the Hawk”) region. I put on our best Santa hat. I loaded up my “sleigh” (a.k.a. our
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red Honda Civic), with the plates of cookies for the Life Group leaders and
Christmas cards for the Staff. And then I set out to make my deliveries.
It should have been a fun way to wrap up the semester and the calendar
year. My mind was clouded, however, processing the new information about
family celebrations of the holidays in the midst of COVID-19. After nearly two
hours of driving around, my mind felt more settled on an idea to drive down with
our fire pit stowed in the back of our minivan, allowing us to have a maskless
Christmas celebration out in the farmyard, with everyone staying six feet apart
from each other. That would be consistent with the way we’ve been living the rest
of 2020. It would honor the rest of our relatives with a show of good will and
putting in the effort required to connect in the midst of less-than-ideal
circumstances. And we could do the same thing with my extended family, too,
allowing both sets of grandparents to get the same treatment while still
prioritizing their health and preserving the possibility of family gatherings for
Christmases to come.
There was no way to know if we would have much control in the way this
all would ultimately play out. This year has taught us that we must hold all our
best plans and proposals loosely. Still, it helped to work this out in my mind.
The weekend and the ministry year finished with a brief, adorablyawkward Life Group Coaching celebration with Meg, Cam, Regan, and Dillon.
Nobody had COVID at the time of our call, fortunately, but we still felt like a
Zoom celebration was the better play. So we toasted each other by holding our
drinks up to the cameras. We told stories about how things have gone in the Fall
of 2020. And then we finished with prayer for each other and our world before
signing off for the year.
Monday, December 14th
The circumstances for my end-of-the-year “vacation” reminded me of the
fictional ad campaign for Ocean Breeze Soap: “It’s like going on an ocean cruise,
except there’s no boat, and you don’t actually go anywhere.” Still, I tried to make
the most of the situation, taking time in the morning to run, write, and read.
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In the early afternoon, Olivia, Cor, and I drove to the Cuyahoga Valley
National Park to hike together for our weekly “Special Thing.” I marveled at the
realization that my kids were enthusiastic at the prospect of this hike. Even with
the cold and the mud! Our time in the woods made me realize that 2020 has
taken some things away from us, but it’s also added some things — particularly in
regards to our appreciation of outdoor activities. Olivia has been doing a lot of
hiking in the CVNP with her friend Gina. Cor was excited to get the extra steps
recorded on his Garmin watch. So even under less-than-ideal conditions, we set
out with happy hearts.
As we walked beside Chippewa Creek, we talked about the latest
developments regarding family gatherings for COVID Christmas. We were all still
processing, intellectually and emotionally, but we tried to practice flexible
thinking and empathy for others. And again, I marveled to realize that these are
skills that have also increased over the course of this most unusual year.
It was a quiet night at home. A nice fire in the hearth... putting in the last
pieces of the Twelve Days of Christmas puzzle… some nice, warm soup, followed
by Santa Lucia sweets while watching the evening news and then the Cleveland
Browns’ appearance on Monday Night Football. The evening news included some
significant developments with the first round of immunizations against
COVID-19 using the recently-approved vaccine from Pfizer, and the finalization
of the Presidential Election results officially declaring Joe Biden the winner after
tallying the results by the U.S. Electoral College.
Both of these news headlines were positive developments in my mind; still,
I couldn’t escape the realization that not all my countrymen — or even all our
family — would agree. It felt sad. As time has passed, however, our family has
started to feel more prepared, more confident, that we can approach complicated
COVID Christmas family gatherings like we’ve approached birthday parties,
church events, and other family gatherings throughout the year. We
acknowledged that a lot could still happen over the next week and a half, but we
agreed our leading option seems to be an outdoor, fireside observance of
Christmas traditions: probably no meal, but still some family time, exchanging
some gifts, enjoying warm drinks, and maybe some dessert.
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The Browns lost to the Ravens to end the night. But at least they made a
game of it, and we consoled ourselves with the fact that we fought well. Like we
have all year.
Thursday, December 17th
Another winter weather system started passing through in the afternoon.
News agencies reported that it might threaten (or at least slow down) the
distribution of the vaccine for a little bit. But it didn’t seem to threaten much of
the rest of our lives: no school cancellations, no sports events called off, no
trouble getting to work or family gatherings — because all of these things have
already been cancelled because of COVID!
I had my annual physical at the doctor’s office in the morning. And while I
was there, I asked Dr. Lucardie for some of his thoughts about COVID-19. He
said he trusted the vaccine and will get it as soon as it’s available to him. He
recommended that I do the same (though it probably won’t be available for me
until April or May). He did not, however, trust the antibody tests. He predicted
that life will gradually start to feel more and more normal over the course of
2021, but it may not feel like a full societal recovery until the Spring of 2022. It
was telling when he shared that his daughter is graduating from high school a
year early (2021), but he’d rather see her wait a year to start college (in 2022), “so
she can get the more typical experience.” Telling. And discouraging.
When I got back home, the house was busy. Olivia had to hurry up and
print something from the office computer for one of her online classes. Cor’s
competitive juices were flowing, as he tried to help his team win a math trivia
game via Google Meets. Elliot was excited about the response to his most recent
TikTok video, and he was eager to start planning and editing subsequent releases.
There was a palpable excitement for winding down school activities and gearing
up for Winter Break.
In the afternoon, I biked through the snow to visit my parents. We sat
together in their Living Room for just more than an hour. I wore a mask; they
didn’t. I did my best to stay six feet away from them; they didn’t. A significant
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area of conversation was our plans for Christmas Eve. My Mom was still pulling
hard for a Family Room gathering, but I explained how I thought a “Driveway
Christmas” would be better. I felt freshly challenged by the relational dynamics of
this COVID Christmas, but I left with reassuring my parents of my love for them
and my hopes to visit them more frequently (even if it’s not with full family
crowds) in the coming weeks.
Saturday, December 19th
Cor and I went for an eight-mile run together in the morning. We got back
to the house in time to get showered up and ready for our Saturday routine at
Panera and Acme with Olivia.
After making cheesesteaks for lunch, Cor and I watched the Big Ten
Football Championship Game, between Ohio State and Northwestern. The
Buckeyes did not look good in the first half — maybe because they had 22 players
out of the game (presumably, though not explicitly, because of COVID). Their
passing game was particularly off, without star receiver Chris Olave. Cor got
pretty upset when the Buckeyes missed opportunities, but at halftime I tried to
remind him that we were only half-way through the game and only down four
points.
Fortunately, they turned it around in the second half, and they ended up
winning the Big Ten Championship even though they only managed to play (and
win) six games for the season.
Later in the evening, Marci talked with her brother on the telephone. They
worked through all the different dynamics for their upcoming trip to Ohio,
including weather, Ross’s health, and plans for celebrating Christmas together.
There were no obvious signs of distress or dissent at the idea of having our
extended family gathering outdoors, around a fire, so it was decided that it would
be my job this week to scout out a location and lay up a supply of firewood.
Current weather forecasts were calling for cold and wind, but we were just glad to
have figured out a path forward.
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Sunday, December 20th
The fourth Sunday of Advent came quicker than any of us thought it
would. We decided that our family’s observance of Advent would be our “worship
gathering” for the day, since it felt like my time off from work would be better
served by avoiding H2O ministry events. In the morning, we downloaded the
With God Daily devotional app on the mobile devices of each family member,
and then when everyone was out of bed we had each individual read through one
of the devotionals and prepare for some family reflection and interaction.
The devotional was titled “Meek & Mighty,” and its main focus was on a
paradox presented in Psalm 11. It felt timely to talk about faith in times of chaos
and existential threat, finding hope in our God who has consistently
demonstrated himself to be both meek and mighty. “Psalm 11 affirms both the
Lord’s nearness and his transcendence; his warmth and his wrath. It’s the same
paradox that exists in Jesus’ incarnation… We need a Lord who is imminent — a
hand of comfort to the afflicted. And we need a God who is transcendent — a
hand of strength to rescue the oppressed.”
The family discussion helped me to realize that I’ve really gotten closer to
God this year. I’ve seen evidence to suggest that the same is true for the rest of
the family, too. This once-in-a-lifetime pandemic has also been a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for our development as men and women, as
neighbors and citizens, and as a family of faith. Even as we might pray for the end
of sickness and death, we can pray that we would not waste this opportunity to
know and walk with God.
Later in the afternoon, our family prepared for the unofficial 2020 edition
of the Frosty Frolic 5K in Canton. The official event was canceled months earlier.
But we each wore a Frosty Frolic running shirt from one of the previous years’
races. We brought along all of the safety lights I could find. And then we drove to
the McKinley Monument in downtown Canton to do our own 5K. At the
monument’s massive stone staircase, the scene was far different from a typical
Frosty Frolic. No photo op with Santa and Mrs. Claus. No Frosty the Snowman
mascot bumping around the starting corral. No other runners in ridiculous
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holiday attire. No official starting line. Just us, with our smart watches and our
memory of the usual course through the light displays of Stadium Park.
I was a little bit worried about car traffic, but that turned out to be
surprisingly minimal. Most of the light displays were similar to how they’ve been
in previous years, except for the candy cane factory. For whatever reason, it was
dark this year, inexplicably shut-down.
Another metaphor for 2020. Still, we persevered.
The boys sang songs about goose poop. The girls worked through minor
points of discomfort. The kids all crossed the “Finish Line” together,
hand-in-hand. And then Marci and I did the same for our end-of-the-5K
experience. There were no cookies or plastic cups of hot chocolate. No bananas or
bottles of water. Still, it felt significant to force some sense of normalcy on a
situation that was not normal.
After our run, we learned that one of the benefits of a COVID Christmas
version of the Frosty Frolic is that it didn’t take us long to get out of the parking
lot, and it didn’t take us long to get a table at Carrabba’s. The kids stuffed
themselves with carbohydrates: bar-mixed Cherry Cokes, bread, and pasta. Marci
and I enjoyed our favorites. And then we drove back to Kent through the
darkness and fog.
Back at the house, we made Starlight Sugar Crisp cookies and watched the
first half of the Browns’ Sunday Night Football game. I went to bed at halftime
but later learned they got the “W.” Honestly, though, even if the Browns would
have lost, the whole day was a “Dub.” I fell asleep with a deep sense of
appreciation for our family.
Monday, December 21st
The day of the 2020 Winter Solstice was short, dark, and dreary. Even so, I
felt hope rise within me. The Winter Solstice has always felt like a turning point.
From this day forward, the days keep getting longer. Every minute of added
daylight would be appreciated. The road ahead may still be long, but at least we
would be on the road.
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I drove Olivia and Cor to their dental appointments in Ravenna around
mid-morning. When we arrived, the receptionist took the kids’ temperatures —
all normal — and then we took seats in the waiting area, where chairs were
spaced six or seven feet apart from each other. There were no magazines or
reading material or really anything to touch, except for a bottle of hand sanitizer.
There was one other woman in the waiting area, and she nodded at us in greeting,
but I couldn’t tell if she was smiling or frowning underneath her mask. Olivia and
Cor later reported that they felt weirdly naked and vulnerable when they took off
their masks for the oral examination in the dentist chair. But otherwise, things
went well.
In a special evening edition of our “Special Thing” with me and the kids,
we visited the “WildLights” at the Akron Zoo. The experience was charming in
some ways, but unsettling in others. They really do go all out with lighting
displays, and it was pretty cool to see all the animals in nocturnal conditions —
bald eagles roosting and grizzly bears resting, three lions and a snow leopard far
more active than usual. It was strange, though, to be around so many other
people. I felt a sort of post-traumatic stress when the running and leaping lions
made children and adults forget about the idea of “social distancing,” and they
crammed twenty people into a viewing area supposedly restricted to four people.
I didn’t know what to do when toddlers pawed at my knees while waiting in line
for a ride on the carousel. We were outdoors the whole time, and people were
good about wearing masks, so I’d like to hope that risk was minimal. Still, it felt
strange. It may take awhile to get used to social dynamics, after this whole
pandemic is finished.
Tuesday, December 22nd
I woke up in the middle of the night with a sore throat. Not super-painful,
but also not normal. In my half-sleeping stupor, my mind struggled with this
information. Didn’t I also feel unusually warm? I tossed off the duvet and worried
about the fact that it took me a couple of minutes to feel like I wanted its weight
back on top of me. I turned in bed and remembered the report from my watch at
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the end of my run the previous morning and noting that my VO2 Max was 48.
Abnormally low for me. My thoughts turned to the passage from The Great
Influenza that I’d read the previous afternoon, describing the way that Influenza
A-type viruses invade a person’s respiratory system. I couldn’t fully wake up, to
go get a drink or a thermometer, but I also couldn’t sleep for a half-hour or so. I
tossed and turned, thinking of all the places that I’d been over the previous two or
three days, realizing that I could have gotten infected anywhere! It was
crazy-making. Living through a pandemic can make a person hyper-analyze every
minute inner working of one’s body.
When I got up in the morning, my throat still felt a little sore. But my
temperature was normal. I had no other symptoms. And even if I tried to get a
COVID test, it seemed very unlikely that we’d have any new information to work
with by the time of scheduled family gatherings. So I chose to adopt a “Wait and
See” approach.
No further symptoms developed over the rest of the day. In fact, even the
throat was feeling good enough that I double-checked with my parents and then
biked over to their place for a visit in the evening. I especially wanted to deliver a
copy of the new Carrie Underwood Christmas CD and a copy of Leif Enger’s book
Peace Like a River. I’d ordered them a week or two earlier, with the idea of giving
them to my parents as ways to inject joy and entertainment in the time leading up
to the holidays. Shipping schedules across the country have been pretty
significantly delayed, however, so I only got the items on Monday. My parents
said that their prescription drugs are delayed in delivery, as well, which is
definitely more problematic than delayed Christmas gifts.
My Dad has been dealing with more difficulties from his Parkinson’s
Disease. While I was there, he kept getting up out of his seat to kneel down on the
floor or move his arms in large circles, which he described as tricks to help him
diffuse anxiety and “unfreeze” his limbs, helping him to breathe more easily. He
also talked about the challenges with his brain communicating with his mouth,
experienced in a conversation with his Riverwood Small Group over Zoom the
other night. He tried to tell an old Lutefisk joke — the one where the old
Norwegian placed his codfish on a board to soak it in lye, but then threw away the
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fish and ate the board because it tasted better — but he couldn’t get his words out
fast enough. It sounded like things have been pretty frustrating lately. I was glad
to see that he and my Mom seemed to be dealing with the frustrations in healthy
ways, but I felt for them.
Wednesday, December 23rd
My main mission for the morning was to drive to Richland County to
prepare for our “Farmyard Christmas'' with the Andersons. I loaded up our
minivan with our fire pit, dry kindling from our woodshop, and our firewood
carrier, along with some other odds and ends. When I got to the Farm, Louise
and I scouted a few potential locations outside, where we might want to set things
up. We decided on a spot just outside of the kitchen, on the east (hopefully
leeward) side of the house. And in twenty minutes or so, I was finished with
laying up all the fire wood. I told Louise that we would call when we were in
Ashland on Christmas Day, so she could strike the match and start the fire. We
agreed that it would be a very unusual Christmas, but at least we’d be together.
Though the weather forecast was still predicting rain, snow, and wind for
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day, we had relatively mild temperatures and even
some sunshine throughout the day. In the afternoon, the boys and I played some
basketball in the driveway. Afterwards, Marci and I spent some time decorating
for the next day’s “Driveway Christmas” celebration with my parents and my
sister’s family. We pressed command hooks into place and strung up imitationevergreen garlands, a swag, and a wreath. As I swept out the dust and leaves from
the garage floor, I also thought about the connection between our unusual
Christmas observance and the unusual circumstances surrounding the birth of
Jesus in a Bethlehem stable. I appreciated the reminder of “God with us,” even in
adverse circumstances. I also appreciated Marci’s ability to add a touch of beauty,
warmth, and hospitality to any setting: even a garage and driveway.
In the evening, Marci and I went out for dinner and a movie. While we ate
barbecue for dinner at Old Carolina, we talked a lot about the stresses of this
holiday season. We felt glad that we’d figured out a way to navigate the
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philosophical tensions and holiday expectations from our extended family, but
we also felt anxious about how it would all play out. I told Marci that there have
been a lot of times this year where life has felt like crossing a river by way of a log.
We’ve made our way across our slippery and unstable makeshift “bridge,” with
stops and starts to maintain our balance along the way. We’ve made it most of the
way across the river, to the point that even if we would start to lose our balance
again, we need to just propel ourselves forward to collapse on the opposite bank.
It has started to feel like we’re flailing, but we should make it. Perhaps not the
most hopeful way to think about Christmas. But it’s a COVID Christmas. After
dinner, we went to the Kent Plaza movie theater and watched one of the few
movies that’s been recently released: Wild Mountain Thyme, a quirky love story
set in the farm country of Ireland. We shared the theater with three other people,
all of us seated far apart from each other and wearing masks. It felt good, though,
to be in a quiet, dark theater for an evening of escape.
When we got home, it was hard to get everyone to settle down. Too much
anticipation and energy for Christmas festivities, perhaps. But eventually, the
house settled and we slept hard as the rain started to spatter down upon the roof
of our house.
Thursday, December 24th
Even with some advance work to secure extra fire pits and put up
Christmas decorations, it took a lot of time to set up for “Driveway Christmas”
with the extended Asp family. Most of the morning was consumed with
last-minute cleaning, carrying everything into the garage, and setting up the
tables and chairs and television and audio system and such. The kids and I also
had to make ten pounds of mashed potatoes. So the time flew by until it was time
to light the fires and build up a bed of coals. Some rain started spitting as I
worked on the fires, so it was challenging. But ultimately successful.
My parents pulled in just a minute or two after two o’clock, and I guided
their little yellow Chevrolet Sonic down the hill, past the fires, all the way to the
far corner of the driveway. Anna and her kids arrived just a couple of minutes
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later. It felt like a surprisingly normal Christmas Eve get-together, with everyone
greeting each other and off-loading gifts and food, some finding seats, others
milling about, kids playing off to one side. The rain intensified, as we settled in
and caught up on each other’s lives, so most of the group stayed inside the garage,
with some distance between households and masks and lots of fresh (though
perhaps a bit smoky) air. Our household grabbed umbrellas and sat or stood just
outside the garage, where we could all talk. It wasn’t ideal, but it was fine.
Within the first half-hour, the rain switched over to a wintry mix and then
full-on snow. It came down hard and piled up fast, once it switched over to snow.
But it looked very Christmassy. Andy Williams crooned about a “White
Christmas” on the audio system. Honestly, I was glad that it snowed.
It would be tempting to pretend like the environment was “pure magic,”
especially with the rapid accumulation of an inch or two of snow while we were
together. The truth is that it was awkward and uncomfortable. It was more
difficult than expected to sip a hot drink, eat a meringue shell, open a present,
hold a conversation, practice standard precautions against the spread of
COVID-19, and keep an umbrella over one’s head all at the same time!
By God’s grace, we kept positive attitudes. We kept our germs to ourselves
with a combination of fresh air, staying six feet apart from each other for most of
the time, and wearing coordinated red-and-black, buffalo-plaid masks (gifted to
the family by my mother). And we kept Christmas traditions alive, with a reading
from the second chapter of Luke… the opening of gifts, one at a time, from
youngest to oldest… and exchanging the elements of our traditional Swedish
Meatball feast to be enjoyed back at home later in the evening.
The snow kept coming down so much that I had to put down some salt on
the driveway to make sure everyone would be able to get home safely. Anna and
Claire were scheduled to do the Advent reading for their church’s Christmas Eve
worship gathering that evening, so the Beattys left pretty promptly at 4:00 PM.
My parents followed just a few minutes later. Our household worked together to
clean things up as quickly as possible, and then we had a little while to catch our
breath before we needed to start getting dinner ready. Around six o’clock, we
made up some plates with Swedish Meatballs and 7-Up Jell-O Salad from Anna,
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Cheesy Green Beans from my parents (they also made the Meringue Shells that
we enjoyed earlier in the afternoon), and our family’s Mashed Potatoes — heating
everything up (except for the 7-Up Jell-O Salad) in the microwave, eating in
shifts.
After dinner, Elliot got a text from Danny saying that his father had just
tested positive for COVID. Elliot’s exposure to the Larison family was limited
during the period when they were potentially contagious. Still, it was
discouraging to hear that Danny was going to be in quarantine for the next couple
of weeks. Just another reminder of the fact that this virus has been with us
throughout the holiday season and throughout the year. Our Advent reading for
the evening happened to focus on Psalm 22, delving into themes of God’s
apparent inaction in the face of injustice. It was a powerful reminder of how
significant the Incarnation truly was, as the Word became flesh to dwell among
us and endure suffering, feel abandoned, and still choose the relationship for
which we were intended.
We finished by singing “O Come, O Come, Immanuel” and “Silent Night”
before blowing out the Advent candles for the last time.
Friday, December 25th
We woke on Christmas morning to eight inches of fresh, fluffy snow. No
one in the house seemed to be in a hurry to rush downstairs and open presents.
So Marci and I enjoyed the opportunity to snuggle in bed for an hour or so. Then,
we made our way downstairs, started a pot of coffee, kindled a fire in the
fireplace, prepared for breakfast… And when Cor was still the only one awake by
8:00 AM, Marci and I decided to go for a walk through the spectacular snowscape
outside. It was cold and there were a lot of places where the snow hadn’t been
cleared, but it really did feel lovely to get out and go for a relaxed walk on
Christmas morning.
When we got back to the house, we had breakfast and opened presents.
The highlight of the gift-giving was Olivia’s odyssey to discover Elliot’s
creatively-packaged gifts related to a favorite television show from the previous
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year (a Brookly Nine-Nine scavenger hunt, in this case). After we were finished
with everything in the Family Room, we had about an hour to retreat to our
rooms, “play” with our favorite new “toys,” get a little more to eat, and rest before
it was time to load up the minivan and head down to Richland County.
Around mid-day, we layered up. We packed up all the presents we wanted
to give to the Andersons. We dug the minivan out of the snow. And then we
trekked southwest for a “Farmyard Christmas.” An hour-and-a-half drive to
spend an hour-and-a-half together outside and then drive an hour-and-a-half
back to Kent.
Matt did a good job building up a bed of coals in the fire pit before we got
there. So we really managed to stay pretty warm (except for our feet). We didn’t
eat any food together. We didn’t exchange any gifts while we were together. We
just tried to make the most of some family time. Conversation stayed largely
superficial, non-controversial, and non-confrontational. The boys and I took
several breaks to step away from the fire pit and throw around an old football
with Matt and Nathan, diving into the snow for extra-dramatic catches. It
honestly went better than I expected. An hour-and-a-half ended up feeling like
the perfect amount of time. Matt led the family in prayer before we got back into
the minivan, and then he helped to guide us out of the driveway, onto Bowman
Road, where we left the Farm behind in the rearview mirror.
The roads still weren’t great, on the way back to Kent, as the area had
probably received an additional two or three inches of snow throughout the day.
But we managed all right. When we got back to our house, we had a lovely ham
dinner with mashed potatoes, butterhorn dinner rolls, a frozen cranberry side
dish, and apple pie for dessert. The kids and I cleaned up, while Marci rested in
the Family Room. And then we all watched the Charlie Brown Christmas special
(because it was short and because it was a passive form of entertainment). Marci
and I went to bed around nine o’clock.
We were so, so tired at the end of the day. I could barely keep my eyes
open to brush my teeth and crawl in bed. After kissing Marci good night, I slipped
into a deep, dreamless sleep, grateful that we’d made it through the COVID
Christmas season.
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The Back Forty
(2021)

Spring
There’s a stand of trees on the back of our property that’s been growing for
centuries. It’s not anywhere near 40 acres, but we still call it “the Back Forty”
because that’s what my father called it. And that’s what his father before him
called it.. And so on and so forth, presumably, all the way back to the days of the
Homestead Acts in the 1860s, when this region was sectioned off. Our
“homestead” has been whittled down to just a couple acres, but I still feel a deep
connection to the land. And especially the woods. The trees in our “Back Forty”
are mostly maples and beeches, as it is with all of the oldest forests in this part of
the region. But we’ve got a few hickories and aspens. Some smaller sumacs and a
couple of big old white oak trees, too.
This clump of trees is the primary feature on the landscape that I observe
every morning as I start my day. I pour myself a cup of black coffee and then sit at
the table in our breakfast nook, looking out towards the back of our property,
away from State Route 52. That’s my space for thinking and praying. I reflect
inwardly, while I gaze out at the world. Those trees stand sentinel for every
season: always changing, adapting to the conditions, sometimes producing sap,
sometimes producing seed, sometimes producing nothing, and sometimes just
sleeping through the winters. They’re always growing, albeit imperceptibly. Still,
the main feeling that they prompt in my heart is a kind of quiet peace and
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steadiness. I love the way that the trees are both dynamic and static. I wish other
elements of life would feel similarly.
On this bright morning in early April, a fog blurs everything in the Back
Forty except for the bright yellow and green buds that seem to hover above the
ground. There’s a rhythm and regularity to the ways the trees bud out every
spring. First the maples, then the beeches, and then — only once the season is in
full sway — the oaks.
I worry about my Dad, while I sip my coffee and watch the sun climb over
the fields and trees. He had some kind of virus a few weeks back, and I
legitimately wondered if we might lose him. He seemed so fragile. Such a far cry
from the oaken strength he demonstrated in my childhood.
Back when I was little, my Dad would pretend to struggle in our
arm-wrestling matches — even letting himself lose a time or two before he
suddenly “remembered” to inflate his muscles. He’d stick his thumb in his mouth,
puff out his cheeks, and flex his bicep in small increments to match each puff of
air until the muscles of his upper arm were massive. As thick as my waist, it
seemed. And then, despite my best efforts, he’d flatten me in no time, proving
who was the true strongman in our arm-wrestling league.
These days, it’s different. In Dad’s late-winter illness, the gaunt hollows of
his cheeks looked so deep while he napped on the couch in his living room. His
arms were like the slender twigs of a willow. It seemed like a gust of wind could
easily knock him over. So I decided that I needed to write a letter to my brothers
and my sister, letting them know what I was seeing. “I really don’t have any
special knowledge about what is or is not happening with Dad’s health these days.
I really don’t. But as I thought through all the different dynamics at play here, it
felt like there could be some regret if I didn’t share what’s been on my mind.” It
was hard to spell out all of the signs, there in black-and-white. But I wanted them
to know how quickly it could all come crashing down — even though we all hope
and pray that we have at least a couple more years, if not a couple more decades.
My sister acknowledged receipt of the letter. My brothers, however, never
wrote back. None of them ever responded in any meaningful way. But then again,
how is one supposed to respond to a letter like that? Human frailty is hard.
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Uncomfortable. Easier shoved into some back corner of some back room, where
we don’t have to deal with it.
Fortunately, Dad rallied after a couple of weeks. He’s been able to resume
his Physical Therapy sessions on Wednesdays and Fridays, and those seem to be
helpful. But I wonder how long the reprieve will last.
My Dad is six years into his struggle with Parkinson’s Disease, but the
battle has intensified over the course of the last year. The neurological enemy has
built siege works, choking off his flexibility, his endurance, his communication
skills.
Even before the winter virus, I remember the pain of watching him
struggle to find the words for “banana bread,” when placing an order for his
favorite meal from Bob Evans Restaurant. It’s been agonizing to see his social
skills impeded, after a lifetime of performing as a “people person.” He stays
pretty quiet during family gatherings. He doesn’t like to go to church as much as
he used to. Not even the Men’s Bible Study. Because as a highly-educated “Man of
Letters,” with advanced degrees from Bethel College, Denver Seminary, and
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, it’s slow and frustrating to even answer the
introductory questions like, “How are you doing today?”
I wish I had words for my father. The words to speak for him, when he
needs others to understand what’s happening inside of his brain and inside of his
heart. But even more, I wish I had the words to speak to him, to let him know that
I love him — even when it takes as long for his words to form as it takes for the
leaves to bud out from the ends of the tree branches. Spring never comes as
quickly as I want it to. And in this search for words, I feel even more empathy for
my Dad and the way he’s perpetually frustrated with his inability to articulate his
most basic thoughts.
All we can do is wait. And hope for sunnier, warmer days ahead.
Summer
In mid-July, the trees in the Back Forty are a deep, leafy green. They offer
retreat and refreshment on even the hottest, driest days.
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Sometimes I like to string up a hammock between two of the beech trees
on the outer rim of the cluster. Their smooth, silver bark is like the skin on two
strange long torsos. It feels like I’m cinching a belt around and between the
waists of these long, lovely ladies, thankful for their willingness to stand steady
and patiently support the hammock suspended between them. They throw the
shade of their slender leaves over me while I rest and keep watch while my eyes
are closed.
Still, the summer is not entirely restful. One evening I’m out mowing the
lawn, trying to finish before an approaching thunderstorm. I manage to avoid
getting soaked in the rain, but I end up soaked in sweat anyway. I look out at the
trees in the Back Forty, swaying and waving in the wind. And then I look at my
phone to see that my Dad has recently sent me a text message:
“Eric, first I needn to c in”
A waving ellipsis underneath the text message indicates that he’s typing
another text message. But it keeps stopping and starting at irregular intervals.
Sixteen minutes later, there’s been no further elaboration on his first text
message. So I respond: “Are you OK?”
A minute later, he still hasn’t responded. So I chase the text message with
a phone call. Just to make sure he’s doing all right. Fortunately, there’s no
emergency. My Dad puts me on speakerphone, and my Mom jumps in with all
the latest news from the rest of the family: my sister’s adventures piloting a big
RV across the Great Plains… my nephew’s 21st birthday… my cousin’s crazy
Facebook posts… a report of my parents’ view on the approaching
thunderstorm… It’s standard parental chit-chat. I forget about the earlier text
message, and my Dad doesn’t seem inclined to bring it up either.
The next day, however, I’m out walking in the woods again to soak in the
sights and sounds of the forest, when my Dad sends another text:
“I am ok but I’m not ok abut My ability to tie people. Give me a chance
pstart”
It takes him hours to send his next text message, but when he continues,
he writes:
“I have virtually no communication stills”
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I respond, “It does seem to be getting harder for you. But I still love you.
Are there any ways I can help?”
It’s not until the evening that he writes back, but I am struck by both the
eloquence and the irritation embedded within his words:
“As I look at the words I keep on diggeriging and I simply digging
deeper he hard”
I respond with a text saying, “That’s got to be so frustrating.”
After no further response in the next hour, I follow up my text message
with another phone call. And of course, he doesn’t have much to talk about. But I
decide to just slow down and tell him all about the woods around me. I reminisce
about the “Action Christian Club” that my brother and I established, back when
he was the care-taker for this property, before he and Mom moved into the
condominium complex and our family took possession of the homestead. I laugh
to remember the raggedy old leather armchair that we dragged out here to our
“fort” (which was not fortified in any meaningful way). We thought that we’d be
kings, ruling the forest forever from our leather throne… until we had a week of
soaking summer rains. Shortly afterwards, a swarm of bees moved into the cavity
beneath the leather exterior of the armchair. And we never went back to play in
that fort again.
As the sun sets and the lightning bugs come out in the Back Forty, I
remind my Dad of the way he would help us catch the insects in our hands and
then transfer them into mason jars with holes poked in the metal lids. He was so
agile and so gentle. Such a sharp contrast to the way that my brother and I would
use tennis rackets and wiffle bats to accumulate luminescent bug guts to serve as
torches of death and domination.
“We were such stupid kids,” I tell my Dad.
I didn’t really expect a response to my rambling story-telling. But my Dad
interrupts me with a subtle sound, like a gust of wind through the trees, cueing
me to stop and listen.
“No…” he says, collecting and concentrating his focus before completing
his thought. It’s maybe a minute later before he’s able to finish: “You’re a good
kid.”
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My throat gets tight and my eyes well up with tears. “Thanks, Dad.” I
needed to hear that. I wish him good-night and walk back to the house with a
heart full of the happiness that can only come from a father’s affirmation and
affection.
Fall
In the Fall, the trees in the Back Forty put on a classic Midwestern
fireworks display. The maples get all the glory, with their yellows, oranges, and
reds. But I also appreciate the later deep crimsons and browns of the oaks. And I
love the way that the beech leaves eventually turn the color and consistency of old
paper, rattling on their branches long after all the other leaves have fallen.
I’m working on a personal translation of the Gospel of Luke, from ancient
Greek to contemporary English as I spend my morning coffee time at the big
picture window, with interlinear Bibles, and lexicons, and dictionaries spread out
on the table I’ve arranged facing the Back Forty. It occurs to me that my set-up
looks awfully similar to the desk in my Dad’s basement office, back in the day. I
think of the blue ink on the yellow legal pad that he’d use for his scratch notes.
His handwriting was hard enough to read when he wrote in English, but
completely foreign to me when he wrote in Greek. I’ve developed a fascination for
languages in the decades since those early observations. All of my education has
been self-study, with some help from my Dad in the early going. So, it’s fun and
fulfilling to work on my own translations, just like my Dad used to work on his
own translations. I’m exhilarated to watch the words come to life, getting
stronger and faster with my Greek skills as I practice them with greater
regularity.
I can’t escape the connections between my Dad and my use of language.
One of the first English words to come out of my mouth was “Dada.” I
know this because it says so in the “All About Our Baby” book that Dad and Mom
handed over to me a few years back, when they were moving into their
condominium complex. That’s early vocabulary for a lot of little kids, I suppose.
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But it seems especially appropriate that my first foray into the world of words
came with my Dad in mind.
Language has been a gift in many ways. But it has especially served as a
gift to the relationship between my Dad and me. My verbal skills and my
vocabulary always ranked ahead of my peers. And I think a lot of that has to do
with the way that my Dad talked with me. I subconsciously absorbed his
approach to language with my own kids. I preferred proper terminology for
things that other parents might choose to swap out for childish terminology.
But even beyond learning the language, using words for tools, my Dad
taught me how to use words as art and entertainment. I remember so many
stories, sermon illustrations, and “Dad Jokes” (though that label for the genre
came years after the fact): Sudsy-Wudsy… Sven and Ole jokes… The Preacher
and the Bear… Lutefisk… Kerkhoven…
Studying New Testament Greek under the tutelage of my father took this
connection between “Dad” and “language” to a new level, later in life. We used
Machen’s New Testament Greek for Beginners to become familiar with the
shapes of the letters and the sounds that they make, then to sort out the basic
rules of nouns and verbs. And after establishing the very narrowest of a base, we
dove straight into the first chapter of the Gospel of John. In the early weeks of
our Greek Lessons, I barely understood a word of what I was “translating.” But in
those days, my Dad’s early stages of Parkinson’s worked to our advantage. His
slowness of speech forced me to soldier on through the text and watch the words
come alive, with time.
Even now that my Greek translation skills have improved, I still appreciate
the way that a personal translation project slows me down and makes me feel a
closer kinship with both my Heavenly Father and my earthly father. A
time-intensive, pain-staking process isn’t necessarily a bad thing. It creates more
space for reflection. For understanding — but also for not understanding. For
learning to depend on the Holy Spirit who, “prays for us with groanings that
cannot be expressed in words.” I’m glad for the way my daily process of
translating the Gospel of Luke, word by word, line by line, creates space for
looking out at the beautiful fall foliage in the Back Forty.
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As the holidays approach, my Mom decides to visit her sister in
Minnesota, so I plan to spend some extra time with my Dad, in case he needs
help. I’ve saved up a week’s worth of desk work to take over to their
condominium complex. Especially my Greek translation project — since I thought
my Dad might appreciate the way that the torch has been passed to the next
generation.
An hour before I was planning to arrive, however, I get a call from my
Mom. She left for the airport around eight o’clock in the morning — but by
eight-thirty, my Dad had already called 9-1-1, panicked about seeing people in the
house who weren’t actually there. The authorities checked in with my Dad and
then called my Mom, who reassured them that he’d be all right — but she wanted
to make sure that I was heading that way as soon as possible.
As soon as I enter the front door, Dad welcomes me to have a seat at the
dining room table. He says he wasn’t expecting me, so I remind him that I’ve
been planning to hang out around the house for most of the next few days. He
tells me that there are other people at the dining room table with him. People that
he knows “from basketball and other places like that.” He acknowledges that they
are not the same as real flesh-and-blood visitors, but he insists that they “exist.”
When I ask if he can see them or hear them or what, he says that he can see them.
I cannot see them, however, so I choose to ignore them and suggest that my Dad
should do the same.
He takes a lot of naps over the course of the day. When he’s not napping,
though, he’s checking on things. He walks half a block down to the condominium
complex’s central mailbox to check the mail: four times before it finally arrives.
His mailbox key gets lost twice, so we have to spend some time checking on that,
too. After the mail is gathered, he shifts his attention to checking on the trash and
recycling bins. And after he determines that he can wheel the bins back into the
garage, he shifts to checking the front door for the arrival of my brother-in-law,
my nieces, and my nephew, knowing that they were coming to have a
Pizza-and-Movie Night with him when it’s time for me to go home.
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He has an anxious energy about him for most of the time that he’s awake.
Sometimes, I’m able to distract him with a TV show. But even then, he does a lot
of standing, sitting, pacing… It’s hard to see him so restless.
On the second day of my Mom’s trip, after a simple lunch of canned soup, I
suggest that we should go on an excursion. Maybe driving to take a walk in the
Back Forty and listening to Sibeleus’s 5th Symphony (one of Dad’s favorites) on
the way? He seems to like that idea. Indeed, as the music swells and fills the cabin
of my Honda Civic, Dad waves his hands as if to conduct the invisible orchestra.
And I smile to remember the way he’s always done this when listening to
orchestral music. I recall similar listening sessions with vinyl records on the
turntable, when I was a little kid. My brother and I imagined ourselves as animals
representing all the different parts of the symphony: giant cats creeping down
alleyways… graceful geese flying south for the winter… diving dolphins in the
Gulf of Mexico at sunset… My Dad directed all of it. I liked it better when he was
in charge. But even as the roles are changing and I find the director’s baton
increasingly in my own hands, I realize that we’re finding our way, anyhow.
After arriving at the family property, we walk from the driveway to the
Back Forty. And I’m surprised to see that Dad’s walking form is still quite strong.
If anything, he walks a little too quickly for my liking. He doesn’t seem at all tired
on the way back to the car, so I ask if he wants to walk some more and come up to
the house for a cup of hot cider. He actually expresses a pretty significant amount
of enthusiasm (for a guy with Parkinson’s) about that idea. So we hike that
direction, and again Dad doesn’t seem at all tired. If anything, he seems
invigorated. The cider seems to increase energy, too. It’s only when we get back to
the car that he indicates any level of fatigue. When we return to his condo, he
sleeps. A deep and peaceful sleep. Learning each other’s rhythms, we make it
through the last couple of days until my Mom’s return without too much trouble.
But it’s an eye-opening experience.
It’s unsettling to see how unsettled he is in this stage of his struggle with
Parkinson’s Disease. He’s particularly unsettled with seeing things that aren’t
there. He seems to have some awareness of his confusion, anxiety, and agitation.
At one point, he said, “I’m floating…” and made some arm motions like he was
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treading water, trying to keep his head above water. A little while later, he walked
up to the dining room table and asked, “Who do we have here?” When I assured
him that nobody was sitting there, he said “Oh, boy. I’m really seeing things.”
But when I get home at the end of my Mom’s trip — back to my view of the
Back Forty — I realize that my Dad never got to see my Greek translation project.
I don’t think he would have been able to appreciate it much, anyway. But still,
that internal pivot for affirmation makes me realize that I’m really losing
something with the continued progression of my Dad’s Parkinson’s Disease.
Even though the Fall is usually one of my favorite times of the year, I
notice that my heart is strangely sad to see the leaves falling from the trees,
minute by minute, hour by hour, day by day.
Winter
In December, the trees in the Back Forty are stoic and steeled against the
harsh winds and wintry precipitation thrown at them by Old Man Winter. The
snow often stacks up in drifts at the edge of the woods. I love the way that the
trees look with one whole side plastered with wet, white snow.
All of the snow and ice can be heavy for the trees, though. This is the time
of the year when trees are most likely to fall. And I know that statistics indicate
people, too, are more likely to die in the winter than in any other season.
So, of course, I wonder about the decline of my Dad as I look out the
window and sip my coffee.
I used to think about the “worst way” to lose someone, or the “best way” to
lose someone. However, the older I’ve gotten, the more times that I’ve had to
experience loss, the more I’ve become convinced that this is not a helpful way to
think about death. There is no elegance in grief. At least not for those who
continue living afterwards.
I have one friend who lost his Dad to cancer when he was nine years old. I
have another friend who lost her Dad to pneumonia when he was ninety-four
years old. I don’t think either of them would be inclined to put their experiences
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with death and grief up for any sort of “Best” or “Worst” award. They were both
really hard.
It doesn’t matter the duration or intensity of the dying and grieving
experience. Neither the element of anticipation nor surprise are desirable. The
manner of death doesn’t matter, either: young or old, accident or disease, on the
battlefields or in the nursing home… It all feels wrong. Something in our hearts is
still stuck in the Garden Eden. But our lives are lived and our deaths are died in
places like this old family farm and the condominium complex in town…
“Merry Christmas,” I mutter to myself. “I’m a right, jolly, old elf, aren’t I?”
Honestly, though, the more I reflect on these theological principles, the
more my heart is inclined to peace. The holiday season coincides nicely with my
ongoing translation of the Gospel of Luke. The Song of the Angels in chapter two
takes on a new significance when I notice the way that it announces the return of
God’s glory. That’s the first word in their song, in fact: Glory!
Those shepherds were keeping watch over their flock by night — which is,
of course, a super-appropriate word picture for the faithful remnant of Israel,
waiting and watching and whiling away the centuries in spiritual darkness —
when all of a sudden, the radiance of the Lord’s glory is around them on every
side. There had been no glory for so many years. But then God bursts back onto
the scene, and He doesn’t just light a candle... Or even a super-powerful bat
signal… He floods the night skies with an army of angels radiating the Lord’s
glory for all people!
As I sit in the breakfast nook, I struggle with the best way to translate this
part of the text. I wish I could more fully convey how remarkable the experience
must have been. The contrast for those shepherds was shocking. Disorienting.
Such great darkness cut by such great light! These shepherds — the watchers and
waiters — were floored. And most English translations of this passage just don’t
completely do it justice. Even though I’m still just learning some of the
complexities of the Greek language in which the Bible was originally recorded, I
am determined to do my best research on this particular point.
It seems clear that the original text does say, “They were afraid.” But then
it doubles down, intensifying the fear with a second repetition, like “They were
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afraid with a fear” or “They were terrified with a terror.” And then on top of the
repetition, it adds an intensifier that any English-speaker might even recognize: a
form of the Greek word mega, meaning “great” or “big” or, well, “mega.” So it’s
actually, “They were afraid with a really big fear” or “They were terrified with a
mega-terror.”
As enthusiastic as those 1st Century shepherds might have been for this
glimpse of God’s great, long-awaited glory, it’s totally rational that they would
also be terrified with a mega-terror. God’s glory can be so big and beautiful that it
puts our smallness and sinfulness in plain view.
But the angel responds to the shepherds’ mega-fear with reassurance.
There’s a parallel structure in the original language. Of course, the original text
says “I bring you good news” — and I notice that some common translations do a
better job with this one than with the fear one, doubling down, intensifying the
goodness with a second repetition, like “I bring you good news that will bring
joy.” But I notice that afterwards, on top of the repetition, the text adds that same
intensifier from before: mega. So it’s actually, “I bring you good news that will
bring great joy” or “I bring you good news that will bring mega-joy.”
Mega-joy to overcome mega-fear. This turn of phrase feels so satisfying. It
makes the Song of the Angels so much more meaningful to me. I write all these
thoughts down in my journal because I don’t want them to get lost anywhere. Not
lost in translation, but also not lost in my life.
The week before Christmas, a big winter storm system rolls through our
area. The winds howl all night long. By the time it’s finished, it’s dumped almost
two feet of snow. It’s a pretty noteworthy meteorological event in its own right.
But the main thing I notice when I wake up is that one of the great white oaks in
our Back Forty has fallen overnight.
It was probably the oldest tree in those woods: an absolute titan.
Consequently, as it fell the great white oak cleared out quite a few limbs from
other trees and all kinds of underbrush and brambles beneath it.
As the sun rises, a diagonal slash cuts through the Back Forty, and I’m
surprised by how different the whole scene looks with the loss of that one tree.
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The sunlight cutting through seems to be sharper, brighter, harsher. The whole
landscape is missing a filter that’s been in place since long before my conscious
memory.
It just feels wrong.
As the day wears on, I put on my coveralls and trudge through the snow to
inspect the damages. I notice that the wind coming through the Back Forty also
sounds different and feels different. It’s like the trees’ musical chord is missing a
note, and the symphony just feels dissonant. I shiver with the cold wind forcing
itself down my collar.
On my inspection of the Back Forty, I notice that one of the casualties of
the oak tree’s collapse is the loss of one of my favorite hammocking trees. It’s
been knocked sideways, at a sixty-degree angle from the ground. Half of its root
system remains anchored in the ground, but the other half has been uprooted and
exposed by the falling of the great oak. This beautiful beech tree might still be
able to survive the trauma, given enough time, enough sunlight and water and
nutrients from the soil. But it won’t be a helpful hammocking partner for the
foreseeable future. Of course, there are other suitable hammocking trees in the
Back Forty, but I’m sad to see this lovely lady beech tree marred, in addition to
the loss of the venerable gentleman oak tree.
Things are different now.
This stand of trees will never be exactly the same again.
Still the Back Forty will survive. Trees have grown and died in this space
for generations upon generations. The remains of this oak will soon rot and
support the grubs, the fungi, and the microorganisms that maintain nutrient
balance in the soil and support the growth of the acorns that may have just fallen
from this same tree back in September. The clearing in the tree canopy vacated by
the great oak tree will allow smaller, younger saplings to grow and flourish for
decades to come.
“It’s going to be fine,” I remind myself. But I’m still going to miss that big
old oak tree every time I look out at the Back Forty.
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On Christmas Day, we welcome my parents for a big mid-day feast, along
with others from the extended family. Naturally, everyone else notices and
comments on the gap in the Back Forty, but I appreciate the way that the
recognition of this vacancy gets us talking about old memories. We stand around
the window looking out at the Back Forty and reminisce about the lightning
bugs… the Action Christian Club… our imaginary kingdoms demarcated by ridges
and rivulets through the trees… the baby bunny that we found by itself in the
woods and tried to nurse to maturity… There are so many memories tied to the
tree and the forest and the land and the ways that we’ve all gotten to experience
these things together.
My Dad mostly just listens to our storytelling. He forces himself to smile
and laugh every now and then, making a conscious effort to fight against the
immobilizing effects of his Parkinson’s, to let us know that he’s tracking with us. I
find myself wishing that he could chime in with his old story about the time that
his neighbor-friend Ralphie collaborated with him to catch a groundhog coming
out of its hole — and my Dad ended up getting bit in the process.
But it suddenly occurs to me that we can tell his story, even if he can’t tell
it for himself. Both the telling and the listening are well-rehearsed, so we can
swap roles and enjoy the story together. Our family’s storytelling continues
through dinner and dessert, through exchanging gifts and going back for more
dessert. Even as the sun sets and our view of the Back Forty is darkened, we keep
telling stories. And I feel more peace and belonging in this communal act of
storytelling than I’ve felt in a long time. Because Christmas is a season for
storytelling: to each other, for each other, and with each other.
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